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Abstract

This thesis adresses issues associated with efficiently programming
modern heterogeneousGPU-based systems, containing multicore CPUs
and one or more programmable Graphics Processing Units (GPUs).
We use ideas from component-based programming to address pro-
gramming, performance and portability issues of these heterogeneous
systems. Specifically, we present three approaches that all use the
idea of having multiple implementations for each computation; per-
formance is achieved/retained either a) by selecting a suitable imple-
mentation for each computation on a given platform or b) by dividing
the computation work across different implementations running on
CPU and GPU devices in parallel.

In the first approach, we work on a skeleton programming library
(SkePU) that provides high-level abstraction while making intelligent
implementation selection decisions underneath either before or during
the actual program execution. In the second approach, we develop a
composition tool that parses extra information (metadata) from XML
files, makes certain decisions offline, and, in the end, generates code
for making the final decisions at runtime. The third approach is a
framework that uses source-code annotations and program analysis to
generate code for the runtime library to make the selection decision
at runtime. With a generic performance modeling API alongside pro-
gram analysis capabilities, it supports online tuning as well as complex
program transformations.

These approaches differ in terms of genericity, intrusiveness, capa-
bilities and knowledge about the program source-code; however, they
all demonstrate usefulness of component programming techniques for
programming GPU-based systems. With experimental evaluation, we
demonstrate how all three approaches, although different in their own
way, provide good performance on different GPU-based systems for a
variety of applications.

This work has been supported by two EU FP7 projects (PEP-
PHER, EXCESS) and by SeRC.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Att f̊a varje generation av datorer att fungera snabbare är viktigt för samhä-
llets utveckling och tillväxt. Traditionellt hade de flesta datorer bara en
general-purpose processor (den s̊a kallade CPU:n) som bara kunde exekvera
en beräkningsuppgift i taget. Under det senaste årtiondet har dock flerkärniga
och mångkärniga processorer blivit vanliga, och datorer har ocks̊a blivit mer
heterogena. Ett modernt datorsystem inneh̊aller vanligtvis fler än en CPU,
tillsammans med specialprocessorer s̊asom grafikprocessorer (GPU:er) som
är anpassade för att kunna exekvera vissa typer av beräkningar effektivare
än CPU:er. Vi kallar ett s̊adant system med en eller flera GPU:er för ett
GPU-baserat system. GPU:er i s̊adana system har sitt eget separata minne,
och för att kunna köra en beräkning p̊a en GPU s̊a behöver man vanligtvis
flytta all indata till GPU:ns minne och sedan hämta tillbaka resultatet när
beräkningen är klar.

Programmeringen av GPU-baserade system är icke-trivialt av flera an-
ledningar: (1) CPU:er och GPU:er kräver olika programmeringsexpertis och
verktyg, exempelvis kräver koden för en beräkning p̊a en GPU en helt annan
struktur än samma beräkning p̊a en CPU. (2) Att snabba upp en beräkning
kräver oftast speciella insatser för optimeringen av redan fungerande kod.

I denna avhandling använder vi idéer fr̊an komponentbaserad programut-
veckling för att lösa programmerings- och kodoptimeringsproblem för dessa
system. Vi presenterar tre olika ansatser som alla använder idén att kunna
välja mellan flera implementationer (varianter) för en och samma beräkning.
I alla ansatserna uppn̊ar man bra prestanda genom att antingen: (a) välja
den mest lämpliga implementationen bland de valbara varianterna för var-
je beräkningsuppgift i programmet för ett givet GPU-baserat system, eller
(b) dela upp beräkningsarbetet mellan olika implementationer som exekverar
p̊a CPU:er och GPU:er parallellt. Den ibland nödvändiga kommunikationen
mellan de olika minnesmodulerna optimeras genom att flytta data enbart när
det verkligen behövs, vilket avgörs först vid exekveringstid när man har den
nödvändiga informationen till hands. De tre ansatserna är:

1. Ett skelettprogrammeringsbibliotek (SkePU) som tillhandah̊aller färdiga
komponenter som programmeraren kan använda för att uttrycka beräknin-
gar som matchar deras beräkningsstruktur.

2. Ett programkompositionsverktyg som tar in extra information om beräkn-
ingarna och deras olika implementationer i form av XML-filer, avgör
vissa optimeringsbeslut redan före exekveringen, och slutligen gene-
rerar kod för att avgöra resterande optimeringar under programmets
exekvering.
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3. Ett ramverk som använder speciella kommentarer i källkoden och pro-
gramanalys med hjälp av en kompilator för att analysera beräkningens
struktur och generera lämplig kod för att optimera implementerings-
urvalet vid exekveringstid.

Dessa ansatser har olika egenskaper, exempelvis är den sistnämda ansat-
sen mer generisk än den första, medan den första kräver mindre program-
meringsarbete. Änd̊a demonstrerar alla tre att den komponentbaserade pro-
grammeringstekniken gynnar en effektiv programmering av GPU-baserade
system.

Vi redovisar en omfattande experimentell utvärdering av varje ansats med
flera applikationsprogram p̊a olika GPU-baserade system. De experimentella
utvärderingen visar att varje ansats, trots uppenbara skillnader, leder till bra
prestanda p̊a olika GPU-baserade system för ett spektrum av applikationer.
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“The way the processor industry is going, is to add more and
more cores, but nobody knows how to program those things. I
mean, two, yeah; four, not really; eight, forget it.”

Steve Jobs

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

For several decades, computer architects kept increasing the speed of
a single microprocessor by increasing its clock frequency. However,
in 2003, this trend came to a halt due to power and heat dissipation
problems, known as power wall [17, 3, 50, 16, 174, 93]. Today, the
growth in computer architecture is driven by a need for power-efficient
computing which has lead to both heterogeneity and parallelism in mi-
croprocessors. In the last 10 years, CPU architectures have gone from
serial to parallel and a new generation of more power-efficient special-
ized co-processors, general-purpose programmable Graphic Processing
Units (GPUs), have emerged.

On the software side, this disruptive shift in computer architec-
ture lead to a crisis situation [95, 170]. The hardware thread-level
parallelism of unprecedented scale ended the traditional paradigm of
sequential programming. The sequential software would not run faster
with every generation of microprocessors as the clock frequency of mi-
croprocessors is either stagnant or decreasing. Software would have
to be written exposing parallelism to get performance on modern ar-
chitectures. Porting legacy software as well as writing new correct
software to run efficiently on these systems is still considered a black
art [114]. Absence of a single standard parallel programming model

1
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along with diversity and heterogeneity in parallel architectures inflate
the problem even further.

HeterogeneousGPU-based systems containing multi-core CPU pro-
cessors optimized for low latency and one or more programmable GPU
co-processors, optimized for high throughput, are already mainstream.
These systems are becoming popular for their high performance po-
tential at relatively lower (energy) cost, in both traditional and high
performance computing domains. However, GPU-based systems ex-
pose programmability, performance and portability problems for the
application programmer as described below.

The programmer must have programming skills in different pro-
gramming models to program CPU and GPU devices present in a
GPU-based system. Moreover, most of these programming models
are at low level, expose architectural features and/or lack proper tool-
ing support for debugging and analysis. Furthermore, getting good
performance often requires non-intuitive device-specific optimizations
requiring knowledge about cache hierarchy, interconnect and organi-
zation of compute units in the system. These low-level optimizations
not only make programming a heroic task but also pose questionmarks
on the portability of the source code to new architectures with e.g.,
different GPU and compute unit organization. Even if the code works
on the new architecture (i.e., code portability) the performance could
deteriorate because of architecture-specific optimizations embedded in
the source code.

There exist obvious tradeoffs between programmability, perfor-
mance and portability aspects. Optimizing for performance often re-
quires coding device-specific optimizations which are very low-level
and can restrict the portability to other systems, possibly with dif-
ferent architectural features. A high level of abstraction may yield
better programmability support at the expense of performance.

1.2 Component-based approach

In this thesis, we use concepts from component-based programming
to tackle the programming, performance and portability problem for
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1.2. Component-based approach 3

GPU-based systems. The idea is to structure/write applications in
the form of components where a component models a specific func-
tionality with a given semantics. A component consists of an interface
that represents the functionality and of multiple implementations of
that interface that actually implement that functionality in some pro-
gramming model/language. All of a component’s implementations are
considered functionally equivalent and can be used interchangeably in
a component call context; however, they may have different perfor-
mance characteristics and can be written in different programming
models targeting different compute devices.

The component implementations can come from different sources.
The implementations can be provided by expert programmers who
have sound programming skills as well as proper domain knowledge
to write good implementations. In some cases, implementations can
be automatically generated by some tool. For example, there ex-
ist source-to-source compilers/code-generators that can automatically
generate parallel code for GPU execution from a sequential CPU im-
plementation [28, 213]. An important source for component imple-
mentations are libraries that are released by third party vendors. Ex-
amples include libraries that provide important dense and sparse ma-
trix kernels such as the BLAS and NVIDIA CUSP (CUda SParse)
libraries. In many cases, an implementation can simply wrap calls to
these libraries provided by third parties. The last option is to write
one from scratch if none of the above sources are available. How-
ever, this may not happen that often if a component repository is
in place. A component repository can store information about com-
ponents along with a description of their functionality and different
implementations available. With time, the chance of finding an ap-
propriate existing component (or implementation) in the repository
increases as more people adopt component-based programming and
start putting their components to the repository. In this way, com-
ponents along with their implementations can be managed and made
available as ready-made COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) compo-
nents [199].

In an application program, the user of components needs to call
the component by its interface, without bothering about which actual
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implementation is invoked. Selection and invocation of an appropriate
implementation for each call can be done automatically by a frame-
work/tool considering information about the target system as well as
the actual computation at hand. Performance can be optimized by
choosing the (expected) best implementation for each component call
in the program such that it either minimizes or maximizes a given ob-
jective function (e.g., execution time, energy). When porting to a new
platform, performance can be retained for the application program by
re-doing these decisions.

1.3 Optimized composition problem

For each component call in a program, the framework needs to select
an appropriate implementation considering a given objective function.
This is normally referred to as the implementation selection problem.
On GPU-based systems, the component implementations are normally
written either for CPU or GPU execution. The presence of multiple
compute devices in the system that can be used simultaneously as well
as disjoint memory address spaces complicate this problem further
as one needs to consider resource allocation and data management
when doing the implementation selection on these systems to reduce
overall execution time (or other objective function). This is called the
optimized component composition problem.

The “component call” expression can refer to the static view of
the component call in a program source code (called static compo-
nent call) or to an execution view of the component call for a certain
program invocation (dynamic component call). A static component
call can map to zero or more dynamic component calls for a certain
program invocation. In this thesis, when not specified explicitly (e.g.
component call in a program’s source code), a component call mean
dynamic view of the component call.

In the following, we describe the optimized component composi-
tion (implementation selection) problem in a more formal manner.
For simplicity, we consider an application with calls to one compo-
nent type, but the formulation can easily be extended for multiple
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1.3. Optimized composition problem 5

types of components. Let C denote the interface of a component hav-
ing N component implementation variants1 VC = {V1, ..., VN}. The
optimization objective in our case is to reduce the overall (expected)
execution time T for all component calls in the program2. First, we
suppose that an application has just one component call call(C) to the
component C with execution context CTX. The execution context of
a call consists of multiple factors including operand data (size, local-
ity, contents), system workload and underlying architectural features.
Suppose that the (expected) execution time of each implementation
variant Vi (where i = 1, ..., N) for a given call context CTX is given
by tVi(CTX). In this case, the (expected) optimal implementation
would be an implementation Vopt, where 1 ≤ opt ≤ N , that has the
shortest (expected) execution time in context CTX, i.e.,

tVopt(CTX) ≤ tVi(CTX) ∀i where 1 ≤ i ≤ N (1.1)

Now, we consider multiple component calls callj(C), j = 1, ...,M ,
to the component C with data and control dependency. Although
calling the same computation, each of these calls has a possibly differ-
ent execution context CTXj , j = 1, ...,M . For simplicity, we assume
that all these component calls are data- and/or control-dependent
and should be executed in sequence. The optimal decision would be
to choose an implementation variant for each component call Vsel,j ,
where j = 1, ...,M , in the program in a manner that it reduces the
overall (expected) application execution time, i.e.,

minimize tVsel,1
(CTX1) + ...+ tVsel,M

(CTXM ) (1.2)

In some cases, the chosen Vsel,j for a component call callj would be
different from the optimal selection for that call if considered stand-
alone (see Equation 1.1), i.e., Vopt,j . This is because a greedy decision

1In this thesis, we use the terms implementation, implementation variant and
variant interchangeably.

2We consider reduction of execution time of all component calls inside the pro-
gram. However, it should directly relate to reduction of overall application execu-
tion time considering that all computationally significant parts of an application
can be modeled as components.
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of selecting the best performing variant for each component call could
result in an overall sub-optimal decision, as we will see later in Chap-
ter 6.

In practice, things are even more complicated. Modeling the ex-
ecution context for a component call in a cost-effective manner is a
tricky problem. The resource sharing (cache pollution etc.) between
different component calls could affect their execution behavior in a
non-intuitive manner. Moreover, component calls in a program nor-
mally have arbitrary dependency patterns among each other.

The composition decisions are normally made at runtime, consid-
ering that the execution context for a component call includes infor-
mation about operand data (contents, sizes and locality) which is, in
many cases, not known beforehand. This puts a strict limit on the
overhead of decision making as this overhead directly affects the ap-
plication performance and is normally incurred for each component
call in the program. What an acceptable level of overhead is, is de-
pendent on computation granularity and potential performance gains
of making composition decisions with the implemented mechanism in
comparison to random guesses or fixed selections.

The optimized component composition problem can be considered
a generalized task scheduling (and selection) problem where each com-
ponent call is a task with multiple implementations, targeting different
kinds of processors (CPU, GPUs) present in the system. A runtime
system can then schedule a task by deciding which of its implemen-
tations to use on which processor in the system. This decision could
be made by considering the execution cost of different task implemen-
tations on different kinds of processors. The offline task scheduling
problem on a heterogeneous platform (with ≥ 2 kinds of processors)
is quite complex in its generality [103]. Even simpler variations of
this problem are NP-complete [82]. For example, [123, 98] shows that
scheduling m independent tasks on a heterogeneous system (with ≥ 2

kinds of processors), where each task can take different time on differ-
ent kinds of processors, is NP-complete. Similarly, optimal scheduling
of tasks with precedence constraints is known to be NP-complete in
general (i.e., except for very restricted architectures and task param-
eters) [49].
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1.4 Our work

In one sentence, the focus of our work can be summarized as follows:

We investigate (and build) general, efficient and practi-
cal mechanisms for programming GPU-based systems by
employing ideas from component-based programming.

By general, we mean that we are interested in devising techniques
that can work for a variety of applications from different application
domains. Basically, we can consider any computation that can be
modeled as components. Moreover, the techniques devised should
be efficient in selecting the (expected) best implementation with low
runtime overhead. Finally, the techniques should be practical such
that they can be used in real-world situations on existing GPU-based
systems. This means that we focus on efficient heuristics that work
reasonably well in practice rather than focusing on finding an opti-
mal solution (e.g., by building an integer linear programming (ILP)
formulation and solving it offline). Also, the programmer should not
be bothered with making such decisions. Instead, the logic to make
these decisions automatically can be abstracted away behind a simple
component call interface.

Considering the above guidelines, we designed and implemented
three different approaches in this thesis work. All these approaches
are based on the idea of having multiple (possibly optimized) imple-
mentations for each computation where performance is achieved and
retained by making appropriate composition decisions on the target
platform. These approaches are:

• A C++ skeleton (i.e., generic component) library that provides
high-level abstraction to the programmer while having multi-
ple implementations for each skeleton with tunable selection ca-
pabilities. It provides performance, in a portable manner, by
optimizing communication and by automatically selecting the
(expected) best implementation for each skeleton computation
in a program. However, it works only for structured computa-
tions that can be modeled with the available skeleton set.
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• An XML based component annotation approach that relies on
extra-information (metadata) provided in XML to generate the
composition code for a runtime system to make the final deci-
sion. It is non-intrusive to the source code but requires XML
annotations specified in separate documents.

• A pragma-based approach with source-code analysis capabilities
that can do composition decisions considering both local and
global optimization criteria.

Each approach is fully implemented and experimentally evaluated,
with different applications, on modern GPU-based systems. In the
thesis text, we first discuss these approaches separately in the listing
order, and in the end compare and contrast their capabilities.

1.5 Contributions

Following are the major contributions of this work:

• A skeleton programming framework for modern GPU-based sys-
tems that supports tunable implementation selection as well as
support simultaneous use of multiple kinds of computing re-
sources for a single skeleton call (known as hybrid execution).

• An adaptive implementation selection mechanism for our skele-
ton library based on offline tuning, achieving around 95% selec-
tion accuracy with less than 1% training space exploration.

• Design and implementation of smart containers that provide
a generic high-level interface (similar to C++ STL containers)
while tracking operand data copies in different memory units
at runtime. When used with our composition frameworks, they
enable several runtime optimizations such as the elimination of
unnecessary data transfers and asynchronous component execu-
tion capability.

• A new memory management mechanism, implemented in the
SkePU vector and matrix containers, that provides a stronger
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consistency model while reducing the communication cost, es-
pecially on systems with two or more GPUs.

• The PEPPHER component model that uses XML-based annota-
tions for specifying performance-relevant information. Further-
more, a component composition tool is developed that parses
XML-based annotations and platform descriptions and gener-
ates composition code, supporting static, dynamic and condi-
tional composition in a non-intrusive manner.

• The concept of conditional composition for GPU-based systems
that provides a generic method for the programmer to influence
the selectability of component implementation variants based on
run-time properties of the call context (e.g., the size or sparsity
degree of a matrix operand) or static constraints such as the
availability of certain software libraries on the target system.

• A pragma-based component model and global composition frame-
work (GCF) that can do performance-aware component compo-
sition, program transformations and implementation selection
decisions.

• A generic performance modeling API that enables usage of both
analytical and empirical performance models while supporting
online feedback about runtime execution information to the com-
position framework.

• Empirical analysis of the HEFT (Heterogeneous Earliest Finish
Time) greedy scheduling and selection technique as well as a
discussion of scenarios where it can prove sub-optimal. We pro-
pose a bulk strategy for one such scenario involving component
calls constrained in a data dependency chain.

During this thesis, the author has worked on three major software
prototypes:

• The SkePU library has been extended by the author with new
features, tuning framework, data types and skeletons (see Chap-
ters 3 and 4). During this process, several new public releases of
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the library have been made. The library is currently used in dif-
ferent contexts such as in the EU FP7 ParaPhrase project [47].

• The author rewrote the basic prototype for the PEPPHER com-
position tool that was initially designed in a master thesis project
[144] under his supervision. The prototype has been extended
heavily since then to add support for many features (see Chap-
ter 5), and was a major software deliverable in the EU FP7
PEPPHER project (D1.4 [73]).

• The author developed GCF, a source-to-source compilation based
composition framework based on the ROSE compiler [182] along-
side a light-weight runtime library (see Chapter 6).

1.6 List of publications

The material in this dissertation is based in part on the following
publications:

1. Christoph W. Kessler, Sergei Gorlatch, Johan Enmyren, Usman
Dastgeer, Michel Steuwer and Philipp Kegel. Skeleton Program-
ming for Portable Many-Core Computing. In: S. Pllana and F.
Xhafa, eds., Programming Multi-Core and Many-Core Comput-
ing Systems, Wiley-Blackwell, New York, USA, accepted 2011
(to appear 2014).

2. Usman Dastgeer, Christoph W. Kessler and Samuel Thibault.
Flexible runtime support for efficient skeleton programming on
hybrid systems. ParCo’11: International Conference on Paral-
lel Computing. Ghent, Belgium, 2011.

3. Christoph Kessler, Usman Dastgeer, Samuel Thibault, Raymond
Namyst, Andrew Richards, Uwe Dolinsky, Siegfried Benkner,
Jesper Larsson Träff and Sabri Pllana. Programmability and
Performance Portability Aspects of Heterogeneous Multi-/Many-
core Systems. DATE-2012: Conference on Design Automation
and Testing in Europe, Dresden, Germany, 2012.
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generic component for 2D convolution computations on GPU-
based systems. MULTIPROG-2012 Workshop at HiPEAC-2012,
Paris, France, 2012.

5. Usman Dastgeer, Lu Li, Christoph Kessler. The PEPPHER
Composition Tool: Performance-Aware Dynamic Composition
of Applications for GPU-based Systems. MuCoCoS’12: Int.
Workshop on Multi-Core Computing Systems, Supercomputing
Conference (SC12), Salt Lake City, Utah, USA, 2012.

6. Usman Dastgeer and Christoph Kessler. A step towards perfor-
mance-aware global component composition for GPU-based sys-
tems. CPC’13: 17th Int. Workshop on Compilers for Parallel
Computers, Lyon, France, 2013.

7. Usman Dastgeer, Lu Li and Christoph Kessler. Adaptive imple-
mentation selection in a skeleton programming library. APPT-
2013: Biennial Conference on Advanced Parallel Processing Tech-
nology, Stockholm, Sweden, 2013.

8. Usman Dastgeer and Christoph Kessler. A Framework for Perfor-
mance-aware Composition of Applications for GPU- based Sys-
tems. P2S2’13: Intl. Workshop on Parallel Programming Mod-
els and Systems Software for High-End Computing, ICPP-2013,
Lyon, France, 2013.

9. Usman Dastgeer, Lu Li and Christoph Kessler. The PEPPHER
Composition Tool: Performance-Aware Composition for GPU-
based Systems. Computing journal, Springer, 2013. doi:10.1007/-
s00607-013-0371-8

10. Usman Dastgeer, Johan Enmyren, Mudassar Majeed, Lu Li and
Christoph Kessler. SkePU: Efficient and productive skeleton
programming for GPU-based systems. Submitted to Computing
journal, Springer, 2013.

11. Usman Dastgeer and Christoph Kessler. Conditional compo-
nent composition for GPU-based systems. MULTIPROG-2014
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workshop at HiPEAC-2014, Vienna, Austria, 2014.

12. Usman Dastgeer and Christoph Kessler. Performance-aware
Composition Framework for GPU-based Systems. Supercom-
puting journal, Springer, 2014. doi:10.1007/s11227-014-1105-1

The following papers were published during the dissertation period as
well but are not included in the thesis:

• Johan Enmyren, Usman Dastgeer and Christoph W. Kessler.
Towards A Tunable Multi-Backend Skeleton Programming Fra-
mework for Multi-GPU Systems. MCC’10: Proceedings of the
3rd Swedish Workshop on Multicore Computing. Gothenburg,
Sweden, 2010.

• Usman Dastgeer, Johan Enmyren and Christoph W. Kessler.
Auto-tuning SkePU: A Multi-Backend Skeleton Programming
Framework for Multi-GPU Systems. IWMSE’11: Proceedings
of the 4th international workshop on Multicore software engi-
neering. ACM, New York, USA, 2011.

• Akhtar Ali, Usman Dastgeer and Christoph Kessler. OpenCL on
shared memory multicore CPUs. MULTIPROG-2012 Workshop
at HiPEAC-2012, Paris, France, 2012.

• Lu Li, Usman Dastgeer and Christoph Kessler. Adaptive off-
line tuning for optimized composition of components for het-
erogeneous many-core systems. iWAPT-2012: Intl. Workshop
on Automatic Performance Tuning, VECPAR-2012 Conference,
Kobe, Japan, 2012.

• Mudassar Majeed, Usman Dastgeer and Christoph Kessler. Struc-
tured Development of Scalable Scientific Applications for GPU
Clusters. MCC’12: Fifth Swedish Workshop on Multicore Com-
puting, Stockholm, Sweden, 2012.

• Lu Li, Usman Dastgeer and Christoph Kessler. Pruning strate-
gies in adaptive off-line tuning for optimized composition of
components on heterogeneous systems. MCC’12: Fifth Swedish
Workshop on Multicore Computing, Stockholm, Sweden, 2012.
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• Usman Dastgeer, Lu Li and Christoph Kessler: Performance-
Aware Dynamic Composition of Applications or Heterogeneous
Multicore Systems with the PEPPHER Composition Tool. CPC-
’12: 16th Int. Workshop on Compilers for Parallel Computers,
Padova, Italy, 2012.

• Mudassar Majeed, Usman Dastgeer and Christoph Kessler. Clu-
ster-SkePU: A Multi-Backend Skeleton Programming Library
for GPU Clusters. PDPTA-2013: Int. Conf. on Parallel and
Distr. Processing Techniques and Applications, Las Vegas, USA,
2013.

Besides the publications listed above, the following PEPPHER project
deliverables are co-authored during the dissertation period:

• Usman Dastgeer, Christoph Kessler, Siegfried Benkner, Erich
Marth, Martin Sandrieser, Johannes Singler and Jesper Larsson
Träff. D1.1: PEPPHER component model, Technical report,
Dec 29, 2010.

• Siegfried Benkner, Sabri Pllana, Erich Marth, Martin Sandrieser,
Christoph Kessler and Usman Dastgeer. D1.2: PEPPHER Co-
ordination Language and Component Composition Techniques,
Technical report, June 30, 2011.

• Siegfried Benkner, Sabri Pllana, Jesper Larsson Träff, Richard
Homonnai, Erich Marth, Martin Sandrieser, Samuel Thibault,
Christoph Kessler, Usman Dastgeer and Brendan Barry. D1.3:
Performance Modeling and Portability, Technical report, June
30, 2011.

• Usman Dastgeer, Lu Li, Christoph Kessler, Siegfried Benkner,
Martin Sandrieser, Enes Bajrovic and Sabri Pllana. D1.4: Re-
search prototype implementation, Technical report, Dec 31, 2012.

1.7 Research Method

The discipline of computer science [79] has roots in three other disci-
plines: mathematics, natural science and engineering. The ACM Task
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Force on the core of computer science [62] proposes three paradigms
that can be used to characterize (research) work in computer science.
These paradigms are theory, abstraction and design.

Theory has roots in mathematics where the objects of study are
identified, and their relationships are hypothesized, proved and later
interpreted. Abstraction is rooted in experimental scientific methods
where a hypothesis is formed, models are built to predict and in the
end, experiments are carried out to evaluate built models. Finally,
the results are analyzed. Design has roots in engineering where re-
quirements are specified, and a solution is designed, built and tested
to ensure that it satisfies given requirements.

As pointed out in [62], all three paradigms are equally important
and are often intertwined together in computer science. Moreover, all
three paradigms model a process which can be repeated and iterated
over multiple times until the desired outcome is achieved.

The research presented in this thesis mainly follows the abstrac-
tion and design paradigms. Following the abstraction paradigm, we
built performance models that predict execution time or best con-
figuration for a program execution. The predictions made by these
models are later experimentally evaluated. The work on automatic
selection of the best implementation in SkePU also follows the pro-
cess explained in the abstraction paradigm. On the other hand, the
development of three prototypes maps to the design paradigm where
the requirements on the proposed solutions are specified and later
the solutions are designed, developed and tested to ensure that they
meet the specified requirements. Similarly, we first investigate prob-
lems in the previous SkePU memory management mechanism and
outline specifications for an improved mechanism. Later, we design
and implement a new memory management mechanism and evaluate
its effectiveness by comparing it to the old mechanism.

1.8 Thesis outline

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2 provides background information that is important
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Table 1.1: Mapping of thesis chapters to publications.

Thesis Chapter Publications No.
Chapter 3 1-4, 7 and 10
Chapter 5 5, 9 and 11
Chapter 6 6, 8 and 12

for understanding contents presented in later chapters.

• Chapters 3 and 4 discuss the SkePU skeleton programming frame-
work and memory management mechanisms implemented inside
the SkePU containers respectively.

• In Chapter 5 we describe the PEPPHER component model and
the composition tool prototype. We discuss its different features
including support for conditional composition.

• Chapter 6 presents the global composition framework that uses
program analysis and source-code transformations for optimized
component composition.

• In Chapter 7 we first discuss and compare the different ap-
proaches presented, and later conclude the thesis work.

• Chapter 8 discusses the related work in detail.

• Chapter 9 lists some topics for future work.

Text in Chapters 3, 5 and 6 is largely based on the publications
that are listed in Section 1.6. Table 1.1 describes the mapping between
publications (numbering as of Section 1.6) and these three thesis chap-
ters.
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Chapter 2

Background

“... when we start talking about parallelism and ease of use of truly parallel computers,
we’re talking about a problem that’s as hard as any that computer science has faced... I
would be panicked if I were in industry.”

John Hennessy

This chapter introduces several important concepts that may help
the reader in understanding contents presented in other chapters.
The chapter starts with an introduction of component based soft-
ware engineering and its potential benefits. Next, it gives a short
introduction to skeleton programming which is important for espe-
cially understanding contents in Chapter 3. Afterwards, it introduces
runtime component composition and the StarPU runtime system in-
cluding HEFT scheduling and selection. A brief overview of multicore
shared memory programming using OpenMP and GPU computing
using CUDA and OpenCL is also presented.

2.1 Component-based software engineering

From the very start, software has been prone to complexity and fail-
ures. Charette [52] lists some famous software failures (called “Soft-
ware Hall of Shame”) costing up to few billion US dollars incurred
either during software development that was aborted in-between or
caused by some erroneous software in operation. To minimize such
failures, Doug Mcilroy, at the 1968 NATO conference, proposed a

16
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component-based approach for building software, much like in the
fields of electronics or mechanics. He argued that a large library
of tested software components would make programming easier, less
costly and less prone of failures. This started work on component-
based approaches for software engineering [14, 27].

In the last four decades, the idea of component-based software
engineering has been actively researched by the software engineering
community. There exist several definitions of what a component is.
The most famous one is given by Szyperski [199] as follows:

“A software component is a unit of composition with con-
tractually specified interfaces and explicit context depen-
dencies only. A software component can be deployed in-
dependently and is subject to third-party composition.”

Reuse is an important part of component-based software engineer-
ing. A component must be designed in a way that it can be used in any
context where its explicitly specified dependencies are met. Normally,
a component hides its implementation details behind a well defined
functional interface that captures its possible functional interactions
with its environment (i.e. the outside world, including other compo-
nents). This also allows multiple implementations of a component to
co-exist behind a single functional interface. Component reuse is sup-
ported by the notion of component repositories/marketplaces where
components can be published, searched and traded by programmers.
Reusing existing components to build software is advantageous for
many reasons: It can significantly reduce both cost and time that is
spent in developing a new software. A software built as a composite of
subparts rather than a monolithic entity is more modular, maintain-
able and testable. Moreover, considering that published components
can be scrutinized and well-tested, the software built using those com-
ponents can be more reliable. Standardization can also be enforced in
a more effective manner for systems built from existing components in
a modular fashion. Above all, component-based software development
can make software development more predictable and reduce the risk
of failures.
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Components can be defined at different granularity level. A com-
ponent can consist of one procedure/method up to multiple procedures
organized in a module in a procedural programming environment. In
object oriented programming, a component can correspond to one
class or to a set of classes. However, components are not objects (i.e.,
instances of classes) as the former do not have (externally observable)
state whereas the latter do have state.

Multiple components are composed together to build a software
entity/application. Normally, the interaction between a component
and its environment happens via classical caller-callee binding where a
method in a component’s functional interface is invoked by its environ-
ment. A component is usually classified as either black-box, gray-box
or white-box when it comes to interaction. A black-box component
hides all of its implementation details and can be interacted with via
its functional interface only. In contrast, the implementation of white-
box components is fully exposed and can be modified by the user of
the component. A gray-box component lies in the middle as it exposes
selected details of its internal functionality besides its functional in-
terface as variability knobs. These knobs can be used e.g. for certain
adaptions and optimizations to affect the internal working of the com-
ponent in a controlled manner, and hence provide a mechanism to, for
instance, affect its performance.

Developing a software using components requires a component
model which describes the notion of components and how they can be
composed together. As with a component, there exists no universally
accepted definition of a component model. According to Lau [140],
a component model describes syntax, semantics and composition of
components. Semantics of a component include its provided and re-
quired services, and whether the components are black-box or gray-
box. Information about syntax includes the programming language
for implementation as well as syntax guidelines for specifying func-
tional interface, optimization knobs and pre-conditions on the oper-
ating environment of the component. Binding mechanisms and other
information about usage of components in a software application are
also specified in the component model, including the interaction mech-
anism between different components.
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In this thesis work, we propose two component models that are
based on the idea of having multiple implementations for each compo-
nent by separating a component’s interface from its implementations.
Moreover, the components are gray-box in our case, i.e., they expose
certain information about their implementation details which is used
for making platform-specific optimization decisions for execution of
those components.

2.2 Skeleton programming

Parallel programs are often structured in one or more computation
and coordination parts [106]. The computation parts express the cal-
culation describing application logic, control and data flow in a pro-
cedural manner. The coordination parts consist of managing concur-
rency issues such as thread management, synchronization, load bal-
ancing, memory management and communication between the con-
current threads.

Algorithmic skeletons were introduced in 1989 by Cole [56] as a
mechanism to model frequently occuring computation and coordina-
tion patterns inside a program. An algorithmic skeleton (or simply
called skeleton) is a predefined programming construct, e.g., a generic
component, that models a specific computation and/or coordination
pattern while providing a sequential high-level interface to the user of
the skeleton. Internally, the skeleton implementations may be writ-
ten using different parallel programming models and other capabilities
offered by the underlying system/device (intrinsics, SIMD, etc.).

Using a skeleton in a program involves parameterizing the skele-
ton with the actual computation or business logic (often called user
function). Writing applications with skeletons is advantageous as par-
allelism and synchronization, as well as leveraging specific target archi-
tectural features, come almost for free for skeleton-expressed computa-
tions. However, computations that do not fit any predefined skeleton
or their combination still have to be written manually.

As an example, a map skeleton denotes the element-wise indepen-
dent application of an operation (also known as user function) on each
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element of an input array which produces corresponding elements in
an output array. For instance, to calculate the element-wise square for
an input array, the map skeleton can be used with a square function
as operation (aka user function). This is an example of a data-parallel
skeleton. Skeletons can be broadly categorized into data- and task-
parallel skeletons:

• Data-parallel skeletons: The parallelism in these skeletons comes
from independent operations on aggregate (possibly large amount
of) data elements, e.g., by applying a certain function f indepen-
dently on each element in a large data structure. The behavior
of data-parallel skeletons establishes functional correspondences
between data and is usually considered as a type of fine-grained
parallelism [106].

• Task-parallel skeletons: The parallelism in task-parallel skele-
tons comes from exploiting independence between different tasks.
The behavior of task-parallel skeletons is mainly determined by
the interaction between tasks. The granularity of tasks, either
fine or coarse, determines the granularity of parallelism.

By arbitrary nesting of both task and data-parallel skeletons, struc-
tured hierarchical parallelism can be built inside a skeleton applica-
tion. This is often referred to as mixed-mode parallelism [106].

Skeleton frameworks can provide more than one implementation
for each skeleton they provide. For example, for each skeleton, a
skeleton framework could provide one implementation for execution
on CPU and one for GPU execution. In this way, a skeleton call
can be considered as a component call with multiple implementations
available from which one suitable implementation should be chosen for
a given call context along with appropriate resource allocation (i.e.,
the component composition problem). The only difference is that
skeletons are predefined, generic components with implementations
for each skeleton provided as part of the skeleton framework.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of an application execution using a task-based
runtime system for a GPU-based system.

2.3 Runtime scheduling and selection using a
runtime system

Component composition when done at runtime becomes a task schedul-
ing (and selection) problem if each component call in the program
becomes a task operating on some operand data (gets some input
and produces some output). Normally, access modes (read and/or
written) for each task operand are specified to the runtime system
which allows it to automatically detect data dependencies between
submitted tasks. Figure 2.1 describes how an application contain-
ing multiple component calls is executed using a runtime system such
as StarPU. The runtime system serves as a middleware between the
application and the hardware as it manages execution of application
tasks on the underlying hardware. The application exposes tasks to
the runtime system which detects data dependencies between submit-
ted tasks based on information about the access modes of each task’s
operand data. When a task becomes ready (i.e., all its task depen-
dencies are resolved), it is considered for scheduling. Please remem-
ber that scheduling a task in our context is combined with selection
of an appropriate task implementation besides allocation/selection of
compute/storage resources. For practical reasons of keeping runtime
overhead low, runtime systems such as StarPU consider one ready
task for scheduling at a time. Each runtime system provides different
greedy scheduling and selection policies (HEFT, work-stealing etc.)
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and a chosen policy is used to schedule the tasks on the underlying
hardware.

Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) was proposed by Top-
cuoglu et al. [203] originally as a static scheduling heuristic for hetero-
geneous systems. It has become the most popular dynamic scheduling
and selection heuristic in use today for GPU-based systems. Just like
other greedy heuristics, it considers one component call at a time when
making the implementation selection decision. However, it makes the
decision in an intelligent manner by considering previous historical
execution records for different implementations, current system work-
load as well as operand data transfer cost to different memory units
considering their current residence.

In our work, we have mostly used the StarPU runtime system and
HEFT scheduling and selection for doing runtime component com-
position on GPU-based systems. In the following, we give a brief
introduction to the StarPU runtime system.

StarPU

StarPU [21, 20] is a C-based unified runtime system for heterogeneous
multicore platforms with generic scheduling and selection facilities.
Three main components of StarPU are task and codelet abstraction,
data management, and dynamic scheduling and selection framework.

StarPU task-model StarPU uses the concept of codelet, a C struc-
ture containing different implementations of the same functionality for
different computation units (e.g., CPU and GPU). A StarPU task is
then an instance of a codelet applied to some operand data. When
using StarPU, the programmer has to explicitly submit all tasks and
register all the input and output operands for all tasks. The submis-
sion of tasks is asynchronous and termination is signaled through a
callback1. This lets the application submit several tasks, including
tasks which depend on others. Dependencies between different tasks

1Task execution can be made synchronous as well, by setting the synchronous
flag for a StarPU task. This makes the task submission call blocking and returns
control after the submitted task finishes its execution.
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can either be derived by StarPU implicitly, by considering data depen-
dencies (read-after-write, write-after-read, write-after-write) between
submitted tasks, and/or can be explicitly specified by the programmer
using integers called tags.

Data management StarPU provides a virtual shared memory sub-
system for operand data and keeps track of data across different mem-
ory units in the machine by implementing a weak consistency model
using the MSI (Modified, Shared, Invalid) coherence protocol [84].
This allows StarPU to avoid unnecessary data movement when possi-
ble. Moreover, the runtime system can estimate data transfer cost and
can do prefetching to optimize the data transfers. The runtime system
can also use this information to make better scheduling and selection
decisions (e.g., scheduling tasks considering where their operand data
resides).

StarPU defines the concept of filter to partition data logically
into smaller chunks (block- or tile-wise) to suit the application needs.
For example, the filter for 1D vector data is the block filter which
divides the vector into equal-size chunks, while for a dense 2D matrix,
the applicable filters include partitioning the matrix into horizontal
and/or vertical blocks. Multiple filters can be applied in a recursive
manner to partition data in any nested order (e.g., dividing a matrix
into 3× 3 blocks by applying both horizontal and vertical filters).

Dynamic scheduling and selection Mapping of tasks to differ-
ent execution units is provided in StarPU by using dynamic schedul-
ing which include implementation selection for each task, as men-
tioned above. There are several built-in scheduling and selection poli-
cies, including greedy (priority, no-priority), work-stealing, and several
performance-model aware policies (e.g., based on historical execution
records).
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2.4 Multicore and OpenMP

In 1965, Gordon Moore from Intel observed that the number of tran-
sistors on a chip would double approximately every 18 months [160].
Now known as Moore’s law, this observation has guided computer
designers for more than four decades. During this period, the ex-
ponential increase in transistor count was consistently translated to
exponential performance increases. This was possible due to Dennard
scaling [77] which showed that energy efficiency improves proportion-
ally with transistors getting smaller; so if transistor size reduced to
half, the power it used fell by a factor of four (with voltage and current
both halving). But around 2003, chip makers found that they could
no longer improve the energy efficiency as sharply as they had done in
the past although transistors keep getting smaller and more numerous
on a chip [92, 91]. This ended the Dennard scaling era and raised the
issue of unsustainable increase in power consumption as transistors
get faster — now known as the power wall. Instead, processor chip
designers started using the increasing transistor count to put multi-
ple microprocessor cores on a chip. Such chips are called multicore
microprocessors (or multicore CPUs).

Many experts believe that the increase in core count on a chip will
be exponential and will thus reach to potentially thousands of cores in
a few years. We already have general-purpose processor chips available
in the consumer market with core count from 2 to a few dozens. Also,
some chips have two kinds of cores: few “fat” cores, optimized for low
latency, that can run sequential programs at high speed, and lots of
“thin” simple cores, optimized for throughput computing, that can run
more parallel workloads. For power savings, techniques such as DVFS
(Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling) and shutting down unused cores
are becoming popular.

On the software side, to continue getting increased performance on
these multicore systems, an application needs to exploit parallelism
so that work can be divided across multiple cores on the chip. Ap-
plications need to be written using some parallel programming model
that provides constructs to expose different kinds of parallelism in the
application [39, 5]. The idea of parallel programming is not new in
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computing as it has been present since the early days of program-
ming [78]. However, it was limited to few application domains and
few experts (mostly in high-performance computing). In mainstream
computing, few applications were using threads, mainly to improve
responsiveness by, e.g., doing computations while waiting for a user
input. This time, the need for parallel programming is both more
prevalent and more critical [174]. It is prevalent as almost every ap-
plication on every new architecture need to consider this; also it is
more critical as parallelism has become the main tool to get decent
performance for an application on modern systems. Considering that
cores on a mainstream/standard multicore chip often share the same
memory (thus being shared memory systems), shared-memory parallel
programming models such as OpenMP are becoming widely used.

OpenMP

In the 1980s, many different parallel architectures with their own pro-
gramming extensions have emerged which created problems for pro-
grammers on writing and porting software across different machines.
Open Multi Processing (OpenMP) was introduced by the OpenMP
Architecture Review Board (ARB) in 1997 as a standard language/-
platform to program different shared memory systems built by dif-
ferent vendors [51]. Initially it started as a set of directives mainly
targeting loop-level (data) parallelism for Fortran. Within a few years,
it extended its features set to model task-level parallelism and support
C and C++. Many C, C++ and Fortran compilers now implement
support for OpenMP as it has become a de facto standard for shared
memory programming.

OpenMP provides preprocessor directives/pragmas, library rou-
tines and environment variables [191, 66]. It provides a very easy to
use high level application programming interface for multi-threading
computationally intensive data and task parallel [22] programs. Most
OpenMP implementations use thread pools on top of the fork/join
model, which exist throughout execution of the program and therefore
avoid the overhead of thread creation and destruction after each par-
allel region. Its work sharing constructs such as omp parallel for in
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C/C++ (and omp parallel do in Fortran) provide loop-level paral-
lelism while omp sections and the omp task constructs in OpenMP
3.0 support task parallelism.

Portions of the code that are intended to be multi-threaded need
to be revised and modified to remove any dependencies before anno-
tating those portions with OpenMP parallelization constructs. The
directive based approach, which supports incremental parallelization,
makes this model easy to use for parallelizing new as well as existing
applications.

2.5 Programming NVIDIA GPUs

GPUs were traditionally designed to handle rendering of high-definition
graphics, which is a problem with tremendous inherent parallelism.
Rendering graphics essentially requires applying an operation to each
pixel in the image independently, which allows to process possibly
thousands of pixels at the same time. The GPU’s design is influ-
enced by this use-case of massive parallelism. The demand for high-
performance graphics has lead to rapid evolution in GPU architec-
ture resulting in 1000-fold growth in the number of transistors in 12
years (from 3 million to 3 billion between 1997 and 2009) [164]. Ear-
lier GPUs had a highly specialized hardware pipeline which suited
graphics and similar applications and hence made it difficult to use
them for general-purpose computing. However, with the introduction
of programmable shaders and high-level programming models such
as CUDA, more and more applications are being implemented for
GPUs [135, 164].

One of the big differences between a traditional CPU and a GPU
is the difference between how they use the chip area, as shown in
Figure 2.2. A CPU, as a multi-tasking general-purpose processing
device, uses much of its chip area for other circuitry than arithmetic
computations, such as caching, speculation and flow control. This
helps it in performing a variety of different tasks at a high speed
and also in reducing (average) latency of sequential computations.
The GPU, on the other hand, devotes much more space on the chip
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Figure 2.2: Difference between CPU and GPU architectures with re-
spect to area allocated for different type of circuitry.

for pure floating-point calculations since it focuses on achieving high
throughput by doing massively parallel computations. This makes the
GPU very powerful on certain kinds of problems, especially those that
have a data-parallel nature, preferably with much more computation
than memory transfers [168]. In GPU computing, performance comes
from using a large number of GPU threads, possibly one thread for
computing a single value. GPU threads are quite light-weight entities
with zero context-switching overhead. This is quite different to CPU
threads which are more coarse-grained entities and are usually quite
few in numbers.

CUDA

CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecutre) was released by NVI-
DIA in 2006 to simplify general-purpose programming of their GPUs.
It was initially based on ANSI C with some keyword extensions but
gradually many features from C++ are also made available in CUDA.
These features include templates, classes, inheritance, operator over-
loading etc. Since its first public release, CUDA has evolved to a more
complete programming language that looks like C++. The GPU com-
puting ecosystem built around CUDA, including a good community-
base, early adoption by different industries and strong tooling sup-
port, made it the most popular programming language for GPUs. In
comparison with OpenCL, CUDA to this day is considered more pop-
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Figure 2.3: A graphical representation of the CUDA programming
model, highlighting thread (left) and memory (right) organization.
Block is short for Thread-Block.

ular and high-level; however, it is limited to NVIDIA GPUs whereas
OpenCL supports CPU, GPU and FPGA devices from different ven-
dors.

In CUDA, the program consists of host and device code, poten-
tially mixed in a single file that can be compiled by the NVIDIA
compiler nvcc, which internally uses a conventional C/C++ compiler
like GCC for compiling the host code. The device code is translated
by nvcc to an assembly language called PTX (Parallel Thread Ex-
ecution) which is translated at install time to the target hardware
instruction set by a PTX-to-GPU translator/driver. A CUDA pro-
gram execution starts on a CPU (host thread); afterwards the host
thread transfers the input data to GPU device memory before invok-
ing the GPU kernel code. When the kernel execution finishes, output
data is transferred back from the GPU device memory to the CPU
main memory.

Threads in a CUDA kernel are organized in a two-level hierarchy,
as shown in Figure 2.3(left). At the top level, a kernel consists of a
1D/2D grid of thread-blocks where each thread block internally con-
tains multiple threads organized in either 1, 2 or 3 dimensions [135].
The maximum number of threads inside a single thread block ranges
from 512 to 1024 depending on the compute capability of a GPU.
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One or more thread blocks can be executed by a single compute unit
called SM (Streaming Multiprocessor). The SMs do all the thread
management and are able to switch threads with no scheduling over-
head. Furthermore, threads inside a thread block can synchronize,
via shared memory, as they execute inside the same SM. The mul-
tiprocessor executes threads in groups of 32, called warps, but each
thread executes with its own instruction address, register state and
local memory, which allows for separate branching. It is, however,
most efficient if all threads in one warp take the same execution path,
otherwise the execution in the warp is sequentialized [168]. To mea-
sure effective utilization of computational resources of a SM, NVIDIA
defined the warp occupancy metric. The warp occupancy is the ra-
tio of active warps per SM to the maximum number of active warps
supported for a SM on a GPU.

A CUDA program can use different types of memory, shown in
Figure 2.3(right). The global device memory is a large but high-latency
memory that is normally used for copying input and output data to
and from the main memory. Multiple accesses to this global memory
from different threads in a thread block can be coalesced into a single
larger memory access. However, the requirements for coalescing differ
between different GPU architectures [168]. Besides global memory,
each SM has an on-chip read/write shared memory whose size ranges
from 16KB to 64KB between different generations of GPUs. It can be
allocated at thread block level and can be accessed by multiple threads
in a thread block in parallel unless there is a bank conflict [168]. In the
Fermi architecture [212], a part of the shared memory is used as L1
cache (configurable, either 16KB/48KB or 48KB/16KB L1/shared-
memory). Constant memory is a small read-only hardware-managed
cache, supporting low latency, high speed access when all threads in
a thread block access the same memory location. Moreover, each SM
has 8,192 to 32,768 32-bit general purpose registers, depending on the
GPU architecture [168]. The register and shared memory usage by
a CUDA kernel can be analyzed by compiling CUDA code using the
nvcc compiler with the --ptxas-options -v option.
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OpenCL

OpenCL (Open Computing Language) is an open, royalty-free and
low-level standard by the Khronos group [161] that offers a unified
computing platform for modern heterogeneous systems. Vendors such
as NVIDIA, AMD, Apple and Intel are members of the Khronos group
and have released OpenCL implementations, mainly targeting their
own compute architectures.

The OpenCL implementation by NVIDIA runs on all NVIDIA
GPUs that support the CUDA architecture. Conceptually, the OpenCL
programming style is very similar to CUDA when programming on
NVIDIA GPUs as most differences only exist in naming of different
concepts, as shown in Table 2.1. Using OpenCL, developers write
compute kernels using a C-like programming language. However, un-
like CUDA, the OpenCL code is compiled dynamically by calling the
OpenCL API functions. The dynamic compilation enables better uti-
lization of the underlying device’ latest software and hardware features
such as SIMD computing capability of the hardware. At the first in-
vocation, the OpenCL code is automatically uploaded to the OpenCL
device memory.

In OpenCL terminology, a program runs on an OpenCL device
(CPU, GPU etc.) that holds compute units (one or more cores)
which further may include one or more single instruction multiple
data (SIMD) processing elements. Besides hiding threads, OpenCL
goes a step forward in abstracting hardware architectures and provides
a common parallel programming interface. It creates a programming
environment comprising a host CPU and connected OpenCL devices
which may or may not share memory with the host and might have
different machine instruction sets.

The OpenCL memory model consists of four types of memories [128]:
global, constant, local and private. Every single element of the prob-
lem domain is called work-item while some work-items can be grouped
together to form a workgroup. Global memory allows read/write ac-
cess to all work-items in all workgroups but has high access latency
so its use must be kept minimal. Constant memory is a part of global
memory which retains its constant values throughout the kernel execu-
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CUDA OpenCL
Scalar Core Stream Core
Streaming Multiprocessor Compute Unit
Warp Wavefront
PTX Intermediate Language
Registers Private memory
Shared Memory Local memory
Local Memory Global memory
Grid NDRange
Thread Block Work Group
Thread Work Item
Block Index Block ID
Thread Index Thread ID

Table 2.1: Terminology difference between CUDA and OpenCL.

tion. Local memory can be used to make variables shared for a work-
group as all work-items of the workgroup can read/write to it. Private
memory is only visible to individual work-items and each work-item
can modify or read only its own data. GPUs have an on-chip Local
Data Share (LDS) and a separate private memory bank with each
compute unit, which are the OpenCL local and private memory re-
spectively. CPUs on the other hand implement private memory as reg-
ister/L1 cache, local memory as L2/L3 cache, global as main memory,
and constant OpenCL memory as main memory/cache but their exact
implementations are architecture dependent. The execution starts on
the host program which manages one or more OpenCL devices by en-
queuing the kernel-execution and memory-transfer commands to the
devices’ command queues.

In principle, code written in OpenCL should be portable (exe-
cutable) on all OpenCL platforms (e.g., x86 CPUs, DSPs, AMD and
NVIDIA GPUs). However, in reality, certain modifications in the pro-
gram code may be required when switching between different OpenCL
implementations [83]. Furthermore, device-specific optimizations ap-
plied to an OpenCL code may negatively impact performance when
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porting the code to a different kind of OpenCL device [119, 83].
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“Redesigning your application to run multithreaded on a multi-
core machine is a little like learning to swim by jumping into
the deep end.”

Herb Sutter

Chapter 3

SkePU

In this chapter, we discuss our work on a skeleton programming
library named SkePU. The first version of the SkePU library was de-
signed and developed by Enmyren and Kessler [89], with support for
data-parallel skeletons working on one-dimensional data only. Since
then, we have extended SkePU’s design and its implementation in
many ways including:

• Support for a two-dimensional data-type and polymorphic skele-
ton operations.

• New implementation of SkePU data management (discussed in
the next chapter).

• An offline tuning mechanism that enables automatic implemen-
tation selection with limited training cost.

• Support for the StarPU runtime system, which enables dynamic
tuning of implementation selection and simultaneous execution
on CPU and GPU devices for a skeleton call (known as hybrid
execution).

• Implementation of a new task-parallel (farm) skeleton.

• Porting of several new applications/kernels to the SkePU frame-
work for a comprehensive experimental evaluation.

33
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• Skeleton-specific parametric auto-tuning mechanisms for the Map-
Overlap2D skeleton.

Here, we present a unified view of the SkePU library based on its
current development status. In Section 3.1, we describe the SkePU
library while in Section 3.2, we describe the adaptive implementation
selection mechanism implemented in the library. Section 3.3 describes
the integration work with the StarPU runtime system [21] which al-
lows hybrid execution and asynchronous execution capabilities. An
experimental evaluation is done in Section 3.4 followed by a case
study about optimizing the MapOverlap2D CUDA implementation
by parametric auto-tuning in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 summarizes the
chapter.

3.1 SkePU library

SkePU is a C++ template library that provides a simple and uni-
fied interface for specifying data- and task-parallel computations with
the help of skeletons on GPUs using CUDA and OpenCL. The inter-
face is also general enough to support other architectures, and SkePU
implements both a sequential CPU and a parallel OpenMP backend.

SkePU is designed as a C++ template (include) library. Cur-
rently, there exist other skeleton programming libraries for GPU-based
systems, like SkelCL and Muesli. SkelCL [197] provides some data-
parallel skeletons using OpenCL. However, it does not support con-
current execution on CPU and GPU devices nor an intelligent selec-
tion mechanism for using CPU or GPU devices. The Muesli skele-
ton library [90] supports execution on both single- and multi-node
MPI-based clusters using OpenMP, MPI and CUDA. However, it does
not have an automated mechanism to decide which implementation
(OpenMP, CUDA) to use for a given execution context nor does it
support concurrent execution on CPU and GPU compute devices. A
more detailed discussion of the related work can be found in the re-
lated work chapter (Chapter 8).

SkePU provides a simple and unified interface for specifying data-
and task-parallel computations with the help of skeletons on both mul-
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ticore CPUs and GPUs. SkePU provides multiple implementations
of each skeleton: sequential C++ and OpenMP implementations for
single- and multi-core CPUs respectively, and CUDA and OpenCL im-
plementations for doing computations on one or more GPUs1 present
in the system. Three main components of the library are generators
for user functions, containers and skeletons.

3.1.1 Generation of User functions

Skeletons are generic components that can be parameterized with ac-
tual computations in the form of (usually, sequential) user-functions.
SkePU provides a macro language to specify user functions; it then
process them into a form that can be used with the skeletons re-
gardless of the target architecture. The preprocessor macros expand,
depending on the target architectures supported, to a structure that
contains the target-specific versions of the user function. Technically,
SkePU user function generated from a macro based specification is
basically a struct containing member functions for CUDA and CPU,
and strings for OpenCL. Figure 3.1 shows one of the macros and its
expansion, specifying a simple multiplication of two float operands a
and b.

3.1.2 Smart containers

To support skeleton operations, SkePU provides Vector and Matrix
containers for storing 1- and 2-dimensional data respectively. The
interface of these containers is very similar to the C++ STL vector
container. For instance, the following line creates a SkePU vector of
size 100 with all elements initialized to value 10:
skepu::Vector<float > input(100,10);

The containers can also be used to wrap existing C arrays, for example:
float arr[SIZE];
...
skepu::Vector<float > input(arr , SIZE);

1The OpenCL implementations can be used with CPUs as well but they are
optimized for GPUs in our case.
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BINARY_FUNC(mult_f, float, a, b,
return a*b;

)

// EXPANDS TO: ====>

struct mult_f
{

skepu::FuncType funcType;
std::string func_CL;
std::string funcName_CL;
std::string datatype_CL;
mult_f()
{

funcType = skepu::BINARY;
funcName_CL.append("mult_f");
datatype_CL.append("float");
func_CL.append(
"float mult_f(float a, float b)\n"
"{\n"
" return a*b;\n"
"}\n");

}
float CPU(float a, float b)
{

return a*b;
}
__device__ float CU(float a, float b)
{

return a*b;
}

};

Figure 3.1: User function specification and macro expansion.
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Figure 3.2: A simple illustration of basic skeleton operations.

Although offering an interface very similar to STL containers,
SkePU containers internally track different (and possibly overlapping)
copies of data in different memory units and do memory management
for those copies. This memory management inside SkePU containers
allows our framework to optimize data transfers for operands passed
to skeleton calls across CPU main memory and GPU device memories.
For example, if elements of a container are modified in the GPU mem-
ory by a skeleton computation, they are not immediately transferred
back to the main memory. The transfer happens only when needed,
e.g., when elements are accessed (e.g., via the [] operator) on the host
side. This is called lazy memory copying and can significantly reduce
the communication cost if future GPU computations operate on that
data without intermediate CPU accesses. We discuss the memory
management and advanced optimizations, that make these containers
smart, separately in Chapter 4.
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3.1.3 Skeletons

Data parallel skeletons

SkePU provides the data-parallel skeletons Map, Reduce, MapReduce,
MapOverlap, MapArray and Scan each with sequential CPU, OpenMP,
CUDA and OpenCL implementations. In the object-oriented spirit of
C++, the skeleton functions in SkePU are represented by objects (so
called functors, overloading operator() to resemble the C function
call syntax for skeleton calls). A program using SkePU needs to in-
clude the SkePU header file(s) for skeleton(s) and container(s) used
in the program. A skeleton can be called with whole vectors/matrices
as operands, doing the operation on all elements of the vector/ma-
trix. Another way to call them is with iterators [11]. In that case, a
start iterator and an end iterator are instead provided which makes it
possible to only apply the skeleton on parts of the vector/matrix.

When the skeleton is called the library decides which implemen-
tation to use (see Section 3.2). As an example, the following code
excerpt

skepu::Map<mult_f> elementWiseMult(new mult_f);

shows how a skeleton instance called elementWiseMult is created by
instantiating the Map skeleton with the user function mult_f (as de-
scribed in Figure 3.1) as a parameter. In the current version of SkePU
it needs to be provided both as a template parameter and as a pointer
to an instantiated version of the user function (remember that the user
functions are in fact structs). In the following, we briefly describe
each of the skeletons (see Figure 3.2 for a graphical representation):

In the Map< f > skeleton, every element in the result vector (or
matrix) r is computed by a function f applied to the corresponding
elements in one or more input vectors (or matrices) v1 . . . vk. The
number of input operands is currently limited to a maximum of three.

The Reduce< ⊕ > skeleton computes a scalar result by applying
an associative binary operator ⊕ accumulatively across all elements
in the input vector (matrix). For a R×C matrix operand, an output
vector of size R and C is produced instead of a scalar value for row-
wise and column-wise reduction respectively.
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MapReduce combines mapping and reduction in the same compu-
tation kernel and therefore avoids some synchronization, which speeds
up the calculation.

MapOverlap is similar to a Map, but each element r[i] of the result
vector is a function of several adjacent elements of one input vector
that reside within a certain (compile-time) constant maximum dis-
tance d from i in the input vector, where d is a skeleton template
parameter. For a matrix operand, row-wise (or column-wise) over-
lap is supported where each element r[i, j] of the result matrix r is
a function of several row adjacent (or column adjacent) elements of
one input matrix m that reside within a certain constant maximum
distance d from j (or i) in the input matrix. 2D MapOverlap for
matrix operands2 is also supported where each element r[i, j] of the
result matrix r is a function of several adjacent elements of one input
matrix that reside at a certain constant maximum logical distance
(i.e., distance in the row or column dimension) from i, j in the input
matrix3. The maximum row-wise and column-wise logical distance
of these elements is controlled by the parameter d_r and d_c re-
spectively. Convolution is an example of a calculation that fits this
pattern.

MapArray is another variant of Map where each element of the
result vector, r[i], is a function of the corresponding element of one
of the input vectors, v1[i] and any number of elements from the other
input vector v2. For one input matrix m and one input vector v,
a result matrix r is produced such that r[i, j] is a function of the
corresponding element of the input matrix m[i, j] and any number of
elements from the input vector v.

Given a binary associative function ⊕, the Scan< ⊕ > skeleton
computes the prefix-⊕ vector of its input vector, such as the prefix
sums vector where ⊕ is standard addition. Scan is an important basic
building block of many scalable parallel algorithms, such as parallel
integer sorting.

2For denoting full 2D overlaps (e.g., in 2D stencil operations), we use a variant
of the MapOverlap skeleton called MapOverlap2D.

3The actual access distance between Matrix elements could be different de-
pending on how the Matrix is stored in memory.
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Farm - Task parallel skeleton

Farm is a task-parallel skeleton which allows the concurrent execution
of multiple independent tasks, possibly on different workers. It con-
sists of farmer (also called master) and worker threads. The farmer
accepts multiple incoming tasks and submits them to different workers
available for execution. The overhead of submitting tasks to differ-
ent workers should be negligible, otherwise the farmer can become
the performance bottleneck. The farmer is also responsible for syn-
chronization (if needed) and for returning the control (and possibly
results) back to the caller when all tasks finished their execution. The
workers execute the assigned task(s) and notify the farmer when a
task finishes the execution. A task is an invocation of a piece of func-
tionality with implementations for different types of workers available
in the system4. Moreover, a task could itself be internally parallel
(e.g., a data parallel skeleton call) or could be another task-parallel
skeleton (e.g., another farm), allowing nested parallel executions.

Code example

In Listing 3.1, a complete SkePU source code example of a dot product
computation of two vectors is given. It is expressed as a MapReduce
data-parallel skeleton with mult_f and plus_f as provided user func-
tions. In the end, the expected output is shown as a comment.

Multi-GPU support

SkePU has support for carrying out skeleton computations on multiple
GPU devices present in the system, using both CUDA and OpenCL.
By default, SkePU will utilize as many GPUs as it can find in the
system; however, the user can specify an upper limit on the number
of GPUs to be used by using the SKEPU_NUMGPU flag. The work di-
vision across multiple GPUs is based on the idea that data-parallel
computations typically have similar computational complexity across

4In our farm implementation, a task could define implementations for a subset
of worker types (e.g., a task capable of running only on CPU workers).
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1 #include <iostream >
2

3 #include "skepu/vector.h"
4 #include "skepu/reduce.h"
5

6 BINARY_FUNC(mult_f , float , a, b,
7 return a*b;
8 )
9

10 BINARY_FUNC(plus_f , float , a, b,
11 return a+b;
12 )
13

14 int main()
15 {
16 skepu:: MapReduce <mult_f , plus_f > dotProduct(new mult_f ,
17 new plus_f);
18

19 skepu::Vector<float > v0(1000,2);
20 skepu::Vector<float > v1(1000,3);
21

22 // Call can map to different mapreduce implementations
23 float r = dotProduct(v0, v1);
24

25 std::cout <<"Result: " << r <<"\n";
26

27 return 0;
28 }
29

30 // Output
31 // Result: 6000

Listing 3.1: Dot product computation using the MapReduce skeleton.

different elements. Hence, work is divided amongst available GPU de-
vices depending on the computational power of each device which is
determined during the initialization phase of the SkePU environment.
For example, if we have a map computation on vector objects of size
N each, executed on two GPUs of the same type, the work is divided
equally (to the possible extent) between the two GPUs, i.e., each GPU
applies the operation on N/2 elements. When executing MapOverlap
and Scan skeleton calls across multiple GPUs, extra pre-processing
is carried out to take care of the data dependencies between element
computations in different partitions to enable division of the computa-
tion work on multiple devices. Moreover, when executing a Reduce or
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Figure 3.3: Execution of dot product computation for different vector
sizes. CPU is sequential execution on 1 CPU core, OpenMP uses
8 CPU threads/cores. Platform: 2 Intel Xeon E5520 CPUs with 1
NVIDIA Tesla C2050 GPU.

a MapReduce skeleton call across multiple GPUs, the final reduction
is carried out on a CPU.

We have extended the SkePU framework to optimize multi-GPU
execution by leveraging the capabilities of newer CUDA releases. Ini-
tially, different CPU threads were required to handle different CUDA
GPU devices; however, as this is no longer needed with newer CUDA
releases, we removed the threading overhead and use the host thread
to manage multiple GPU devices. Moreover, we have improved the
memory management (described in Chapter 4) for multi-GPU execu-
tion to transfer data between different GPU devices directly if possi-
ble. These improvements give significant performance improvements
for multi-GPU execution for many applications, as shown later in Sec-
tion 4.3.
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3.2 Implementation selection

SkePU provides skeleton implementations for both CPU and GPU de-
vices present in the system using C++, OpenMP, CUDA and OpenCL.
So for each skeleton call in the program, we need to decide whether to
execute it on CPU or on a GPU, e.g., using either its C++, OpenMP
or CUDA implementation. Figure 3.3 shows execution times of the
dot product computation (code in Listing 3.1) on a GPU-based sys-
tem for different vector sizes. As we can see, the execution with the
sequential C++ implementation performs better with small problem
sizes; however, for larger problem sizes using OpenMP on 8 cores is
relatively faster in this case. For even larger problem sizes, execution
on a CUDA GPU supersedes the performance of the other two. The
question what type of switching occurs and at what problem sizes
cannot be determined statically as it depends upon the skeleton type,
actual user computation, operand data locality, target system archi-
tecture as well as the problem sizes.

To make this decision automatic for any skeleton call in a pro-
gram in a portable manner, we devise an offline empirical tuning based
technique. Trying out all possible context instances (sizes of operand
data) for all implementation variants (CPU, OpenMP, CUDA etc.)
using exhaustive search is undesirable and practically infeasible. In-
stead, our offline tuning technique performs an adaptive hierarchical
search [146] based upon a heuristic convexity assumption which means
that if a certain implementation is performing best on all vertices of a
D-dimensional context parameter subspace then we assume it is also
the best choice for all points within the subspace. For example, con-
sidering a 1-dimensional space (i.e. only 1 input size parameter), if
we find out that a certain implementation performs best on two dis-
tinct input sizes n1 and n2 we consider it best for all points between
these points (i.e. for the whole range [n1, ..., n2] where n1 < n2). This
concept is extended to D-dimensional spaces as described below.
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3.2.1 Algorithm

The training space C = I1 × ...× ID of context instances for a skele-
ton with D possibly performance-relevant properties in the context
instances is spanned by the D context property axes with consid-
ered (user-specified or default) finite intervals Ii of discrete values, for
i = 1, ..., D. A continuous subinterval of an Ii is called a (context
property value) range, and any cross product of such subintervals on
the D axes is called a subspace of C. Hence, subspaces are ”rectangu-
lar”, i.e., subspace borders are orthogonal to the axes of C.

Our idea is to find sufficiently precise approximations by adap-
tively recursive splitting of subspaces by splitting the intervals Ii,
i = 1, ..., D. Hence, subspaces are organized in a hierarchical way
(following the subspace inclusion relation) and represented by a 2D-
ary tree TC .

Our algorithm for off-line measurement starts from a trivial tree
TC that has just one node, the root (corresponding to the whole C),
which is linked to its 2D corner points (here, the 2D outer corners
of C) that are stored in a separate table of recorded performance
measurements. The implementation variants of the skeleton under
examination are run with generated context instances, for each of
the 2D corners; a variant whose execution exceeds a timeout for a
context instance is aborted and not considered further for that context
instance. Now we know the winning implementation variant for each
corner point and store it in the performance table, too, and TC is
properly initialized.

Consider any leaf node v in the current tree TC representing a
subspace Sv = Rv

1 × ...×Rv
D where Rv

i ⊂ Ii, i = 1, ..., D. If the same
specific implementation variant runs fastest on all context instances
corresponding to the 2D corners of Sv, we stop further exploration of
that subspace and will always select that implementation whenever
a context instance at run-time falls within that subspace. Other-
wise, the subspace Sv may be refined further. Accordingly, the tree
is extended by creating new children below v which correspond to
the newly created subspaces of Sv. By iteratively refining the sub-
spaces in breadth-first order, we generate an adaptive tree structure
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to represent the performance data and selection choices, which we call
dispatch tree.

The user can specify a maximum depth (training depth) for this
iterative refinement of the dispatch tree, which implies an upper limit
on the runtime lookup time, and also a maximum tree size (number
of nodes) beyond which any further refinement is cut off. Third, the
user may specify a timeout for overall training time, after which the
dispatch tree is considered final.

At every skeleton invocation, a run-time lookup searches through
the dispatch tree starting from the root and descending into subspace
nodes according to the current runtime context instance. If the search
ends at a closed leaf, i.e., a leaf node with equal winners on all corners
of its subspace, the winning implementation variant can be looked up
in the node. If the search ends in an open leaf with different winners
on its borders (e.g., due to reaching the specified cut-off depth), we
perform an approximation within that range by choosing the imple-
mentation that runs fastest on the subspace corner with the shortest
Euclidean distance from the current run-time context instance.

The deeper the off-line training algorithm explores the tree, the
better precision the dynamic composer can offer for the composition
choice; however, it requires more off-line training time and more run-
time lookup overhead as well. We give the option to let the user
decide the trade-off between training time and precision by specify-
ing the cut-off depth, size and training time limit. Figure 3.4 shows
an example for 1-dimensional space exploration. The algorithm can
recursively split and refine subspaces until it finds common winners
for all points for a subspace (i.e. the subspace becomes closed) or the
user-specified maximum depth is reached.

In another work [145], we have described some further optimiza-
tions to this iterative refinement process based on the convexity as-
sumption. These optimizations include oversampling and threshold-
ing. In oversampling, a closed subspace is explored and refined one (or
more) level(s) deeper in order to gain additional confidence whether
the common winner found on all corner points of a subspace is in-
deed a good choice for intermediate points within that subspace. In
thresholding, we relax the condition on closing a subspace Sv where
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Figure 3.4: Depiction of how a 1-dimensional space is recursively cut
into subspaces (right) and the resulting dispatch tree (left).

we do not have a common winner on all 2D corners of the subspace. A
user-specified tolerance threshold value θ is used to close such a sub-
space (without a common winner on all points) if there exists some
specific implementation variant i whose execution time ti,p on each
corner point p (∀p ∈ 2D corners of Sv) is either minimal or is within
the specified tolerance threshold value in comparison to the execution
time of the fastest variant tf,p on that point, i.e., |ti,p − tf,p| /tf,p ≤ θ;
more details on these optimizations can be found in [145].

3.2.2 Implementation details

A Tuner class is introduced (as shown in Listing 3.2) which is param-
eterized by the skeleton type and user function(s). The user needs
to supply a unique ID (string) for the skeletonlet5 being tuned as
well as lower and upper bounds for the size of each operand. The
ID decouples the skeletonlet and tuner, and allows, e.g., multiple tun-
ing scenarios even for the same skeletonlet to co-exist. Internally the
tuner applies certain optimizations (e.g., dimensionality reduction)
and returns one or more execution plans (one for each data locality
scenario as discussed later) which are later assigned to the skeleton
object (Listing 3.2). An execution plan is a simple data structure that
internally tracks the best implementation for each subspace and pro-
vides lookup facilities. After the execution plans are set, the expected

5A pair of user-function(s), skeleton type.
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best implementation for any skeleton in a given call context will be
automatically selected.

The Tuner supports automatic persistence and loading of execu-
tion plans. If an execution plan with same configuration already ex-
ists, the Tuner loads and returns it from a repository without any
tuning overhead; otherwise it invokes the tuning algorithm and con-
structs an execution plan. The generated execution plans are stored
for future usages to avoid re-tuning every time the skeleton program is
executed. Furthermore, the tuning and actual execution can happen
during the same program execution, as shown in Listing 3.2. When
porting the same skeleton program to a new architecture, the tuner
would automatically construct execution plans for the new architec-
ture without requiring any changes in the user program.

1 ...
2

3 int main()
4 {
5 skepu::Map<mult_f > vecMultiply(new mult_f);
6

7 /* specify lower and upper bounds for training range */
8 const int D = 3; // number of dimensions ...
9 int lowerBounds[D] = {10, 10, 10};

10 int upperBounds[D] = {50000000, 50000000, 50000000};
11

12 /* invoke the tuner and get list of execution plans */
13

14 skepu:: ExecPlan plans[skepu::MAX_PLANS ];
15 skepu::Tuner<mult_f ,MAP > tuner("vMult", D, lowerBounds ,
16 upperBounds);
17 tuner(plans);
18

19 /* assign the execution plans to the skeleton object */
20

21 vecMultiply.setExecPlan(plans);
22

23 ...
24 }

Listing 3.2: Tuning the vector multiply skeleton call. Multiple
execution plans are created, one for each possible data locality
scenario.
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Dimensionality reduction

We apply several optimizations based on specific knowledge that each
skeleton implementation exposes. For example, considering the fact
that all vector operands (inputs, output) in a map skeleton call should
be of exactly the same size, we consider it as a 1-dimensional space
instead of a 3-dimensional space (with 2 input and 1 output vector
operands). This significantly reduces the training cost and is transpar-
ently done by considering the type of the skeleton and container being
used. Similar optimizations are applied for MapOverlap, MapReduce
and Scan skeletons.

Data locality

Current GPU based systems internally have disjoint physical memory
and both the vector and matrix containers in our skeleton library can
track their payload data on different memory units. The operand
data locality matters when measuring the execution time for both
CPU and GPU execution for a skeleton implementation. Operand
data may or may not exist in the right memory unit; in case it is not
available in the right place, extra overhead for data copying needs to
be encountered. Selection of the expected best implementation for
a given problem size cannot be made without considering where the
input data resides at the call execution time and whether the output
data needs to be copied back. This is so because the data copying
overhead between different memory units could affect the selection of
the best performing variant. For example, for the following skeleton
call:
map(v0, v1, out); // v0 ,v1: read; out: written

for a given vector size (e.g. 1000) on a certain platform, the execu-
tion with the CUDA implementation may be the best choice when
all input vectors (v0,v1) are already present in a GPU device mem-
ory and the output vector (out) does not need to be transferred back
to main-memory; otherwise, perhaps execution using the OpenMP
implementation may prove the best choice. Obviously, different data-
locality scenarios for operands are possible, such as v0 being available
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in a GPU device memory whereas v1 is not.
One solution could be to assume that operand data is always lo-

cated in a specific memory unit (e.g., main memory) and, depending
on where the skeleton implementation executes, a copy may or may
not be required. This solution is simple but inflexible as even differ-
ent operands of a single skeleton call may reside at different memory
spaces depending on their previous usage with other skeleton calls and
program control flow. On the other hand, delaying the decision about
operand data locality to runtime is infeasible as we need to know the
data transfer cost in order to determine, offline, the best variant for
a given problem size, which is used to decide whether to close a sub-
space or to continue exploring it further by recursively partitioning
it into multiple subspaces. We have implemented the following two
mechanisms to tackle this issue:

• User-specified: The programmer can provide hints about oper-
ands’ data locality by specifying the memory unit (an integer
flag) for each skeleton operand. This gives the programmer more
control over the tuning process which could be helpful in more
complex data access scenarios. However, asking the program-
mer for hints about data locality requires knowledge about the
underlying system and is thus undesirable.

• Automatic: When training offline, we construct one execution
plan for each possible data locality scenario and store all possible
execution plans. The number of data locality scenarios is limited
considering that 1) we have at most 4 operands to a skeleton call
and 2) we can reduce the possible scenarios considering the fact
that most skeleton operands must have the same size (e.g., all
operands to a map call have the same size)6. At runtime, the
framework can automatically choose the right execution plan,
for making implementation selection decisions, by querying the

6For example, in a map skeleton call with two input vectors v0,v1: scenario
where v0 is available in a GPU device memory whereas v1 is not, is considered
similar from the data locality perspective to the one where v1 is available in a
GPU device memory whereas v0 is not. This is due to the fact that the size of v0
and v1 is same.
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operand data state from the containers. Our vector and matrix
containers internally track the state of their payload data copies
in different memory units, which can be retrieved at runtime.
This approach alleviates the burden of specifying data locality
hints from the programmer, as shown in Listing 3.2; however, it
may require (slightly) higher training cost as a subspace would
only be considered closed if it is closed for all possible operands’
data locality scenarios, as explained below.

In the Automatic case, we do not run each skeleton implemen-
tation for all possible data locality scenarios as this could increase
the training cost multiple-fold. Rather, we execute each skeleton im-
plementation once with operand data available in the right memory
unit for that implementation. This gives us the execution time (with-
out communication time) and then we compute the effect of other
possible data locality scenarios by adding the possible communica-
tion overhead when some (or all) operand data is not available in the
right memory unit. The communication overhead is calculated by
multiplying communication size with effective communication band-
width between different memory units which is determined by running
micro-benchrmarks, normally once on each new platform. For exam-
ple, for a CUDA skeleton implementation, we measure its execution
time with all input operands available in the device memory. After-
wards, we add possible communication overhead when some (or all)
operands are not available in the device memory and/or when out-
put data needs to be transferred back to main-memory. This way, we
keep the training cost similar to the training cost incurred with user-
specified hints where only one (user-specified) data-locality scenario
is considered.

In the automatic case, a subspace is closed only when we find a
common winner on all its 2D corner points for all possible data locality
scenarios; otherwise, we continue exploring and pruning the subspace
further until we find such a common winner for each subspace or un-
til the user-specified maximum training depth has been reached (or
some other exit criterion is met such as maximum training time etc.).
Intuitively, this would require more training exploration as closing a
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subspace by finding a common winner on all corner points for all pos-
sible scenarios is less probable. The experiments (see Section 3.4) have
shown up to 30% increase in training space exploration when consid-
ering multiple scenarios. However, it is not much considering that the
training space explored is still less than 1% of the total training space,
as shown in the experiments later.

3.2.3 Related work

Techniques for automated performance tuning have been considered
extensively in previous work for generation of optimized domain-specific
libraries (such as basic linear algebra [202, 210], reduction [215], sort-
ing [147] or signal transforms [194, 102]), iterative compilation frame-
works [171], or for the component composition [131, 13, 133]. Active
Harmony [64] is a generic performance tuning framework for tuning
both algorithms’ and parameters’ choices for a library. It provides
several built in strategies (such as random search, exhaustive search
and search based on simplex methods) for exploring a search space.

Automated performance tuning usually involves three fundamen-
tal preparatory tasks: (1) search through the space of context property
values, (2) generation of training data and measurements on the target
system, (3) learning a decision function/rule. In our approach, these
three tasks are tightly coupled to limit the amount of measurement
time and representation size required, while most other approaches
decouple at least two of these tasks.

Our approach can be considered as an adaptive variant of decision
tree learning. Decision tree learning, often based on C4.5 [183] or
similar tools, is also used in many other approaches, e.g. in [202, 194,
215].

3.3 Runtime support for hybrid execution

The implementation selection mechanism described above can help
making selection decisions between, e.g., usage of CPU and GPU for
a given skeleton call. However, in some cases, better performance can
be achieved instead with using both CPU and GPU devices by di-
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Figure 3.5: Shows mapping of a SkePU skeleton call to one or more
StarPU tasks.

viding the computation work of a given skeleton call (called hybrid
execution). To allow hybrid execution, we have implemented support
for the StarPU task-based runtime system as a possible backend in
our library. When enabled, skeleton calls in a normal SkePU skele-
ton program are translated to tasks (with different implementations)
in the StarPU runtime system. Each task is then executed by some
StarPU (CPU, CUDA or OpenCL) worker; the decision is made with
the help of a scheduling and selection policy inside the runtime sys-
tem. Figure 3.5 shows how a skeleton call in our library is translated
to one or more tasks in the StarPU runtime system. Multiple tasks
are created by partitioning input operand data for data-parallel skele-
tons which consequently divides the computation work. By default,
tasks operating on (almost) equal-sized chunks are created. A special
mechanism is implemented to allow tasks with unequal-sized chunks
of data if necessary.

For the experiments, we have divided the computation into chunks
of equal size which are scheduled by the runtime system concurrently
on different devices available7. However, a more informed decision can
be made in case we know a linear performance model for execution
time of that computation on different devices. For example, suppose
that we want to divide a computation’s work between a CPU and a

7The number of chunks/tasks can be specified as a last argument to skeleton
calls, e.g. map(v0, 4) where 4 is the number of chunks/tasks that gets created.
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GPU device where performance models for the computation’s execu-
tion time on both devices are available. Now for a given problem size
N , we want to find the fraction of work δ that should be mapped to
the CPU; consequently fraction 1−δ of work should be mapped to the
GPU. With such division of work, the projected application execution
time would be

max(Tcpu(δN), Tgpu((1− δ)N))

where Tcpu(δN) is the execution time on CPU for a fraction δ of the
problem size N and Tgpu((1−δ)N) is the time on the GPU for the re-
maining fraction. Finding the optimal load balance means finding the
value of δ which minimizes the above term. Assuming linear perfor-
mance models for predicting Tcpu and Tgpu, as is the case for most of
our skeletons, this amounts to finding the value of δ at which Tcpu(δN)

and Tgpu((1− δ)N) intersect [151].
When used with StarPU, the memory management for operand

data is done by the StarPU runtime system and not by the SkePU
containers. The containers, in this case, handle the interaction with
the StarPU data management library to coordinate accesses to their
operand data. For example, they implement logic to register their
data for usage with runtime tasks and allow read and write accesses
from the program source code for data that is registered for usage
with the runtime system. Moreover, the StarPU runtime system can
execute tasks in an asynchronous manner which allows to exploit par-
allelism between different independent tasks. Using this mechanism,
we implemented support in our library to run skeleton calls asyn-
chronously without bothering the skeleton user with the concurrency
issues. When using StarPU as backend, each skeleton execution can
be done asynchronously where data dependencies between skeleton
calls are implicitly tracked by the runtime system. Implicit synchro-
nization takes place inside the SkePU vector and matrix container
implementations when the user accesses data for which some skeleton
operations are still in progress (see Section 4.4 for a code example).
This enables us to automatically exploit task-level parallelism even
across multiple data-independent skeleton calls. In the next chapter
(Section 4.4), we discuss the containers’ working with StarPU in more
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detail.

3.4 Evaluation

We have implemented several applications/kernels using SkePU skele-
tons such as LU factorization, NBody simulation and Smooth Particle
Hydrodynamics (SPH)8. The main evaluation is carried out on two
GPU-based systems:

A 2 Intel Xeon quad-core E5520 2.27GHz CPUs with 1 NVIDIA
Tesla C2050 GPU.

B 2 Intel Xeon quad-core X5550 2.66GHz CPUs with an old Tesla
C1060 GPU.

The compilation is carried out using GCC (v4.6) and NVIDIA
C (nvcc v0.2.1221 with CUDA 4.2) compiler for C/C++ and CUDA
code respectively.

3.4.1 Tuning implementation selection

We used five applications (NBody simulation, Smooth Particle Hydro-
dynamics, LU factorization, Mandelbrot, Taylor series) and four ker-
nels (Mean Squared Error, Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio, Pearson
Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient, dot product) for evaluat-
ing implementation selection capability. For each application/kernel,
we call the tuner on a given training range (i.e., problem size ranges
for each operand as shown in Table 3.1 for different applications) and
it internally explores some points in the training space and constructs
execution plans using the algorithm described in Section 3.2.1. Af-
terwards, for the actual execution, we select a set of sample points
(different from the training points) within that range and do the ac-
tual execution using the tuned version as well as using each imple-
mentation variant (CPU, OpenMP, CUDA) on those selected points

8All applications’ source codes are made available as part of the SkePU library.
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9. As it is practically infeasible to try out all points in the training
range, accuracy is measured by averaging over the ratio of execution
time with the tuned configuration to the execution time of the best
from direct execution (CPU, OpenMP, CUDA) over all sample points.
The same problem size ranges are used for experiments on both sys-
tems and no modifications in the program source code are made when
porting the applications between both systems. Furthermore, for all
experiments, we set the maximum training depth to 20 and Euclidean
distance is used to estimate the best variant if no best variant is found
for a subspace until depth 20.

Table 3.1: Execution of nine applications/kernels for different problem
sizes on System A and System B with respective accuracy – training
space explored figures (in percent). Training ranges for each applica-
tion are shown in the first column (50m means 50 million).

Name System A System B

Taylor (10 — 50m) 99.3 – 0.0002 97.9 – 0.00008
MSE (10 — 50m) 95.0 – 0.0001 99.3 – 0.00009
PSNR (10 — 50m) 93.6 – 0.0002 97.3 – 0.00009
PPMCC (10 — 50m) 95.5 – 0.0006 94.2 – 0.00005
Dot Product (10 — 50m) 95.7 – 0.0002 93.1 – 0.00009
NBody (8 — 10648) 97.9 – 0.35 71.1 – 0.43
LU (4 — 1600) 94.2 – 1.88 99.7 – 2.38
Mandelbrot (16 — 10000) 81.1 – 0.66 74.5 – 0.004
SPH (4 — 1600) 112.0 – 2.38 111.5 – 2.46
Average 96.0 – 0.58 93.2 – 0.59

As shown in Table 3.1, on average, we achieved 96% and 93.2%
accuracy on System A and System B respectively with less than 0.6%

9We did not consider the OpenCL implementations for experiments as they are
similar to CUDA in performance on NVIDIA GPUs and are primarily written for
execution on AMD GPUs not supporting CUDA.
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Figure 3.6: Coulombic potential grid execution on System A (left)
and System B with two extra C2050 GPUs added (right) for different
matrix sizes. The base-line is execution on a single GPU.

training space exploration. Above all, this is achieved without requir-
ing any changes in the program source code when porting to a new
system/architecture. For the SPH application, we achieved more than
100% accuracy on both systems which is possible considering that the
SPH application internally consists of multiple types of skeleton calls
executed inside a loop; selecting the best implementation for each
skeleton call individually (as done by our tuner) can supersede any
best static implementation choice (CPU, OpenMP, CUDA) in such a
scenario.

The performance difference between the two mechanisms to spec-
ify data locality information (see Section 3.2.2) is little. The results
presented above are for SkePU code with user-specified data locality
hints. Execution when decision is made automatically by dynamically
looking up operand data state achieves, on average, 94% (91.5%) ac-
curacy with 0.78% (0.71%) training space exploration on System A
(System B). Slightly more training space exploration is needed as each
training subspace needs to be closed only when it is closed for all possi-
ble operand data state/locality scenarios. Also, the lookup at runtime
to find the data state of each operand state and querying the right
execution plan results in slight overhead which decreases the accuracy,
overall, by 1 or 2 percent.
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3.4.2 Hybrid execution

Hybrid execution enables us to use multiple (types of) computing re-
sources present in the system simultaneously for a given computation
by dividing the work between them. Figure 3.6 shows the perfor-
mance of executing a Coulombic potential application [211] written
using SkePU skeletons on two GPU based systems. Just like other
experiments presented in this thesis, the overhead of data transfer for
GPU execution is included in the measurements. Significant speedup
is achieved by dividing the work across multicore CPUs and the GPU
as shown in Figure 3.6(left). The speedup over GPU execution comes
from dividing the work between GPU and one or more CPUs which
not only divides the computation work but also decreases the data
communication to GPU. As shown in Figure 3.6(right), when porting
the same code to another system with 3 GPUs, speedups upto 2.5
times are achieved with respect to execution on a single GPU.

3.4.3 SkePU Overhead Analysis

Considering that performance is a critical factor for usage of GPU-
based systems, we have designed SkePU as a C++ template library
to minimize the runtime overhead.

To measure the overhead of SkePU framework, we execute a simple
program with a map skeleton call assigning element-wise square of
contents in one input vector (vin) of size N , to an output vector (vout),
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i.e.
vout[i] = vin[i]2 where i = 0, ..., N − 1

The actual computation does not matter as we are interested in the
SkePU overhead and not the computation itself. To measure the over-
head, we execute the map computation with all four skeleton im-
plementations (CPU sequential, OpenMP, CUDA and OpenCL). For
each execution, we measure the overhead by deducting the time spent
on the actual computation from the total execution time. The actual
computation time is measured by placing timers around computation
code inside each map implementation inside the SkePU framework.
The total time is measured by placing timers around the skeleton
call in the main program. Figure 3.7 shows the overhead in micro-
seconds for all four implementations over different vector sizes. Both
CUDA and OpenCL executions are carried out on the GPU. The time
for transferring operand data to GPU device memory for CUDA and
OpenCL executions as well as the time for compiling the OpenCL
kernel is not considered as part of the SkePU overhead10. As shown
in the figure, the overhead of different SkePU implementations is usu-
ally around one micro-second even for larger problem sizes. This is
negligible considering that computations modelled with SkePU skele-
tons (and even computations considered for GPU execution in gen-
eral) usually have much coarser granularity such as a few dozen mil-
liseconds or more. With OpenMP and CPU, the overhead slightly
increases for larger problem sizes, but it remains negligible in compar-
ison to the time spent on the actual computation, e.g., 0.0007% and
0.0013% of the computation time, for problem (vector) size 107, for
CPU and OpenMP respectively. Similar behavior is observed for the
other SkePU skeletons.

Next, we compare the SkePU overhead by comparing a real-world
application execution with SkePU framework to execution with its
direct hand-coded implementations. Figure 3.8 compares SkePU exe-
cution of a Runge-Kutta ODE solver [138] with direct execution using

10OpenCL kernels are built once when the skeleton object gets created. Re-
garding communication overhead, we transfer the input vector (vin) to the device
memory before we start overhead measurements for CUDA/OpenCL executions.
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Table 3.2: StarPU task overhead for different number of CPU and
GPU workers, measured on System A.

CPU Workers CUDA Workers Task Overhead (microseconds)

1 0 3.21
4 0 7.04
8 0 11.03
0 1 3.40
1 1 5.95
4 1 9.12
8 1 44.72

a hand-written implementation for C++, OpenMP and CUDA. The
overhead of SkePU implementations is negligible in all cases for even
such a large application containing 9 different types of skeleton calls
executed over 1160 times, in total.

When executing skeleton programs with StarPU support imple-
mented inside the SkePU library, the main runtime overhead comes
from StarPU as it manages both data management for operand data
and the execution of skeleton calls. StarPU overhead for a single task
is reported to be up to 2 microseconds [19]; however, it could vary
depending on the underlying platform and the StarPU configuration
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(number/type of workers, scheduling and selection policy etc.) that
is used. For example, Table 3.2 shows the overhead that we mea-
sured on our system (System A) by running the benchmark given
with StarPU package (v1.2, revision 10731) with the default greedy
StarPU scheduler. The table shows how the overhead changes when
different numbers of CPU and GPU workers are enabled on the tar-
get system where the tasks are distributed between all these workers.
However, in many cases, some of this overhead is compensated by the
StarPU runtime system, by overlapping communication and compu-
tation, prefetching data on the target memory unit and several other
optimizations.

3.5 Case study on MapOverlap2D on CUDA

Writing CUDA implementations that not only run correctly across
different generations of GPUs but also provide reasonable perfor-
mance in comparison to the maximum achieveable performance on
a given GPU is not an easy task. Modern NVIDIA GPUs differ in
several performance-relevant architectural features such as availabil-
ity of L1/L2 caches, number of multiprocessors, number of registers
etc. These features significantly affect the performance of running
computations, as we will see later.

In this section, we describe our work on optimizing the CUDA im-
plementation for the MapOverlap2D skeleton. As described earlier, in
the MapOverlap2D skeleton, each element r[i, j] of the result matrix r
is a function of several adjacent elements of one input matrix that re-
side at a certain constant maximum logical distance from position i, j
in the input matrix. The maximum row-wise and column-wise logical
distance of these elements is controlled by user-function parameters
d_r and d_c respectively, as shown in Listing 3.3. For instance, 2D
convolution, which is a widely used kernel in image and signal pro-
cessing applications, can be implemented using this MapOverlap2D
skeleton.

We have implemented two different syntaxes to specify computa-
tions using the MapOverlap2D skeleton. Listing 3.3 shows how a 2D
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1 // includes ...
2

3 // OVERLAP_FUNC_2D(name , type , d_r , d_c , elem , stride , body)
4 /* Blur kernel (3x3)
5 1 2 1
6 2 4 2
7 1 2 1 */
8 OVERLAP_FUNC_2D(blur_f , float , 1, 1, a, stride ,
9 return (a[-1*stride -1] + a[-1*stride ]*2 + a[-1*stride+1]

10 + a[-1]*2 + a[0]*4 + a[1]*2 + a[1*stride -1]
11 + a[1*stride ]*2 + a[1*stride+1])/16;
12 )
13

14 int main()
15 {
16 skepu:: MapOverlap 2D<blur_f > conv2D(new blur_f);
17

18 skepu::Matrix<float > m_in (...);
19 skepu::Matrix<float > m_out (...);
20

21 // load input image into m_in ...
22

23 conv2D(m_in , m_out);
24

25 // store output image from m_out ...
26 }

Listing 3.3: SkePU 2D convolution for a blur 3× 3 kernel.

convolution computation with 3 × 3 blur kernel can be implemented
using the SkePU MapOverlap2D skeleton. The blur kernel is speci-
fied as a user-function (blur_f) where d_r and d_c specify row-wise
and column-wise overlap on one side (which is 1 in this case) respec-
tively; the overall row-wise and column-wise overlap becomes of size
(d_r×2+1)×(d_c×2+1). The same computation can be expressed
by passing a filter weight matrix, with weights for neighbouring and
actual elements involved in the overlap (as shown in Listing 3.4), to
the skeleton call. The size of the weight matrix, in this syntax, deter-
mines the overall overlap size. In this syntax, an explicit user-function
is not needed as the computation is implicitly specified by the weight
matrix.

In many cases, any of the two syntaxes can be used but the former
(user-function based) is in general more flexible whereas the latter
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(weight matrix) allows for more aggressive optimizations (putting the
weight matrix in GPU constant memory etc.). In the following, we
discuss optimizations where the syntax with the weight matrix is used;
however, shared memory and tiling optimizations discussed below can
also be applied with the other syntax.

1 skepu::Matrix<int > m_weights(3,3);
2

3 // set m_weights = [1, 2, 1, 2, 4, 2, 1, 2, 1]
4

5 conv2D(m_in , m_out , m_weights);

Listing 3.4: SkePU 2D convolution with blur 3×3 kernel.

3.5.1 Memory optimizations

A simple CUDA implementation of MapOverlap2D is where each
CUDA thread processes one element in the output matrix by load-
ing all the neighboring elements of that element (and that element
itself) from the GPU global (device) memory. This implementation
suffers from too much communication to the global memory as, even
for a small 3× 3 blur filter (shown in Listing 3.3), it would load each
element in the input image as much as 9 times. The communication
to GPU global memory can be up to 100 times more expensive than
accesses to shared and constant memory [168]. This could really hurt
the overall performance especially on GPU architectures with no L1
and L2 caches where high latency is observed for all global memory
accesses. On modern GPUs with L1 and L2 caches, global memory
accesses can sometimes be served from caches with quite low latency.

We implement the shared memory optimization where threads in
a thread block collectively load all input elements that they need in
the shared memory and then access it from there. This optimization
can significantly reduce the global memory bandwidth consumption,
even for small filter sizes. For example, for a thread block of 16× 32

and filter size of 3 × 3, each thread block loads 4608 values without
usage of shared memory. With shared memory, the loads from global
memory are reduced to (16 + 3 − 1) × (32 + 3 − 1) = 612 values per
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thread block, a reduction by a factor of 7.5. The optimization may not
yield that much difference in performance while executing on GPUs
with caches such as NVIDIA Fermi GPUs.

As the elements in the weight matrix are read by different threads
in parallel, they can be stored in the GPU constant memory. The
constant memory in GPU is a limited (normally 64KB) cache-buffer
memory that can be used for read-only data stored in GPU device
memory. It is hardware optimized for the case when all threads read
the same location. The access latency for constant memory ranges
from one cycle for in cache data to hundreds of cycles depending on
cache locality. The performance gains from this optimization depend
upon the architecture; it could yield up to 100% performance im-
provement on non-cache GPUs (e.g. NVIDIA GPUs before the Fermi
architecture). However, for NVIDIA GPUs with explicit L1 cache,
the performance improvement with usage of constant memory can be
much less due to implicit caching and reuse capabilities of these archi-
tectures. For instance, for NVIDIA C2050, performance improvement
up to 30% is observed over different filter sizes.

3.5.2 Adaptive tiling optimization

Besides memory optimizations mentioned above, another optimization
that can be applied to this class of applications on modern GPUs is
known as 1 × N tiling [187]. A tile refers to a block of input data
simultaneously processed by multiple threads in a thread block. 1×N
tiling refers to a technique of increasing the workload for a thread
block by assigning N tiles to a thread block for processing instead of
1 tile. Figure 3.9 shows how work assigned to a single thread block
increases as each thread processes 2 output elements instead of one
with 1 × 2 tiling. Tiling reduces the number of thread blocks by a
factor of N . Besides reducing the overhead associated with thread
blocks (e.g. array index calculations, loading constant values), this
technique also decreases the amount of overall neighborhood loads to
the shared memory as the number of thread blocks is decreased.

By default, each thread in a thread block processes one output ele-
ment; this means that a thread block of size blockSizeX×blockSizeY
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processes one tile (i.e., blockSizeX × blockSizeY output elements).
To process one such tile, threads in a thread block collectively load
(blockSizeX+filterSizeX−1)× (blockSizeY +filterSizeY −1) in-
put elements from the global memory to the shared memory where
filterSizeX × filterSizeY is the filter size. By increasing hori-
zontal tiling for each thread block by one, as shown in Figure 3.9,
each thread in a thread block will process two output elements in-
stead of one, i.e., a thread block of size blockSizeX × blockSizeY

will now process two tiles (2× blockSizeX × blockSizeY output ele-
ments). Processing one extra (horizontal) tile would require it to load
blockSizeX × (blockSizeY + filterSizeY − 1) more input elements
to the shared memory. The number of loads to the shared memory
for processing an extra tile are lower than when this tile is processed
by a separate thread block, i.e., (blockSizeX + filterSizeX − 1) ×
(blockSizeY + filterSizeY − 1). This could result in major savings
especially for very large horizontal filter size (filterSizeX) and/or for
large blockSizeY .

Despite of its potential advantages, tiling can also result in in-
creased shared memory usage by a thread block as now each thread
block processes N elements instead of 1. Similarly, register usage can
also increase as extra registers are normally used to save intermediate
results.

As shown by van Werkhoven et al. [208], using any fixed tiling
factor for an image convolution application can result in sub-optimal
performance over different filter sizes. Furthermore, with a fixed tiling
factor (e.g. 4), the program may simply not work on certain GPUs
due to resource limitations (e.g. shared memory size, number of regis-
ters). Rather, the tiling factor can be chosen based on computational
(filter size, image size etc.) and GPU resource information (size of
shared memory, total number of registers etc.) at runtime, i.e., Adap-
tive tiling. The concept is similar to the one introduced in [208], but
we design different metrics to decide the adaptive tiling factor, and
evaluate them on three different generations of NVIDIA GPUs. More-
over, we focus on a generic skeleton implementation that can work for
any computation that can fit the MapOverlap2D skeleton.

The dynamic selection of the tiling factor is interesting for several
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Figure 3.9: The effect of 2-way tiling on thread blocks with 16 threads
(4 × 4): work assigned to a single thread blocks doubles (8 × 4, see
right figure) and the total number of thread blocks is reduced by half.
Logical (global) thread indexing is shown on x- and y-axis for x- and
y-dimensions respectively.

reasons. First, there could be several different mechanisms to deter-
mine the tiling factor based on different performance characteristics.
Furthermore, an automatic way of determining the tiling factor over
different machine and problem configurations can help in attaining
performance when porting the computation across different GPUs.

Maximizing resource utilization

Modern GPUs have many types of resources that can affect the per-
formance of an executing kernel. These resources can be broadly cat-
egorized into computational resources (e.g., processing cores inside a
streaming multiprocessor) and storage resources (e.g., registers and
shared memory). Effective usage of both kind of resources is impor-
tant for performance but sometimes a tradeoff exists as both cannot
be optimized for at the same time.

The adaptive tiling is focused on maximizing utilization of storage
resources of a multiprocessor such as shared memory and registers.
On the other hand, warp occupancy (or short occupancy) strives for
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Algorithm 1: getTilingForMaxOccupancy
Input: cInf , information about computation; gInf , information about GPU;

maxTiling, maximum tiling factor
output: nTiles, the tiling factor

1 begin
2 nTiles ← 1
3 nTrdsPerBlk ← cInf .blockSizeX × cInf .blockSizeY
4 nWarpsPerBlk ← dnTrdsPerBlk / gInf .WARP_SIZEe
5

/* compute max (thread) blocks that can fit in a multiprocessor */
6 maxBlksPerMP ← min(gInf .NWARPS_MP / nWarpsPerBlk,
7 gInf .NTRDS_MP/nTrdsPerBlk, gInf .NBLKS_MP)
8

/* adjust #blocks considering # of registers */
9 blksPerMPByReg ← gInf .NREGS_MP / (cInf .perTrdNRegFor[nTiles]

10 × nWarpsPerBlk ×gInf .WARP_SIZE)
11 show error if blksPerMPByReg ≤ 0
12 blksPerMPByReg ← min(blksPerMPByReg, maxBlksPerMP)
13

/* adjust #blocks considering amount of shared memory */
14 shMemPerBlk ← (cInf .blockSizeX + cInf .filterSizeX - 1) ×
15 (cInf .blockSizeY + cInf .filterSizeY - 1) × sizeof(type)

/* type is element type (double, int, char etc.) */
16 blksPerMPByShrdMem ← gInf .SHMEM_SIZE / shMemPerBlk
17 show error if blksPerMPByShrdMem ≤ 0
18 blksPerMP ← min(blksPerMPByReg, blksPerMPByShrdMem)
19

/* increase tiling as much as possible considering shared memory */
20 shMemPerTile ← cInf .blockSizeX ×
21 (cInf .blockSizeY + cInf .filterSizeY - 1) × sizeof(type)
22 remShMem ← gInf .SHMEM_SIZE - shMemPerBlk × blksPerMP
23 if remShMem > 0 then
24 maxTilByShMem ← 1 + (remShMem / (shMemPerTile × blksPerMP))
25 nTiles ← min(maxTilByShMem, maxTiling)
26

/* finally, adjust tiling considering # of registers */
27 while nTiles > 1 do
28 remNRegPerMP ← gInf .NREGS_MP - gInf .WARP_SIZE ×
29 nWarpsPerBlk × blksPerMP × cInf .perTrdNRegFor[nTiles]
30 if remNRegPerMP ≥ 0 then /* has sufficient registers */
31 return nTiles

32 nTiles ← nTiles - 1

33 return nTiles
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maximizing the computational resource utilization of a multiproces-
sor11. In short, when considering application performance in CUDA,
one can either optimize for maximizing computational resource uti-
lization (i.e., maximize occupancy) as the primary objective function,
or maximize storage resource utilization (i.e., maximize the tiling fac-
tor).

Tiling metrics

We define the following two metrics to dynamically calculate tiling
factors considering the two maximization functions:

• In the first metric (Φoccupancy), maximizing occupancy is defined
as the primary objective while tiling is maximized as a secondary
objective. The objective function first tries to achieve maximum
occupancy (possibly 100%) while keeping the tiling factor to 1

and later chooses to increase the tiling factor to the maximum
level possible without decreasing the already determined occu-
pancy level.

• In the second metric (Φtiling), we do the other way around by
maximizing tiling as the primary objective while keeping occu-
pancy to the minimum (i.e. assuming only one thread-block per
multiprocessor). The occupancy is considered in case tiling can-
not be increased any further (e.g., in our case, we use at most
1× 16 tiling)12.

Algorithm 1 shows how the tiling factor is determined when max-
imizing for occupancy (Φoccupancy). First, it strives to fit as many
(thread) blocks as possible inside a single CUDA multiprocessor to
maximize occupancy (line 6-7). There exist several constraints, both
from CUDA resources (e.g., maximum number of threads/warps/blocks,
see Table 3.3 for their description) and from the computation (e.g.,

11The warp occupancy, as defined by NVIDIA [65], is the ratio of active warps
per multiprocessor to the maximum number of active warps supported for a mul-
tiprocessor on a GPU.

12The limit on the tiling factor is set to allow the secondary objective (i.e.
maximizing occupancy) to be considered besides maximizing tiling only.
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Parameter Description

NTRDS_MP Number of threads per multiprocessor

NBLKS_MP Number of (thread) blocks per multiprocessor

NREGS_MP Number of registers per multiprocessor

NWARPS_MP Number of warps per multiprocessor

SHMEM_SIZE Shared memory size (in bytes) per multiprocessor

WARP_SIZE Number of threads in a warp

Table 3.3: Description of different CUDA architecture specific param-
eters used inside the algorithms.

number of threads inside a block). Information about the number of
registers used by a CUDA thread (perTrdNRegFor) inside a kernel can
be determined by passing -Xptxas -v options to the CUDA compiler
(nvcc). Afterwards, it adjusts this number by comparing, the total
number of registers (line 9-12) and total amount of shared memory
(line 14-18) available inside a streaming multiprocessor, to demands
from thread blocks for each of those storage resources. After find-
ing the maximum blocks that will fit inside a multiprocessor, it tries
to increase tiling for each block by considering the remaining shared
memory and registers inside a multiprocessor.

When maximizing for tiling (Φtiling), as shown in Algorithm 2,
we try to increase the tiling factor as much as possible (up to the
maximum tiling factor) by considering only one block inside a multi-
processor. This gives us the maximum potential for tiling as at least
a block should fit inside a multiprocessor for correct execution. The
tiling factor is determined by calculating the shared memory spared
(i.e. not used by the block with tiling one), and how many tiles can fit
in that amount of shared memory. Then, this tiling factor is adjusted
considering the amount of extra registers that will be required to the
available number of registers. The tiling size is decreased until it fits
the number of registers available in the multiprocessor.

Algorithms for calculating both tiling metrics are implemented in
the MapOverlap2D CUDA implementation. The input for both algo-
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Algorithm 2: getTilingForMaxTiling
Input: cInf , information about computation; gInf , information about GPU;

maxTiling, maximum tiling factor
output: nTiles, the tiling factor

1 begin
2 nTiles ← 1
3 nTrdsPerBlk ← cInf .blockSizeX × cInf .blockSizeY
4 nWarpsPerBlk ← dnTrdsPerBlk / gInf .WARP_SIZEe
5

/* compute used and remaining shared memory per multiprocessor */
6 shMemPerBlk ← (cInf .blockSizeX + cInf .filterSizeX - 1) ×
7 (cInf .blockSizeY + cInf .filterSizeY - 1) × sizeof(type)

/* type is element type (double, int, char etc.) */
8 remShMem ← gInf .SHMEM_SIZE - shMemPerBlk
9 show error if remShMem ≤ 0

10
/* get max tiling possible considering shared memory */

11 shMemPerTile ← cInf .blockSizeX ×
12 (cInf .blockSizeY + cInf .filterSizeY - 1) × sizeof(type)
13 maxTilByShMem ← 1 + remShMem / shMemPerTile
14 nTiles ← min(maxTilByShMem, maxTiling)
15

/* now adjust tiling considering # of registers */
16 while nTiles > 1 do
17 remNRegPerMP ← gInf .NREGS_MP - nWarpsPerBlk
18 × gInf .WARP_SIZE × cInf .perTrdNRegFor[nTiles]
19 if remNRegPerMP ≥ 0 then /* has sufficient registers */
20 return nTiles

21 nTiles ← nTiles −1

22 return nTiles

rithms is the computation’s and CUDA architecture parameters. The
former are inferred by the program while the latter are determined
(via NVIDIA CUDA API) based on the compute capabilities of the
CUDA architecture. As shown later with experiments, Φoccupancy of-
ten results in small tiling factors but greater occupancy while Φtiling

often results in relatively large tiling factors with very low occupancy.

3.5.3 Experiments

The experiments are conducted on three different NVIDIA GPUs with
different compute capabilities, as shown in Table 3.4. For experiments
on C2050, an input image of size 4096 × 4096 is used with 13 filter
dimensions ranging from 3 up to 27 (strided by two). For GTX 280
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GPU type C2050 GTX280 8800 GT
Compute capability 2.0 1.3 1.1
Number of multiprocessors (MP) 14 30 14
Number of cores in a MP 32 8 8
Processor Clock (GHz) 1.15 1.2 1.5
Local memory (KB) 48 16 16
Cache support yes no no
Memory bandwidth (GB/sec) 144 141.7 57.6
Memory interface 384-bit 512-bit 256-bit

Table 3.4: Experiment setup.

and 8800 GT experiments, an input image of 2048×2048 is used with
filter dimensions ranging from 3 up to 25 (strided by two).

The C2050 was the development platform while the GTX280 and
8800 GT are used to show performance portability and the effect of
L1 and L2 caches. The overhead of calculating the tiling factors for
a given objective function is also considered as part of the execution
time, which proves to be negligible. The following implementations
are referred to in the evaluation:

• naive implementation: The very simple CUDA implementation
without any explicit optimization, i.e. each CUDA thread pro-
cesses one output element by loading all input data from the
GPU global memory.

• optimized implementation: The naive implementation with con-
stant memory and shared memory optimizations.

• tiling-optimized implementation: The optimized implementa-
tion with tiling. The tiling factor could be based upon either
Φoccupancy or Φtiling.

2D map projection is used to present 3D results in Figure 3.10,
3.11 and 3.12. Besides scales on x- and y-axis, please consider the
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differences in the color-scale in each (sub-)figure for the correct inter-
pretation of results.

Usage of shared and constant memory

As mentioned earlier, the effect of applying shared memory and con-
stant memory optimizations is largely influenced by the caching capa-
bilities of a GPU. Figure 3.10 shows performance improvements over
different GPU architectures for the optimized implementation over the
naive implementation. On the cache-based C2050, performance im-
provements are, on average, by a factor of almost 1.5. However, on
the GTX280 GPU which has no cache, the performance differs by a
factor of 3.4. On the 8800 GT, the performance improvement is by
a factor of 25 which is much higher than for the GTX280. This is
because of a substantial difference in the memory bandwidths of 8800
GT and GTX280 (see Table 3.4) which has a big performance impact
for global memory accesses, which are done frequently in the naive
implementation.

Φoccupancy Φtiling

Tiling factor Occupancy Tiling factor Occupancy

C2050 3.83 100% 14.33 33.34%

GTX280 1.63 75% 3.83 25%

8800 GT 7.35 33.34% 7.35 33.34%

Table 3.5: Average tiling factor and occupancy achieved with 2 metrics
on different GPUs.

Tradeoff between Φoccupancy and Φtiling

Table 3.5 highlights the tradeoff between the two metrics on differ-
ent GPUs. For C2050, when maximizing occupancy (Φoccupancy), the
tiling factor is reduced by a factor of 3.74 to gain the last 67% in oc-
cupancy. Similarly, for GTX280, the occupancy was much less when
optimizing for tiling (Φtiling) in comparison to when optimizing for
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2D convolution using naive implementation (GFLOP/s)
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(a) C2050 (50 GFLOP/s)

2D convolution without tiling (GFLOP/s)
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(b) C2050 (76 GFLOP/s)

2D convolution using naive implementation (GFLOP/s)
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(c) GTX280 (12 GFLOP/s)

2D convolution without tiling (GFLOP/s)
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(d) GTX280 (41 GFLOP/s)

2D convolution using naive implementation (GFLOP/s)
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(e) 8800 GT (1 GFLOP/s)

2D convolution without tiling (GFLOP/s)
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(f) 8800 GT (25 GFLOP/s)

Figure 3.10: 2D convolution with naive (a,c,e) and optimized (b,d,f)
implementations over different NVIDIA GPUs. Average GFLOP/s
are mentioned in the caption of each sub-figure.
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2D convolution when maximizing for occupancy (GFLOP/s)
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(a) C2050 (180 GFLOP/s)

2D convolution when maximizing for tiling (GFLOP/s)
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(b) C2050 (274 GFLOP/s)

2D convolution when maximizing for occupancy (GFLOP/s)
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(c) GTX280 (50 GFLOP/s)

2D convolution when maximizing for tiling (GFLOP/s)
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(d) GTX280 (95 GFLOP/s)

2D convolution when maximizing for occupancy (GFLOP/s)
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(e) 8800 GT (59 GFLOP/s)

2D convolution when maximizing for tiling (GFLOP/s)
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(f) 8800 GT (59 GFLOP/s)

Figure 3.11: 2D convolution when tiling factors are chosen for max-
imizing either occupancy (Φoccupancy, a,c,e) or tiling (Φtiling, b,d,f)
over different NVIDIA GPUs. Average GFLOP/s are mentioned in
the caption of each sub-figure.
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occupancy. However, for 8800 GT, the two metrics do not yield any
difference. This is because of constraints in maximizing occupancy
(Φoccupancy) any further than what is assumed initially in Φtiling (i.e.
1 thread block per multi-processor).

As we can see in Table 3.5, 100% occupancy is not always achieved
even when optimizing for occupancy. This is possible for multiple
reasons. For example, it could happen due to constraints on storage
resources (shared memory and registers) that do not allow the maxi-
mum number of warps to run inside a multiprocessor. Similarly, the
number of warps in a (thread) block may not be a perfect multiple of
the maximum number of warps that can possibly fit inside a multi-
processor. For more information about how it works, see Algorithm 1.

The maximization goal may have a profound impact on the tiling
factors chosen and consequently on the achieved performance. As
shown in Figure 3.11, the overall performance is higher when max-
imizing for tiling (Φtiling) than when it is optimized for occupancy
(Φoccupancy). Performance with Φtiling is, on average, 90% and 52%
higher than the average performance achieved with Φoccupancy on GTX-
280 and C2050 GPUs. On 8800 GT, there is no difference as both
objective functions determine the same tiling factor, as shown in Ta-
ble 3.5. In short, the higher the tiling factor has been, the better
the performance has been achieved. One possible explanation for this
could be that with high tiling factors, less redundant neighborhood
loads have been carried out from the global memory to shared memory
which reduces the overall communication time, as explained earlier in
Section 3.5.2.

Performance portability

Table 3.6 shows the CUDA architecture specific parameters for the
three GPUs. These parameter values can easily be obtained by query-
ing the device capabilities using CUDA API or by NVIDIA’s occu-
pancy calculator excelsheet [65]. Based on these parameters alongside
the computation information, the two metrics generate the tiling fac-
tors for their corresponding maximization goal. As the tiling factors
are automatically calculated and considered for execution, this gives
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C2050 GTX280 8800 GT

NTRDS_MP 1536 1024 768

NBLKS_MP 8 8 8

NREGS_MP 32768 16384 8192

NWARPS_MP 48 32 24

SHMEM_SIZE 48800 16384 16384

WARP_SIZE 32 32 32

Table 3.6: CUDA architecture specific parameters.

us performance portability when moving from one GPU architecture
to another without requiring manual changes in the implementation.

To illustrate performance portability, we compare performance of
our solution with a baseline implementation for a given GPU archi-
tecture. For the solution, we have used the tiling-optimized imple-
mentation with Φtiling as its maximization metric. For the baseline
implementation, we have considered two alternatives:

1. To use a platform-specific optimized implementation for a given
GPU architecture.

2. To use a generic, fairly optimized implementation that can be ex-
ecuted on different GPU architectures without requiring rewrit-
ing the code.

We opted for the second alternative as the first one would require lot
of extra effort for writing optimized implementations for each of the
three GPUs that we have considered. Following the second alterna-
tive, we have chosen our optimized implementation as the baseline
implementation for comparison. The choice is justified as the opti-
mized implementation provides significant speedups over naive imple-
mentation for different class of GPU architectures (see Figure 3.10)
and it is also fairly generic as it can run on any modern GPU with a
shared memory support.

We define relative performance on a platform as ratio between
the average performance of solution and the baseline implementa-
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2D convolution without tiling (GFLOP/s)
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(a) C2050 (76 GFLOP/s)

2D convolution when maximizing for tiling (GFLOP/s)
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(b) C2050 (274 GFLOP/s)

2D convolution without tiling (GFLOP/s)
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(c) GTX280 (41 GFLOP/s)

2D convolution when maximizing for tiling (GFLOP/s)
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(d) GTX280 (95 GFLOP/s)

2D convolution without tiling (GFLOP/s)
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(e) 8800 GT (25 GFLOP/s)

2D convolution when maximizing for tiling (GFLOP/s)
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(f) 8800 GT (59 GFLOP/s)

Figure 3.12: Performance (GFLOP/s) for 2D convolution with op-
timized implementation (a,c,e) and tiling-optimized implementation
(Φtiling, b,d,f) over different NVIDIA GPUs. Average GFLOP/s are
mentioned in the caption of each sub-figure.
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tion. By measuring this ratio, we consider our solution as performance
portable if it can retain the relative performance to a potentially
higher level (at least >1, i.e., better than the baseline implementa-
tion for every invocation).

Figure 3.12 compares the performance of 2D convolution with
solution over baseline implementation. The relative performance
is 3.6, 2.3, and 2.4 on average for C2050, GTX280 and 8800 GT
GPUs respectively which is much higher than our threshold value i.e.,
1. This shows that we can achieve good MapOverlap2D performance
on different CUDA GPUs in a portable manner by dynamically calcu-
lating the tiling factors on that architecture. The same technique can
be applied to the MapOverlap2D OpenCL implementation especially
when executing on modern GPUs.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we presented our work on the design and implementa-
tion of a skeleton programming framework named SkePU for efficient
and portable programming of GPU-based systems. We discussed its
design and main features as well as the tuning mechanism that can
automatically choose the best implementation for a given skeleton ex-
ecution in a portable manner. The library also implements support
for hybrid execution using the StarPU runtime system that provides
dynamic scheduling and selection. Evaluation with several applica-
tions showed that, for skeleton expressed computations, our library
can provide a high-level abstraction while providing good performance
by doing intelligent implementation selection by offline tuning and/or
hybrid execution using the runtime system.

In the last section, we have presented a case-study of skeleton-
specific parametric auto-tuning, namely on optimizing the CUDA
implementation of the MapOverlap2D skeleton in SkePU by apply-
ing the (1 × N) tiling optimization. The case study shows that we
can achieve good performance for MapOverlap2D computations on
NVIDIA GPUs in a portable manner, by determining the tiling factor
at runtime considering architecture and problem-specific parameters.
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Containers and memory
management

In this chapter, we present the memory management functionality
implemented inside the SkePU containers which enables several com-
munication and memory optimizations. Specifically, we discuss the
initial memory management mechanism, its limitations and the im-
provements that we have made to it as part of this thesis work. When
SkePU skeleton calls are executed with the StarPU runtime system,
the actual memory management is done by StarPU. SkePU contain-
ers, when using StarPU, enable asynchronous execution of skeleton
calls in a transparent way while simulating sequential program execu-
tion semantics. This and the execution model of SkePU programs is
also discussed in this chapter.

The chapter is structured as follows: it starts with a brief intro-
duction in Section 4.1, followed by presentation and evaluation of the
memory management implemented inside SkePU containers in Sec-
tion 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. Section 4.4 discusses how containers
work when the SkePU library is used with the StarPU runtime sys-
tem. We conclude the chapter with a discussion of the execution
model for SkePU programs in Section 4.5, followed by a summary in
Section 4.6.

78
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4.1 Introduction

In GPU-based systems that we target, GPU compute devices have
separate (physical) memories. Communication between these device
memories and the CPU main memory is carried out on the (relatively
slow) PCIe interconnection network which becomes a performance
bottleneck in many applications. Reducing the communication be-
tween different device memories and main memory is desirable for
performance reasons. One way to reduce data transfers is not to
transfer output data of GPU computations back to main memory un-
til and unless it is accessed there. This could be advantageous if, in the
meanwhile, more GPU computations on that data can be performed.
Obviously, there could be more complex scenarios where partial data
is available in different device memories, as we will discuss later in
this section.

The SkePU framework optimizes the operand data transfers for its
skeleton calls between different device memories and the main mem-
ory. Both vector and matrix containers do memory management by
internally keeping track of different copies of their data in different
memories. If a GPU computation is done, modifying copies of ele-
ments of a container in the GPU memory, these are not immediately
transferred back to the host memory. Instead, the container delays
the transfer until an element is accessed on the host side (for example
through the [] operator for Vector). This lazy memory copying is of
great use if several skeletons are called one after the other, with no
modifications of the container operand data by the host in between.
In that case, the payload data of the container is kept on the device
(GPU) through all the computations, which significantly improves
performance.

The memory management functionality yields several other ben-
efits also. Both containers provide lookup functions to find out the
state of their data in different memories. This information is useful
in deciding which skeleton implementation to invoke. For example, if
operand data of a skeleton call is already present in a device mem-
ory, using the CUDA skeleton implementation on that GPU device
might be more efficient. Similarly, it could help in optimizing com-
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A 6x4 Matrix stored consecutively (row-wise) in memory.
It can be represented as 1D range (vector) of 24 elements.

2x4 partial device copy - 
consecutive in memory

2x3 partial device copy - 
not consecutive in memory

1

2

Figure 4.1: Partial copies of a matrix and their mapping to memory
locations in the original matrix.

munication patterns between different device memories. As we will
discuss in detail, the containers can internally manage data transfers
between different device memories without involving the main mem-
ory if the underlying GPU platform supports it. Above all, all this
can be achieved in a transparent manner behind a generic interface
similar to C++ STL containers.

4.2 Memory management in SkePU

In this section, we discuss the memory management that is imple-
mented inside the SkePU containers. We discuss the initial memory
management mechanism and its limitations with respect to data con-
sistency and performance issues. Afterwards, we discuss the new,
improved mechanism that we have developed as part of this thesis
work.

The idea of having multiple (also, partial) copies for a single con-
tainer object is common in both (memory management) mechanisms
described later. However, in the initial mechanism, copies of an ob-
ject are represented as a 1D (one-dimensional) range for both SkePU
vector and matrix containers. Although the contents of a SkePU ma-
trix is stored consecutively (row-wise) and can be represented as a 1D
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range, partial (device) copies of a matrix object may not always map
to consecutive 1D (sub-)ranges in the matrix. This is shown in Fig-
ure 4.1 with two partial device copies representing two sub-matrices.
The first partial device copy maps to elements that are stored consec-
utively in the original matrix and thus can be represented as 1D range.
Partial copies that do not map to consecutive elements (such as device
copy 2 in Figure 4.1) are not possible in the initial mechanism. In the
new mechanism, we have solved this problem by defining a separate
mapping for matrix operands which allows partial copies that do not
map to consecutive elements in the original matrix. However, in the
following, we use the 1D range mapping for explaining the working of
both mechanisms. The 1D mapping is used in the initial mechanism
for both vector and matrix containers, and for vector container only in
the new mechanism. Later, we describe how the new mechanism gen-
eralizes this mapping to represent partial copies with non-consecutive
elements for matrix containers.

For explanation, suppose that we have a SkePU container object
O that could be a vector or matrix object. One main-copy of object O,
called mainCopy(O), is created in the main memory when the object
is allocated (i.e., when a constructor for object O is called in C++).
This is the only copy in main memory created for that container object
and all accesses in CPU code (including C++/OpenMP skeleton im-
plementations and other program accesses) are directed to this copy.
It covers the complete contents of object O (i.e., mainCopy(O) has
elements with index range [0, N)1 (first inclusive) if the size of object
O is N where N ≥ 1) and remains allocated as long as the object is
alive (i.e., until the object destructor is called in C++). Whenever
a container object is resized, i.e., N is changed, all other copies on
device memories are deleted and the size of the main-copy is adjusted
accordingly.

The communication bandwidth from device to host (DTH) and
from host to device (HTD) (roughly) doubles if the main-copy of a
container object in main memory is allocated as page-locked (pinned)

1We use the standard set notation for representing a set of consecutive in-
dices as index range. In set notation, [a, b) is the half-open interval {x|a ≤ x <
b and x is a positive integer, i.e., x ∈ Z≥0} [18].
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memory. As page-locked memory is always stored in physical CPU
memory (i.e., RAM) and cannot be swapped out to disk, DMA on
the GPU can request transfer of such memory to and from the host
memory without the involvement of the CPU. This along the fact
that such memory can be transferred without any need for creating
intermediate copies makes it quite faster [168]. We have implemented
support for using page-locked memory for both containers; with a
simple flag, the support can be enabled which also helps in overlapping
communication and computation considering that data transfers for
page-locked memory can be made asynchronously.

During the program execution, other (partial or full) copies of
an object may get created2, used and later destroyed in different de-
vice memories depending upon the object usage with skeleton calls
in a program. Let K (K ≥ 0) denote the number of device mem-
ory copies for object O at any given time which are denoted by
dCopyi(O) where 1 ≤ i ≤ K. A device copy dCopyi(O) of the ob-
ject O is identified by 〈devIDi, offseti, ni〉 where devIDi is an identi-
fier of the device on which the dCopyi(O) is present, offseti is the
index of the first element of dCopyi(O) with respect to the index
range of mainCopy(O)3, and ni is the number of elements stored in
the copy; i.e., dCopyi(O) covers O elements with the index range
[offseti, (offseti + ni)) on device devIDi. Furthermore, each device
copy dCopyi(O) has a modified flag which is set when contents in that
copy is modified (e.g., by a GPU skeleton implementation). The mod-
ified contents of this copy is copied to the main-copy (and possibly
other device copies) as described later.

Partial copies of a container object can exist in device memories
for two reasons. First, an application may have skeleton operations
on parts of a container object. Both vector and matrix containers
support iterators [11] which allows to call an operation on a subset of

2Creation of a device copy involves, besides other things, memory allocation
on the device for that copy and either copying of contents from the main-copy (in
case it is read) or writing of new contents to it. This means that there could not
exist a device copy for an object without memory allocation or without contents
initialized once (either copied or written).

3The offset would be 5 if dCopyi(O) starts from the 6th element of main-
Copy(O), i.e., the indexing is zero-based as per C++ style.
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the elements as illustrated below:
skepu::Vector<int > v0(10); // create vector (v0) of 10 elements
...
skel(v0); // readwrite all 10 elements of v0
skel(v0.begin()+5, vo.end()); // readwrite last 5 elements of v0
skel(v0.begin()+3, v0.end()-3);// readwrite elements [3-7) of v0

If we execute the three skeleton calls (listed in the above code) on a
single GPU, three device copies of v0, with index ranges [0, 10), [5, 10)

and [3, 7) respectively, would get created4. Secondly, partial copies
are created if container objects are passed as arguments to a skeleton
call that is executed on multiple GPU devices in parallel. Dividing
the computation work of data-parallel skeletons across different GPU
devices divides the container objects, passed as operands, into chunks.

SkePU containers are primarily designed for passing operand data
to skeleton calls and are not designed to be thread-safe. This means
that concurrent memory requests to overlapping elements in a con-
tainer object are not handled in the memory management mecha-
nisms. We will discuss it in more detail with the SkePU program
execution model, in Section 4.5.

The concept of having one main-copy and potentially many over-
lapping device copies is the same in both the initial and the new mem-
ory management mechanism. However, the main difference comes
with how read and write accesses to these copies are handled, as de-
scribed below.

4.2.1 Initial mechanism

In the initial memory management mechanism [89], all accesses to
object O in CPU code are mapped to mainCopy(O) and are handled
in the following manner: Before any element of mainCopy(O) is read
in main memory, all modified device copies (i.e., device copies with

4As a device copy (dCopyi) is identified by a tuple 〈devIDi, offseti, ni〉, two or
more device copies of an object O with different starting elements (offset) and/or
number of elements (n) are considered different copies even on the same device.
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modified flag set) of the object are copied back to mainCopy(O), i.e.,

Copy dCopyi(O)→ mainCopy(O) ∀ i where 1 ≤ i ≤ K
∧dCopyi(O).modified = true

(4.1)

Copying contents of a modified device copy to main-copy clears the
modified flag of that device copy. Similarly, before any element of
mainCopy(O) is written in main memory, all modified device copies
of the object are first copied back to mainCopy(O) (Equation 4.1) and
then all device copies of the object are removed, i.e., only main-copy
remains.

Remove dCopyi(O)∀ i where 1 ≤ i ≤ K (4.2)

Removing a copy releases memory allocations for that copy in the
device memory as well as deletes it from the copies list, i.e., the device
copies count (K) is decremented. Furthermore, data from all modified
device copies is copied back no matter which elements inmainCopy(O)
are read5. Obviously, one can think about more fine-grained control
where only a chunk of data is updated instead of everything; we have
implemented this as improvement to the existing mechanism (more
on this in the next section).

Copies on device memories are created, if not present already,
when a container is used as operand with a skeleton call that is
executed on a GPU with a CUDA or OpenCL skeleton implemen-
tation. A GPU read and write access for an object is identified
by 〈devIDacc, offsetacc, nacc〉 and is handled in the following manner.
When a GPU read access to object O comes with certain 〈devIDacc,

offsetacc, nacc〉 information, a lookup is made to find an existing copy
(dCopyj(O)) with same index range on the given device:

find dCopyj(O) where 1 ≤ j ≤ K
∧devIDacc = devIDj ∧ offsetacc = offsetj ∧ nacc = nj

(4.3)

If an existing copy dCopyj(O) is found, it is used; this leads to con-

5For some C++ STL-like container operations (clear, assign etc.), no mod-
ified contents from device copies is copied back to the main-copy as the contents
in the container object is discarded anyway.
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CPU (main memory) GPU (device memory)

Copy all modified device copies 
 back to main-copy and clear 
 their modified flags
Read main-copy

dCopy = dCopies.lookup <devID, offset, n>
if dCopy not found then 
   Allocate a new dCopy <devID, offset, n>
   Copy all modified copies back to main-copy and clear
    their modified flags
   Copy [offset, offset+n) from main-copy into dCopy 
end if
Read the dCopy

dCopy = dCopies.lookup <devID, offset, n>
if dCopy not found then 
  Allocate a new dCopy <devID, offset, n>
endif
Set modified flag for the dCopy
Write to the dCopy

Read
access

Write
access

One main-copy Zero or more device-copies (dCopies)
A device-copy (dCopy) identified by <devID, offset, n>

Copies

Read/
Write
access

Copy all modified device copies 
 back to main-copy and clear 
 their modified flags
Remove all device copies
Read/Write main-copy

dCopy = dCopies.lookup <devID, offset, n>
if dCopy not found then 
   Allocate a new dCopy <devID, offset, n>
   Copy all modified copies back to main-copy and clear 
    their modified flags
   Copy [offset, offset+n) from main-copy into dCopy
end if
Set modified flag for the dCopy
Read/Write the dCopy

Copy all modified device copies 
 back to main-copy and clear 
 their modified flags
Remove all device copies
Write main-copy

Figure 4.2: The initial memory management mechanism for a single
container object.

sistency problems if the contents of that copy is not the most recent
one, as we will discuss later. However, if no existing copy is found,
multiple operations are carried out: 1) space for a new device copy
dCopyacc(O) is allocated, 2) contents from all modified device copies
is copied back to mainCopy(O) (as shown in Equation 4.1) and their
modified flag is cleared, and 3) required contents from mainCopy(O)
is then copied to dCopyacc(O) in the following manner:

Copy mainCopy(O)[offsetacc, (offsetacc+nacc))→ dCopyacc(O) (4.4)

The newly created copy dCopyacc(O) is then inserted into the exist-
ing device copies collection and the device copies count (K) is incre-
mented. Similar operations are carried out for a GPU write access to
object O except that no data is copied (in any way) when a new device
copy is allocated. Moreover, the modified flag for the copy written (no
matter if newly created or an existing one was found) is set.
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Figure 4.2 summarizes the initial memory management mecha-
nism in SkePU. When creating a new device copy, the modified flag
is cleared by default. It is set for a device copy whenever contents in
that copy is changed. Note that we track content modifications for a
complete device copy of a given size. This is because the elements in
a device copy exactly map to the elements that are requested for a
GPU read/write access.

4.2.2 Limitations of the initial mechanism

There exist both performance and data consistency issues with this
mechanism. When a device copy of a container is modified, other
(possibly overlapping) device copies of the same container on the same
and other devices are neither marked invalid nor are they removed. A
future access to those device copies would access stale data and thus
result in data consistency issues. This could happen in both single and
multi-GPU based systems. In the following, we discuss two example
scenarios where overlapping copies of data in the same or different
device memories result in data consistency and performance issues6.

Scenario one

In the first scenario, we consider three skeleton calls, all executed on
a single GPU while operating on different (overlapping) parts of a
container object.
skepu::Vector<int > v0(10);
map(v0, ...); // read all 10 elements of v0
map(..., v0.begin()+5); // write last 5 elements of v0
map(v0, ...); // read all 10 elements of v0

For the first skeleton call, space for a device copy of vector v0 gets
allocated for 10 elements on GPU and data is copied from the main-
copy to this new device copy. Later, space for another device copy
gets allocated for the second skeleton call, mapping to the second half
of the v0 vector object. As the copy is written, no copying of contents
takes place; rather, the modified flag for this newly written device

6There exists several other possible scenarios where data consistency and per-
formance issues can arise especially when considering multiple GPUs.
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copy is set. At this time, two device copies of v0 exist, one covering
full contents of v0 and one covering the second half of v0 but with
newly written contents. Now, for the third skeleton call executing on
the same GPU, an existing device copy (created for the first skeleton
call) is found and used. However, the contents of this device copy is
stale for the second half which was over-written in the device copy
created in the second skeleton call.

The same consistency issues arise even when executing the above
code scenario on a multi-GPU system where the first and the third
skeleton call are executed on the same GPU. Correct working of the
above source code in a GPU-based system would require explicit syn-
chronization by the programmer between the second and third skele-
ton call, as shown below:
skepu::Vector<int > v0(10);
map(v0, ...); // read all 10 elements of v0
map(..., v0.begin ()+5); // write last 5 elements of v0
v0.flush (); // update main -copy , discard all device copies
map(v0, ...); // read all 10 elements of v0

However, this is inefficient as it would discard all device memory copies
of vector v0 and would require re-allocation and copying of data for the
third skeleton call. Moreover, expecting the application programmer
to find execution scenarios where data consistency issues might arise
in his/her skeleton program is undesirable.

Scenario two

Recently, we have ported NBody, LU factorization and Smooth Parti-
cle Hydrodynamics (SPH) applications to use the SkePU skeletons. In
all these applications, the main computation is modeled by MapArray
skeletons operating on different input and output container objects as
shown in the pseudo-code in Listing 4.1.

When executing the computational loop (shown in Listing 4.1)
on a single GPU-based system, we do not need any explicit synchro-
nization as there exist no partial device-copies of data, i.e., only one
device copy for each entire vector object is created in the GPU device
memory. However, if we execute the same computation on a system
containing two (or more) GPUs, we get data consistency issues.
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1 skepu::Vector<...> v0(10);
2 skepu::Vector<...> v1(10);
3 ...
4 loop (...)
5 {
6 maparray1(v0, v1, v1); // read v0 - readwrite v1
7 ...
8 maparray2(v1, v0, v0); // read v1 - readwrite v0
9 }

10 ...

Listing 4.1: Pseudo-code with two MapArray skeleton calls in a loop.

main-memory

v0 [0, 10)

v1 [0, 10)

device-memory 1

v0 [0, 5)

v0 [0, 10)

v1 [0, 10)

v1 [0, 5)

device-memory 2

v0 [5, 10)

v0 [0, 10)

v1 [0, 10)

v1 [5, 10)

main-copy device-copy device-copy modified

Figure 4.3: Main and device memory copies of two vector objects after
execution of the first loop iteration, from Listing 4.1.

Suppose that we execute the code shown in Listing 4.1 on two
GPUs of the same generation. Figure 4.3 shows the memory state of
both device memories as well as of main memory after execution of
the first loop iteration. Initially, the main-copies of v0 and v1 are
created in main memory (Line 1 and 2 respectively in Listing 4.1).
When executing the first skeleton call (Line 6) on two GPUs, the
work is divided by partitioning the second input and the output vector
(v1) between the two device memories; the first input vector (v0) is
replicated on both GPUs for reading purpose, as per the MapArray
skeleton semantics. Similar things happen for the second skeleton call
(Line 8) except that v1 is replicated and v0 is partitioned across the
two device memories.

After the first loop iteration, two copies of each vector object (one
partial, one full) are present in each device memory with the modified
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flag of all partial copies set. The consistency problem arises with the
second loop iteration as stale (full device) copies of v0 and v1 are read
in the first and the second skeleton call respectively. This is because
the updated data from partial device copies is never copied to these
full device copies of the same vectors. The obvious fix to this scenario
would be to flush both vectors after each loop iteration, but this is
too inefficient and an overkill as it copies all modified contents back to
memory as well as removes all device memory copies. Having it inside
a loop means that this communication overhead would be incurred
for each loop iteration. Moreover, the problem is too specific as it
happens only when executing the skeleton calls on multiple GPUs and
flushing vectors becomes unnecessary in other execution scenarios.

Remarks

Clearly, the initial memory management mechanism implemented in-
side the SkePU containers has memory consistency issues with exe-
cution on single and multi-GPU systems. Although it is possible to
ensure program correctness, the fixes are normally an overkill and can
hurt performance by increasing the communication volume. Further-
more, whenever contents of a container object in the main-copy is
modified7, all device copies are removed (i.e. device memory alloca-
tions are freed), as in the following example:
// v0 with multiple device copies ...
...
v0[5] = 3; // removes all device copies
map(v0); // allocate device copy again if executed on a GPU ...

Any further usage of the container object for GPU execution would
require memory re-allocation on that GPU device memory. Marking
device copies invalid instead of removing them could be a better idea
considering that the device memory allocation is a blocking operation
and can prevent asynchronous GPU execution [168].

Multiple device accesses with different offset and/or size informa-
tion results in different device copies even in the same device memory.

7We use proxy elements (from [157]) for some operations to be able to distin-
guish between read and write accesses in the host code.
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This could potentially lead to a situation where the device memory
is exhausted and no space in device memory remains available for
future allocations. The initial mechanism does not handle this situ-
ation explicitly. Last but not the least, contents of a device memory
is always copied from the main-copy that exists in main memory.
One might think about scenarios where (part of) the contents can be
copied from other existing copies of the same object in the same device
memory. Next, we present our work on improving the memory man-
agement mechanism implemented in SkePU containers to tackle these
data consistency and performance issues in an implicit and efficient
manner.

4.2.3 New mechanism

We replaced the initial mechanism in order to provide a more robust
and efficient memory model for multi-GPU skeleton execution. The
basic concept of having one main-copy and possibly multiple device
memory copies (identified by 〈devID, offset, n〉8) of each object is the
same. However, we introduce a more robust mechanism for updating
the state of the different copies when reading and writing contents
in a copy. A valid flag for each copy (including the main-copy) is
added which specifies whether the contents of a given copy is valid
for reading purpose or not. If the valid flag of a copy is not set, a
read operation on that copy would first require copying updated data
from either other device memories with valid contents or from main
memory, as described later.

In order to control the potential problem of running out of de-
vice memory space by creating too many device copies, each device
copy has a lastUsed flag which tracks the time when that device copy
was last accessed (read and/or written). When not enough space is
available for allocating a new device copy, one or more least recently
used (LRU) device copies can be deallocated to make space for a new
device copy.

8For simplicity of presentation, we consider here the vector case. Device copies
of matrix objects are identified with a different tuple in the new mechanism, as
we will see later.
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All accesses to object O in CPU code are mapped to its main-
copy (mainCopy(O)). Initially, only the main-copy for an object is
created, which is marked valid. Over time, multiple device copies of
object O may get created with contents overlapping with the main-
copy, considering that the main-copy covers the full contents. For each
device copy of an object, we also have a modified flag which marks
whether the contents in that copy is modified and not yet copied back
to main-copy. Whenever a modified device copy is copied back to
main-copy, its modified flag is cleared. At a given time, if there exists
at least one device copy with modified contents (i.e., with modified
flag set), the main-copy is marked invalid and any read to the main-
copy may require getting data back from one or more modified device
copies, as explained below.

In the new mechanism, we identify a read and write access on CPU
also by an index range. By default, the index range for an object
covers all of its elements (i.e., [0, N) for an object of size N); however,
it could be a smaller range, e.g., when a skeleton call executes on CPU
with subset of elements such as:
skepu::Vector<int > v0(10);
map(v0.begin()+5, v0.end()); // index range [5, 10)

or when a specific element of object is accessed/modified on CPU:
v0[3] = ...; // index range [3, 4)

In the new mechanism, most operations are carried out considering
whether the index ranges marked by two object copies (or accesses)
overlap. The overlap between two index ranges, [a, b) and [c, d), can
be determined by taking the intersection (∩) of both ranges, using the
standard set notation [18], i.e.:

overlap if [a, b) ∩ [c, d) 6= ∅; no overlap otherwise.

Read and write accesses to the main-copy of an object with a given
index range are handled in the following manner. If the valid flag of
the main-copy is set, any read operation to it can proceed without
any further processing. Otherwise, before an index range [P,Q) of
mainCopy(O) is read in main memory, all (if any) modified overlap-
ping device copies of the object O are copied back to mainCopy(O),
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i.e.,

Copy dCopyi(O)→ mainCopy(O) ∀ i where 1 ≤ i ≤ K
∧dCopyi(O).modified = true

∧[offseti, (offseti + ni)) ∩ [P,Q) 6= ∅
(4.5)

The valid flag of the main-copy is set if all modified copies have been
written back. Notice that only contents of the modified device copies
that overlap with the index range of the read access are copied back
to the main-copy. This means that the main-copy can still be marked
invalid (after the copying) if there exist some modified device copies
that do not overlap with the index range required by the current read
access and are thus not copied back. In any case, the read access can
continue knowing that at least the contents required for the access is
up to date in the main-copy.

Similarly, before a write access of index range [P,Q) to main-
Copy(O), all modified overlapping device copies of the object O, whose
index range is not a subset of the index range requested in the write
access, are copied back:

Copy dCopyi(O)→ mainCopy(O) ∀ i where 1 ≤ i ≤ K
∧dCopyi(O).modified = true

∧[offseti, (offseti + ni)) ∩ [P,Q) 6= ∅
∧[offseti, (offseti + ni)) 6⊆ [P,Q)

(4.6)

For simplicity, we copy all elements in the index range marked by
that device copy back to the main-copy, as a single copy operation.
In some cases, it might be a good idea to copy only those modified
contents from a device copy that are not overwritten in the requested
write access; investigating its benefits and proper granularity is con-
sidered part of future work. After copying contents appropriately, all
overlapping device copies of the object are marked invalid:

Set dCopyi(O).valid := false ∀ i where 1 ≤ i ≤ K
∧[offseti, (offseti + ni)) ∩ [P,Q) 6= ∅

(4.7)
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Note that clearing the valid flag for a device copy (i.e., marking it
invalid) also clears its modified flag if set. When writing contents
in the main-copy of an object, the device copies of the object are
marked invalid (i.e., their valid flags are cleared) but space is not
deallocated. Device copies are only removed and space is deallocated
when an object is either destroyed or when it is resized or when no
space is available for a new device copy allocation (least recently used
device copies of an object are removed in that case). This could yield
significant savings in memory (de-) allocation overhead as we will
discuss later.

As mentioned earlier, a copy of an object on a device memory
is created, if not present already, when it is used with a CUDA or
OpenCL skeleton implementation. A GPU read and write access for
an object is identified by 〈devIDacc, offsetacc, nacc〉 and is handled in
the following manner. When a GPU read access to object O occurs, a
lookup is made to find an existing copy (dCopyj(O)) with same index
range on the given device:

find dCopyj(O) where 1 ≤ j ≤ K
∧devIDacc = devIDj ∧ offsetacc = offsetj ∧ nacc = nj

(4.8)

If an existing copy dCopyj(O) is found and its contents is valid, i.e.,
dCopyj(O).valid = true, it is used; otherwise, if the contents of the
found copy is not valid, it is copied from other copies in a similar man-
ner as for a newly created device copy (described below). If no existing
copy is found, space for a new device copy dCopyacc(O) is allocated;
afterwards, contents from other copies are copied to dCopyacc(O) in
the following manner.

In the new mechanism, contents to a device copy can be copied
from other device copies of the object (present in the same or other de-
vice memories) as well as from the main-copy. However, when copying
from other device memory copies, it might happen that those copies
only have partial overlap with what is required. For example, if we
need contents for a device copy in index range [0, 10) and we have
two valid device copies of the same object with index range [0, 7) and
[5, 10) respectively, then we need two content copies of index sub-
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Algorithm 3: UpdateADeviceCopy
Input: dCopydst, device copy to be updated

O, object to which dCopydst belongs

1 begin
2 Init rangesToCheck and copyInfPerRange
3 rangedst ← [offsetdst, (offsetdst + ndst))
4 rangesToCheck.add(rangedst)
5 while not rangesToCheck.empty() do
6 range← rangesToCheck.pop()
7 dCopysrc ← getValidDevCopy(O, range, devIDdst)
8 if dCopysrc then
9 subrange← getOverlapRange(dCopysrc, range)

10 copyInfPerRange.push(dCopysrc, dCopydst, subrange)
11 if range 6= subrange then
12 rem← getRemainingRanges(range, subrange)
13 rangesToCheck.push(rem)

14 go back to start of while loop

15 if mainCopy(O).valid then
16 copyInfPerRange.push(mainCopy(O), dCopydst, range)
17 go back to start of while loop

18 foreach dev ∈ AllDevices do
19 if dev 6= devIDdst then
20 dCopysrc ← getValidDevCopy(O, range, dev)
21 if PeerCopyEnabled(devIDdst, dev) ∧ dCopysrc then
22 subrange← getOverlapRange(dCopysrc, range)
23 copyInfPerRange.push(dCopysrc, dCopydst, subrange)
24 if range 6= subrange then
25 rem← getRemainingRanges(range, subrange)
26 rangesToCheck.push(rem)

27 go back to start of while loop

28 foreach dev ∈ AllDevices do
29 if dev 6= devIDdst then
30 dCopysrc ← getModifiedDevCopy(O, range, dev)
31 if dCopysrc then
32 subrange← getOverlapRange(dCopysrc, range)
33 rangesrc ← [offsetsrc, (offsetdst + nsrc))
34 copyInfPerRange.push(dCopysrc,mainCopy(O), rangesrc)

copyInfPerRange.push(mainCopy(O), dCopydst, subrange)
if range 6= subrange then

35 rem← getRemainingRanges(range, subrange)
36 rangesToCheck.push(rem)

37 dCopysrc.modified ← false
38 set mainCopy(O).valid flag if no modified copy exists
39 go back to start of while loop

40 // copy from main-copy (last option)
41 copyInfPerRange.push(mainCopy(O), dCopydst, range)

42 foreach copyInf ∈ copyInfPerRange do
43 // do the actual copying using e.g., cudaMemcpy etc.

44 dCopydst.valid← true
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ranges, e.g., [0, 7) and [7, 10), to copy all contents. Theoretically, we
could require from one copy operation (in the best case) up to po-
tentially as many as the size of the index range (nacc) to which we
need to copy9. However, in practice, the index subranges that occur
in skeleton programs are very few (normally up to the total number
of GPU devices) as we will see later.

The algorithm for copying data to a device copy (dCopydst) is
outlined in Algorithm 3. When copying contents to a device copy, we
build a copy plan for copying contents from multiple sources in the
following precedence order:

1. Copy contents from overlapping valid copies in the same device
memory. This is the fastest copy option as it happens within
the same device memory.

2. Copy contents from the main-copy if it is valid. No further copy
should be needed as the main-copy has the full contents of an
object available.

3. If GPU devices support direct data transfer between their mem-
ories (e.g., using GPUDirect [193]), copy contents from valid
copies in other device memories to the current copy using this
feature.

4. Copy contents from modified device copies that exist in other
device memories back to the main-copy and then copy required
contents from the main-copy.

The getValidDevCopy() method in Algorithm 3 finds a valid device
copy of an object, on a given device, that has an index range over-
lapping with the specified index range. The getModifiedDevCopy()
method does the same except that it looks for a modified device
copy. When copying contents from another device copy (dCopysrc),
the getOverlapRange() and getRemainingRanges() methods find out

9This is the worst case scenario. Suppose that we want to copy N elements
into a new device copy and we have N existing valid device copies, each containing
one element of what is required; we would have to carry out one copy for each
required element in this case (N copies in total).
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what index range can be copied from a given device copy (dCopysrc)
and what remaining index ranges (if any) need to be copied from
other sources10. For example, when copying the [0, 10) index range
to a device copy (dCopydst), we might find a dCopysrc with contents
[3, 17); getOverlapRange() would return the overlap between the two
index ranges, i.e. [3, 10) in this case. As the overlap is not complete,
copying elements [3, 10) from dCopysrc would yield one remaining in-
dex range ([0, 3)) to copy further. In a nutshell, considering that the
contents of a copy might need to be copied from more than one source,
the copy plan includes the 〈source, destination, index range〉 informa-
tion of all the necessary copy operations to copy the required contents.
These copies are carried out by the system considering possible asyn-
chronous execution semantics offered by modern GPUs; the valid flag
of the device copy (the one being written to) is set in the end.

Algorithm 4: UpdateOthersWhenWritingADeviceCopy
Input: dCopyw, device copy that is written

O, object to which dCopyw belongs

1 rangew ← [offsetw, (offsetw + nw))
2 begin
3 if mainCopy(O).valid then
4 mainCopy(O).valid ← false

5 foreach dev ∈ AllDevices do
6 dCopies← getValidDevCopies(O, rangew, dev)
7 foreach dCopyi ∈ dCopies do
8 if dCopyi ∧ dCopyi 6= dCopyw then
9 if dCopyi.modified then

10 rangei ← [offseti, (offseti + ni))
11 subrange← getOverlapRange(rangei, rangew)
12 if rangei 6= subrange then
13 rem← getRemainingRanges(rangei, subrange)
14 Copy rem from dCopyi to mainCopy(O)

15 dCopyi.modified ← false

16 dCopyi.valid ← false

10There could be at most two new index ranges returned by getRemain-
ingRanges() considering that each object copy stores consecutive elements, marked
by an index range.
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When a GPU write access, identified by 〈devIDacc, offsetacc, nacc〉
for an object O occurs, it is handled in the following manner. First,
a lookup is made to find an existing copy with same index range on
the given device (Equation 4.8). If not found, a new device copy
(dCopyacc) is allocated for the given index range on the given device.
Before the actual writing of contents in the current device copy can
take place, all its overlapping valid copies are marked invalid, as de-
scribed in Algorithm 4. The valid flag for the main-copy and all other
device copies that are overlapping with the currently written device
copy (dCopyacc) is cleared. However, the framework checks for device
copies that have modified contents and where the index range cov-
ered by dCopyacc is not a proper superset of the index range covered
by those device copies. For example, if the dCopyacc index range is
[0, 10) and another device copy with modified contents has index range
[5, 15), partial contents of the latter copy not overwritten by dCopyacc
(i.e., [10, 15)) is copied back to the main-copy before its modified and
valid flags are cleared.

Figure 4.4 summarizes the new memory management mechanism.
Whenever a new device copy is allocated on device memory, both its
valid and modified flags are cleared. Later, clearing the valid flag for a
device copy clears (if not already done) its modified flag too; similarly,
whenever the modified flag is set for a device copy, its valid flag is also
set if not already done. This means that there could not exist a device
copy with valid flag cleared but modified flag set.

Matrix operands

As already discussed, SkePU matrix objects in the new mechanism
are treated differently to enable partial device copies with contents
not stored consecutively in the original matrix (see Figure 4.1). In
the following, we describe how matrix objects are handled in the new
mechanism.

The main-copy (mainCopy(O)) of a matrix object O with R rows
and C columns can be represented with a 1D index range [0, R ×
C) knowing that matrix elements are stored consecutively row-wise.
There exists a bijective mapping between a specific row and column
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CPU (main-memory) GPU (device memory)

if main-copy NOT valid then
  Copy all modified device copies overlapping 
   with range [P, Q) back to main-copy and 
   clear their modified flags.
  Set valid flag of main-copy if no other 
   modified device copy exist.
endif
Read main-copy

if main-copy NOT valid then
  Copy all modified device copies overlapping 
   but not subset of range [P, Q) back to main
   -copy and clear their modified flags
  Set valid flag of main-copy if no other 
   modified device copy exist.
endif
Clear valid flag for all valid device copies 
 overlapping with range [P, Q)
Write to main-copy

dCopy = dCopies.lookup <devID, offset, n>
if dCopy not found then 
   Allocate a new dCopy <devID, offset, n>
endif
if dCopy is not valid then
   Copy data from other valid copies
   Set valid flag for the dCopy
end if
Update lastUsed flag of the dCopy
Read the dCopy

dCopy = dCopies.lookup <devID, offset, n>
if dCopy not found then 
  Allocate a new dCopy <devID, offset, n>
endif
Clear valid flag for all overlapping copies
Set modified flag for the dCopy
Update lastUsed flag of the dCopy
Write the dCopy
Set (if not already) valid flag for the dCopy

Read
access
[P - Q)

Write
access
[P - Q)

One main-copy
Zero or more device-copies(dCopies) 
A device-copy (dCopy) identified by <devID, offset, n>

Copies

Read/
Write
access

if main-copy NOT valid then
  Copy all modified device copies overlapping 
   with range [P, Q) back to main-copy and
   clear their modified flags
  Set valid flag of main-copy if no other 
   modified device copy exist.
endif
Clear valid flag for all device copies 
 overlapping with range [P, Q)
Read/Write main-copy

dCopy = dCopies.lookup <devID, offset, n>
if dCopy not found then 
   Allocate a new dCopy <devID, offset, n>
endif
if dCopy is not valid then
   Copy data from other valid copies
   Set valid flag for the dCopy
end if
Clear valid flag for all overlapping copies
Set modified flag for the dCopy
Update lastUsed flag of the dCopy
Read/Write the dCopy

Figure 4.4: The working of new memory management mechanism for
a single container object.

index (indr, indc) of a R×C matrix to its linearized (1D-equivalent)
index (ind) such that we can convert one to the other knowing that
the matrix object O has R rows and C columns and is stored row-wise.
In the new mechanism, a matrix device copy (dCopyi(O)) for object
O can represent any submatrix of the original matrix and is identified
by a tuple 〈devIDi, offseti, ri, ci〉 where:

• devIDi is an identifier of the device on which the dCopyi(O) is
present,

• offseti is the 1D index of the first element of dCopyi(O) with
respect to the index range of mainCopy(O),

• ri is the number of rows stored in the device copy, i.e., 1 ≤ ri ≤
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A 6x4 Matrix stored consecutively (row-wise) in memory.
1D range [0, 24)

2x4 partial device copy - 
<devId, 4, 2, 4>
[4, 16)

2x3 partial device copy - 
<devId, 17, 2, 3>
{ [17, 20), [21, 24) }

1

2

Figure 4.5: Device copies (tuple values, index ranges) in the new
memory management mechanism for a matrix object.

R,

• ci is the number of columns stored in the device copy, i.e., 1 ≤
ci ≤ C,

If ri > 1, ci should be equal to C if the element range covered by
the device copy maps to consecutive elements in the original matrix.
Figure 4.5 shows tuple values and index ranges for two partial copies
of a 6 × 4 matrix from Figure 4.1. Considering that the first device
copy dCopya(O) has ca = C, it can be represented by a single index
range:

[offseta, offseta + ra × ca)

The second device copy dCopyb(O) maps to non-consecutive elements
in the matrix that can be represented as a sequence of rb index ranges
{[range0), ..., [rangerb−1)} where the jth index range in the sequence
(0 ≤ j < rb) is calculated as:

[startj , startj + ca) where startj = offseta + C × j

Although a matrix device copy may represent multiple (disjoint)
index ranges, it is still considered a single device copy in the working
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of the new mechanism. The process of marking copies valid, mod-
ified etc. remain the same as for vector objects. Contents in the
device copy are internally stored consecutively no matter if it repre-
sents multiple disjoint index ranges. However, the difference comes in
the implementation, e.g., when copying data to/from other copies, a
copy operation may be needed for each index range. Also, the overlap
between two device copies is checked for each index range that they
contain and “no overlap” is defined when there exists no overlap with
any index range covered by two device copies.

Remarks

The new mechanism is more powerful when it comes to managing
read and write accesses to multiple overlapping copies of an object in
different device memories. The consistency problems described with
the initial mechanism, as depicted in the two scenarios earlier, are
taken care of automatically in the new mechanism. This is achieved
by tracking the state of each device copy and by proper handling of
other overlapping copies when contents in one device copy is updated.
From the programmer’s perspective, the new mechanism does not re-
quire any new information and works transparently behind the generic
container’s interface. Besides addressing data consistency issues, the
new mechanism improves performance first by not de-allocating de-
vice copies whenever contents is modified in the main-copy. Moreover,
copying data to a device copy from existing object copies in the same
device memory can reduce the communication overhead associated
with data transfers between main memory and GPU device memory.
Partial device copies of a matrix object are identified with a tuple
that allows partial device copies representing any sub-matrix of the
original matrix. Last but not the least, support for direct data trans-
fers between two device memories can yield significant savings as only
one copy operation is needed rather than two copy operations in the
original mechanism (first from one device copy to main-copy and then
from main-copy to another device copy).

The granularity of control is more flexible in the new mechanism.
Theoretically, the control can happen at individual element level if
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there exist device copies consisting of one element. The framework,
when managing communication between different copies, considers
their index ranges and optimizes data transfers by transferring only
required contents. Several optimizations are made inside the imple-
mentation of new mechanism, e.g., a list of modified device copies per
device memory is maintained for fast lookup.

The new mechanism is very similar to the MSI (Modified, Shared,
Invalid) cache coherence protocol [84]. A copy can be in valid (shared
in MSI), modified or invalid state. The main difference comes from the
concept of (partially) overlapping copies where state of different copies
is updated considering their potential overlap, allowing disjoint copies
to be modified independently. We will discuss it in more detail when
comparing our mechanism with the StarPU MSI implementation in
Section 4.4.1.

In both initial and new mechanism, we match a device memory
access to an exact copy. For example, if we have a device memory
access request 〈0, 5, 5〉 (i.e., index range [5, 10) on the device with ID
0) for a vector object, we will check for an exact copy of that vector
object with index range [5, 10) in that GPU device memory. If we
do not find an existing copy, we will create a new copy for this index
range. A possible optimization could be to look for an overlapping
copy that totally includes the index range requested, i.e., covers an
index range that is a superset of the requested range. However, this
might complicate the handling of modifications and invalidations to
device copies as partial contents in a device copy might be in different
states (valid, invalid, modified). Splitting a device copy into multiple
logical sub-copies corresponding to different access requests might be
an interesting idea and can be investigated in future.

Currently, we keep information about device copies of an object
in a C++ STL map container that stores key,value pairs in a self-
balancing red-black binary tree [36]. It performs operations such as
lookup, insertion, and deletion in O

(
logN

)
time where N is the total

number of entries in the map. There exists other, more specialized
data structures that are optimized for comparing ranges, such as seg-
ment trees and range trees [35, 214, 85]. The STL map container
appears to be a reasonable choice considering that in all SkePU ap-
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plications ported so far, we normally get very few copies (e.g. two
copies per device memory) per container object. In future, one might
investigate other data structures if usage scenarios with hundreds of
device copies occur in some application.

4.3 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the effect of the memory access opti-
mizations implemented inside the SkePU containers with the help of
several applications/kernels implemented using SkePU skeletons (see
Section 3.4). The evaluation is carried out on a GPU-based system
with 2 Intel Xeon quad-core E5520 (2.27GHz) CPUs and 2 NVIDIA
Tesla C2050 GPUs. C/C++ and CUDA code is compiled using GCC
(v4.8.1) and NVIDIA C (nvcc v0.2.1221 with CUDA 5.0) compilers
respectively. We carry out two kinds of evaluation: First, we check
the benefits of the memory management implemented in SkePU by
comparing with executions where operand data to skeleton calls is
transferred back and forth for each call. In the second evaluation,
we compare our new memory management mechanism with the ini-
tial memory management mechanism found in the initial version of
SkePU.

4.3.1 Effect of communication optimizations

In this evaluation, we evaluate the benefits of our memory manage-
ment inside the SkePU containers for several applications. We do that
by comparing the execution time of several SkePU programs with the
new memory management mechanism to their execution time where
data is not kept on a device memory after a skeleton call execution, i.e.,
operand data is transferred for each skeleton call back and forth. The
benefits of memory optimizations come with GPU execution where
communication between different device copies and main-copy of an
object can be optimized. Executing all skeleton calls on CPU does
not provide any optimization opportunity considering that no data
is copied; all accesses are tracked to the main-copy which is already
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Figure 4.6: Normalized execution times of different SkePU applica-
tions/kernels with one or more skeleton calls where each skeleton call
is executed on 1 (top) or 2 C2050 GPUs. We compare execution where
SkePU communication and memory optimizations (CMO) are enabled
to where operand data of skeleton calls is transferred back and forth
for each skeleton call (No CMO). The execution time is normalized
with CMO execution as baseline.
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present in the main memory11.
Figure 4.6 shows execution of several applications/kernels on two

GPU setups (1 C2050 GPU, 2 C2050 GPUs where the work in each
skeleton call is equally divided across the 2 GPUs that are of the same
type). The execution time is averaged over multiple executions, with
different problem sizes (both small and large), for each application/k-
ernel. In both setups, execution with our communication and memory
optimizations (CMO), implemented as part of memory management,
is compared to one where it is disabled and operand data is trans-
ferred back and forth for each skeleton call. There are a few issues to
notice in these results:

• For some kernels, there exists no benefit as execution consist of
a single skeleton call and transferring data (back and forth) at
least once is required in any case. Normally, these kernels are
part of a larger application and there we should observe some
benefits as we can see with other applications with more than
one skeleton call operating on the same data. For these kernels
where execution time looks no different between the two alter-
natives, the overhead of our memory management mechanism in
comparison to direct execution (without our memory manage-
ment enabled) can be observed. The overhead seems to be really
negligible (less than 1%) on both GPU setups which shows the
efficiency of our memory management mechanism12.

• For several applications with more than one skeleton call, the
benefit is quite substantial for both single and multi GPU exe-
cutions. In some cases, speedup is more than 100 times which
shows the importance of applying communication optimizations
in GPU based systems across multiple skeleton calls. For appli-
cations such as NBody, passing operand data back and forth for

11The effect of caches and NUMA organization are not considered in the SkePU
containers and are considered as part of the future work.

12In absolute terms, the overhead of SkePU memory management is, on average,
less than a microsecond per skeleton call. It is calculated on System A, by av-
eraging the execution time difference of (MSE, PSNR, DotProduct, TaylorSeries)
applications over multiple executions with memory management enabled to one
where it is disabled.
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each time step makes the communication really expensive even
for a small simulation (50 timesteps for these experiments).

4.3.2 New versus initial mechanism

Earlier, we have seen the benefits of optimizing communication for
operand data across multiple skeleton calls inside the program. In
this section, we analyze the improvements of our new memory man-
agement mechanism in comparison to the initial mechanism for several
applications. In the new mechanism, main improvements come from
device copies of an object that (partially) overlap with each other.
One possible way to create these partial copies is having one or more
skeleton calls in the program that operate on partial elements of a
container object, as shown in Scenario One (Section 4.2.2). However,
none of the applications that have so far been ported to SkePU has
such behavior. The other possibility that results in partial copies in
device memory comes with multi-GPU execution where work in each
(or some) skeleton call(s) is partitioned across different GPUs. This
was shown earlier (Section 4.2.2) with two calls to the MapArray skele-
ton, and this is found in three of the applications (LU factorization,
NBody and SPH) that we have ported to SkePU.

For demonstration, we consider execution of these three applica-
tions on the above mentioned GPU-based system. For each applica-
tion, we do executions over multiple problem sizes with three config-
urations of memory management, as listed below:

1. Initial CMO : Execution with the initial SkePU memory man-
agement mechanism.

2. New CMO : Execution with our new memory management mech-
anism. Device-to-device memory transfers between the two peer
GPU device memories (using CUDA GPUDirect [193]) are still
disabled in this configuration. This means that communication
between copies residing in the two device memories will happen
indirectly (via the main memory where data will be first trans-
ferred from one device memory to main memory and then from
main memory to the other device memory).
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Table 4.1: Communication volume and device allocation size (in
megabytes) for the three applications, accumulated over different
problem sizes.

LU Factorization
CMO Type HTD DTD DTD (peer) DTH Total Alloc
Initial CMO 119.8 0 0 60.1 179.9 359.1
New CMO 60.1 59.4 0 59.7 179.2 4.4
New CMO (peer) 0.6 59.4 59.4 0.3 119.7 4.4

NBody
CMO Type HTD DTD DTD (peer) DTH Total Alloc
Initial CMO 3121.9 0 0 1135.2 4257.1 6243.9
New CMO 1040.6 1040.6 0 1087.9 3169.1 567.6
New CMO (peer) 0 1040.6 1040.6 47.3 2128.5 567.6

SPH
CMO Type HTD DTD DTD (peer) DTH Total Alloc
Initial CMO 101.2 0 0 42.7 143.9 203.2
New CMO 33.7 33.7 0 34.1 101.5 4.0
New CMO (peer) 0 33.7 33.7 0.3 67.7 4.0

3. New CMO (peer): Execution with our new memory management
mechanism. Device-to-device memory transfers between the two
peer GPU device memories (using CUDA GPUDirect [193]) is
enabled in this configuration.

The new mechanism transparently finds out (via CUDA API)
whether the peer device memory transfers can be enabled or not be-
tween different GPU device memories and can optimize communica-
tion patterns between such devices. Even if the peer device memory
transfers are not available, the new mechanism still improves over the
initial mechanism by making execution both consistent (without re-
quiring any flush operation13) as well as reducing communication to
main memory.

Table 4.1 describes the communication volume and device memory
allocation size (in megabytes) for the three applications. The values
are accumulated over multiple executions of each application with

13The flush operation is both expensive, as it deallocates all device copies of
the object, and exposes data consistency issues to the application programmer.
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different problem sizes. For each application, the table lists the size
for different types of communication, namely, device to host (DTH),
device to device (DTD), device to device between two peer device
memories (DTD peer) and host to device (HTD) for each of the three
configurations described above. For each application, the table also
lists the total communication size (second-last column) for each con-
figuration as well as the accumulated size of device memory allocations
(last column) made for different container objects used as operands
with the skeleton calls.

Just by looking at the total communication size (second-last col-
umn) for each configuration, we can clearly observe the improvements
of our new mechanism over the initial one even when the peer device
memory transfers are not enabled. The savings are more vital than
what one might expect from looking at the total communication size
as, in the new mechanism, we do more DTD memory transfers rather
than HTD each time. In the initial mechanism, there were no DTD
data transfer as can be seen in the table. On modern GPUs (e.g.,
C2050s that we have used for these experiments), the achieved band-
width for DTD communication is more than 25 times better than the
achieved bandwidth for HTD communication, as found by our exper-
iments on a C2050 GPU.

Enabling the peer device memory transfers, the total communica-
tion size reduces even further considering that data can be directly
transferred between the two device memories without involving the
main-copy that resides in the main memory. This obviously reduces
the overall communication size, e.g., communicating 50KB between
two device memories via main memory will result in 100KB commu-
nication (2 copies of 50KB each) rather than just 50KB when peer
transfer is enabled. Furthermore, the achieved bandwidth for peer
DTD device transfers is 1.5 to 3 times faster than for HTD. The ratio
varies considering whether the HTD transfers are done for page-locked
memory or for data with normal (default) allocations; communication
with the former is faster than the latter.

Besides the differences in communication size and speed, there
comes a substantial saving in the total number of device memory
allocations made for the device copies of container objects. The dif-
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Figure 4.7: Normalized execution time of different memory manage-
ment configurations for three SkePU application where the main-copy
of each object is allocated as pageable/default (left) and as page-
locked/pinned (right) memory. An average over all three applications
for each configuration is also shown in the end. The execution time is
normalized considering New CMO (peer) as baseline.

ferences in accumulated device memory allocation size are 82, 11 and
50 times for the LU, NBody and SPH applications respectively. This
is because in the initial mechanism device memory allocations are
removed for each write access to the main-copy as well as correct ex-
ecution requires flushing contents between different skeleton calls.
The savings in memory allocations are substantial and can have a
major performance impact considering that these device allocations
(and corresponding deallocations) are made during the actual skeleton
program execution.

It is difficult to quantify the benefits of the new mechanism in
terms of performance as the communication is spread over different
types (HTD, DTD, DTH etc.). To give a realistic estimate of the
communication cost for each memory management configuration in
terms of execution time, we do a simple experiment. First, we calcu-
late the effective bandwidth for different communication types on the
underlying platform. We do that by modifying the NVIDIA CUDA
benchmark for measuring memory bandwidth by adding support for
measuring peer device to device data transfer bandwidth. Commu-
nication and allocation measurements are carried out for sizes be-
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tween 1KB and 64MB with 1KB to 4MB size increments (the same
as the ones used by the bandwidthTest program in NVIDIA CUDA
SDK [168]). We calculate the average for each communication type
(HTD, DTH etc.) over different sizes. For HTD and DTH commu-
nication, the bandwidth for transferring container objects both with
page-locked memory allocation and with default (pageable) memory
allocation is calculated. For measuring the execution time of device
memory allocations and de-allocations, we design an experiment where
we allocate and de-allocate memory for different sizes and record the
average number of elements allocated/deallocated within one second,
which we call (de-)allocation bandwidth.

Once we get the bandwidth numbers by actual experiments, we di-
vide each communication/(de-)allocation size by the bandwidth num-
ber that we got for that type, and obtain a time fraction. Afterwards,
we calculate the execution time for each configuration by adding frac-
tions for all communication/allocation types in that configuration.
Figure 4.7 shows the execution time for the three configurations for
each application. The savings are substantial; more than 11 times
in the best case. On average, we achieved more than 9 and 6 times
reduction in execution time when comparing execution with the ini-
tial mechanism to the new mechanism for pageable and page-locked
memory allocations respectively.

The new mechanism reduces the total number of data transfers,
localizes communication when possible (e.g., DTD instead of HTD)
as well as cuts the total number of device memory allocations by
82 times in the best case. Besides making the application execution
faster, these savings can have a huge impact on power consumption
considering that memory operations consume 1 to 2 orders of magni-
tude more power than floating-point operations [129, 172]. From the
programming perspective, a skeleton program can now be executed
on different GPU-based systems without any data consistency issues.
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4.4 Containers with StarPU runtime system

When using SkePU atop the StarPU runtime system (see Section 3.3),
the skeleton calls are translated to one or more tasks that are submit-
ted to the runtime system. Skeleton calls are executed asynchronously
as tasks to exploit possible concurrency between different skeleton calls
(e.g., if they operate on different data). Before submitting a task to
StarPU, its operand data is registered (if not already done) to the
runtime system with information about its starting address, size and
access mode in that task. This means that, when SkePU skeleton calls
are translated to tasks for the StarPU runtime system, their operand
data (in form of container objects) is handled by the StarPU run-
time system. Movement of data between different device memories
and main memory is managed by StarPU in this case, i.e., our own
memory management inside the containers is disabled.

4.4.1 Memory management in StarPU

StarPU implements the MSI protocol [84] for managing accesses to dif-
ferent copies of the same data on different memory units. It optimizes
their communication across multiple device memories and can reuse
copies across multiple task invocations. Whenever a data present in
main memory is registered to StarPU, device copies of this data on all
device memories get created; these device allocations are kept until
data is used (registered) with the runtime system. The MSI protocol
in StarPU works in the following manner:

• A copy is marked invalid when it does not contain the most
up-to-date contents.

• A copy of the data is marked as shared when it is valid (invalid
flag not set), and there may exist other valid copies as well.

• A copy can be promoted to modified when it is the only valid
copy.

The MSI protocol in StarPU is different from our new memory
management mechanism. We consider device copies that are not ex-
act replicas of the main-copy of data; device copies in our case can
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partially (or fully) overlap with each other as well as with the main-
copy of data. For example, in our case, when a device copy is modified,
there exists only one valid copy for the index range covered by that
modified device copy, but there can exist another modified device copy
for the same object if the index ranges of both modified device copies
do not overlap with each other. This means that in order to execute
a skeleton call that operates on partial elements, we register a new
copy for that in StarPU. For multi-GPU execution, where we need
to divide the data into equal chunks that are processed on different
compute devices, we use the concept of filters in StarPU to partition
a registered data entity into smaller chunks that can be processed
individually.

1 skepu::Vector<...> v0, v1;
2 ...
3 map(v0); // asynchronous - call 1
4 map(v1); // asynchronous - call 2, can overlap with call1
5 ...
6 v1[10] = 11; // blocks until call 2 finished
7 ...
8 std::cout << v0[i]; // blocks until call 1 finished

Listing 4.2: SkePU program execution with StarPU runtime system.

4.4.2 Container interaction with StarPU

We disable the memory management inside our containers when we
execute SkePU programs on top of the StarPU runtime system. The
containers, in this case, interact with the data management library
(DML) present in the runtime system to handle program accesses to
container objects which may still be in use, in asynchronous skeleton
calls made earlier.

Listing 4.2 shows how SkePU containers provide synchronization
when skeleton calls are executed asynchronously with the runtime
system. As all skeleton calls are (by default) made asynchronous, both
skeleton calls (Lines 3 and 4 in Listing 4.2) can run concurrently as
they operate on different operand data. Such inter-call parallelism can
be found out by the runtime system automatically considering their
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operand data independence. This asynchrony is kept hidden in the
main program as, when the user accesses the container objects (e.g.,
via the [] operator), the container interacts with the runtime DML and
ensures that (a) all skeleton calls issued so far operating on this data
have finished execution and (b) the most up-to-date data is available
in the main memory before continuing with the requested access. In
containers, we use proxy elements [157] to distinguish between read
and write accesses when, e.g., a vector object is accessed via the []
operator.

We have modified the containers’ implementation to achieve inte-
gration with the runtime system. For example, when doing our own
memory management, the updateHost() method copies updated data
back to the main-copy from all modified device copies. When using
StarPU, it will invoke functions from the runtime DML to make sure
that data is available in main memory for reading purposes. Simi-
larly, several other functions have been implemented that internally
call methods from the runtime DML API to provide desired semantics
behind the same generic STL-like interface to the application program-
mer.

4.5 SkePU program execution model

SkePU containers are primarily designed to pass operands to skele-
tons calls in a SkePU program. A typical SkePU program consists of
sequential CPU code with skeleton calls nested in the program control
flow. The sequential CPU part manages input/output operations and
coordinates execution of different skeleton calls in the program. The
actual computations are marked by skeleton calls in the program.

Considering the above sequential-style program execution scenario,
the SkePU containers are not designed to be thread-safe, i.e., to be
used in a concurrent environment outside the skeleton calls. For ex-
ample, the behavior is undefined if overlapping contents in a vector
object v0 are read and written simultaneously in multiple threads.
Considering our target usage scenarios, making containers thread safe
could hurt the performance. The main container operations are per-
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formed inside the skeleton implementations which are designed to en-
sure proper behavior when using multiple threads. For example, the
OpenMP implementations of the skeletons in the SkePU library en-
sure data consistency for the given skeleton semantics. Outside the
skeleton implementations, the application programmer needs to either
use containers in the sequential source code or provide adequate syn-
chronization when overlapping container data is read and written in
a multi-threaded context.

Normally, skeleton calls in a SkePU program are blocking, i.e.,
control returns from a skeleton call when it is completed and operand
data is safe for subsequent program accesses. However, SkePU skele-
ton calls can be non-blocking when using the StarPU runtime system,
i.e., the control returns to the calling thread before the actual call
is complete. As shown in Listing 4.2, the containers ensure proper
synchronization for program accesses in this case by ensuring that
skeleton calls operating on that data complete before those accesses
can proceed.

Although the containers are mainly designed for passing operands
to SkePU skeleton calls, they can be used with other computations
executing on either CPU or GPU. The containers’ API used in the
SkePU skeleton framework is generic and can be used in other con-
texts. This could be useful e.g. in programs where not all compu-
tations can be modeled with the existing set of skeletons present in
SkePU today.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have discussed the role of operand containers for
optimizing communication and memory allocation as well as for en-
abling asynchronous execution for skeleton calls in a transparent man-
ner. Evaluation with several applications/kernels shows benefits for
memory optimizations for GPU-based systems. The evaluation also
shows that, when not required, the overhead of our memory manage-
ment inside containers is negligible (less than 1% of program execu-
tion time). When used with StarPU, the containers switch their role
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from doing memory management on their own to interacting with the
data management library in the StarPU runtime system. In any case,
they ensure that they provide data consistency in presence of multiple
copies of data residing in different memory units (main memory and
device memories). Most importantly, accesses to container data from
a skeleton program are served in a data consistent manner even in the
presence of asynchronous skeleton call executions.
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“We stand at the threshold of a many core world. The hard-
ware community is ready to cross this threshold. The parallel
software community is not.”

Tim Mattson

Chapter 5

PEPPHER Composition
tool

In this chapter, we present the PEPPHER composition tool that
adapts applications written using the PEPPHER component model
and offers both static and dynamic composition functionality. The
chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.1 describes the PEPPHER
framework and component model. Sections 5.2 and 5.3 describe the
composition tool, its advanced features and its prototype implemen-
tation. Section 5.4 demonstrates composition using the developed
composition tool prototype. Section 5.5 presents a comprehensive
experimental evaluation of the developed prototype, followed by a
summary in Section 5.6.

5.1 PEPPHER Component model

During 2010-2012, we worked in the PEPPHER project [32] which
is a European FP7 project. In the PEPPHER project, we proposed
a unified framework for programming and optimizing applications for
heterogeneous many-core systems to enable both programmability and
performance portability. The framework consists of three main parts:
(1) a flexible and extensible component model for encapsulating and
annotating performance critical parts of the application, (2) adap-
tive algorithm libraries that implement the same basic functionality

115
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across different architectures, and (3) an efficient run-time system that
schedules compiled components across the available resources, using
performance information provided by the component layer as well as
internal, execution-history-based performance information.

The PEPPHER component model is an essential part of the frame-
work that glues the three parts together. It defines an environment for
annotation of native C/C++ based components for homogeneous and
heterogeneous multicore and manycore systems, including GPU and
multi-GPU based systems. For the same computational functionality,
captured as a component, different sequential and explicitly parallel
implementation variants using various types of execution units might
be provided, together with metadata such as explicitly exposed tun-
able parameters. The goal is to compose an application from its com-
ponents and variants such that, depending on the run-time context,
the most suitable implementation variant will be chosen automatically
for each invocation.

A PEPPHER component is an annotated software module that
implements a specific functionality declared in a PEPPHER interface.
A PEPPHER interface is defined by an interface descriptor, an XML
document that specifies the name, parameter types and access types
(read, write or both) of a function to be implemented, and whose
performance metrics (e.g., execution time) the prediction functions of
component implementations must provide. Interfaces can be generic
in static entities such as element types or code; genericity is resolved
statically by expansion, as with C++ templates.

Applications for PEPPHER are currently assumed to be written
in C/C++. Several implementation variants may implement the same
functionality (as represented by a PEPPHER interface), e.g., by dif-
ferent algorithms or for different execution platforms. These imple-
mentation variants can exist already as part of some library1 or can be
provided by the programmer (called expert programmer by Asanovic
et al. [17]). Also, more component implementation variants may
be generated automatically from a common source module, e.g., by

1For demonstration purpose, we have used CUBLAS [167] and CUSP [29] com-
ponents for CUDA implementations as shown in Section 5.5.
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special compiler transformations or by instantiating or binding tun-
able parameters. These variants differ by their resource requirements
and performance behavior, and thereby become alternative choices for
composition whenever the (interface) function is called.

In order to prepare and guide variant selection, component im-
plementations need to expose their relevant properties explicitly to a
composition tool (described later). Each PEPPHER component im-
plementation variant provides its own component descriptor, an XML
document that contains information (meta-data) about the provided
and required interface(s), source files, compilation and resource re-
quirements and reference to performance prediction functions. The
main module of a PEPPHER application is also annotated by its own
XML descriptor, which states, e.g., the target execution platform and
the overall optimization goal. XML descriptors are chosen over inter-
nal code annotations (e.g., pragmas) as the former are non-intrusive
to the actual source code and hence provide better separation of con-
cerns. The potential headache associated with writing descriptors
in XML is eliminated to a great extent by providing tool support,
as shown later. Composition points of PEPPHER components are
restricted to calls on general-purpose execution units only. Conse-
quently, all component implementations using hardware accelerators
such as GPUs must be wrapped in CPU code containing a platform-
specific call to the accelerator.

Component invocations result in tasks that are managed by the
PEPPHER run-time system and executed non-preemptively. PEP-
PHER components and tasks are stateless. However, the parameter
data that they operate on may have state. For this reason, param-
eters passed in and out of PEPPHER components may be wrapped
in special portable, generic, STL-like container data structures such
as Vector and Matrix with platform-specific implementations that
internally keep track of, e.g., in which memory modules of the tar-
get system which parts of the data are currently located or mirrored
(smart containers)2. When applicable, the container state becomes

2The smart container concept has co-evolved in SkePU and the PEPPHER
component framework during the PEPPHER project. See also Chapter 4.
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part of the call context information as it is relevant for performance
prediction.

The PEPPHER framework automatically keeps track of the differ-
ent implementation variants for the identified components, technically
by storing their descriptors in repositories that can be explored by the
composition tool. The repositories enable organization of source code
and XML annotation files in a structured manner and can help keeping
files manageable even for a large project.

5.2 Composition tool

Composition is the selection of a specific implementation variant (i.e.,
callee) for a call to component-provided functionality and the allo-
cation of resources for its execution. Composition is made context-
aware for performance optimization as performance depends on the
current call context, which consists of selected input parameter prop-
erties (such as size) and currently available resources (such as cores or
accelerators). The context parameters to be considered and optionally
their ranges (e.g., minimum and maximum value) are declared in the
PEPPHER interface descriptor. We refer to this considered subset of
a call context instance’s parameter and resource values shortly as a
context instance, which is thus a tuple of concrete values for context
properties that might influence callee selection.

Composition can be done either statically or dynamically. Static
composition constructs off-line a dispatch function that is evaluated at
runtime for a context instance to return a function pointer to the ex-
pected best implementation variant. Dynamic composition generates
code that delegates the actual composition to a context-aware runtime
system that records performance history to be used and updated as
the application proceeds. Composition can even be done in multiple
stages: First, static composition can narrow the set of candidates for
the best implementation variant per context instance to a few ones
that are registered with the context-aware runtime system that takes
the final choice among these at runtime.

Dynamic composition is the default composition mechanism in
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Figure 5.1: Overview of how the composition tool is used to build
a PEPPHER application from components. All generation steps
marked by “TOOL” are coordinated by the composition tool. The
“PEPPHERization” process can be incremental, starting from a se-
quential legacy application running on a single default execution unit
(CPU) for which component implementation variants for CPU and
other execution units (such as GPU) are added step by step.

PEPPHER. The PEPPHER composition tool deploys the components
and builds an executable application. A schematic survey is given in
Figure 5.1. It recursively explores all interfaces and components that
(may) occur in the given PEPPHER application by browsing the in-
terfaces and components repository. It processes the set of interfaces
(descriptors) bottom-up in reverse order of their components’ required
interfaces relation (lifted to the interface level). For each interface
(descriptor) and its component implementations, it performs the fol-
lowing tasks:

1. It reads the descriptors and internally represents the metadata
of all component implementations that match the target plat-
form, expands generic interfaces and components, and generates
platform-specific header files from the interface.
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2. It looks up prediction data from the performance data reposi-
tory or runs microbenchmarking code on the target platform, as
specified in the components’ performance meta-data.

3. It generates composition code in the form of stubs (proxy or
wrapper functions) that will perform context-aware composi-
tion at runtime. If sufficient performance prediction metadata
is available, it constructs performance data and dispatch tables
for static composition by evaluating the performance prediction
functions for selected context scenarios which could be com-
pacted by machine learning techniques [131]. Otherwise, the
generated composition code contains calls to delegate variant
selection to runtime, where the runtime system can access its
recorded performance history to guide variant selection, in ad-
dition to other criteria such as operand data locality.

4. It calls the native compilers, as specified for each component, to
produce a binary of every patched component source.

Finally, it links the application’s main program and its compiled
components together with the generated and compiled stubs, the
PEPPHER library and the PEPPHER runtime system to obtain an
executable program. The linking step may be architecture depen-
dent (e.g., special handling of different executable formats may be
required); the necessary command can be found in the application’s
main module descriptor.

5.3 Prototype implementation

A prototype of the composition tool has been implemented that sup-
ports both static and dynamic composition. For dynamic composi-
tion, the composition tool generates low-level code to interact with
the runtime system in an effective manner. Furthermore it supports
component expansion for generic components written using C++ tem-
plates as well as user-guided and offline learning based static narrow-
ing of the set of candidates. In this section we describe its design,
main features and implementation issues. Figure 5.2 shows a high-
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Figure 5.2: Structural overview of the composition tool prototype.

level schematic view of the prototype. Similar to typical compiler
frameworks, we decouple composition processing (e.g., static compo-
sition decisions) from the XML schema by introducing an intermediate
component-tree representation (IR) of the metadata information for
the processed component interfaces and implementations. The IR in-
corporates information not only from the XML descriptors but also
information given at composition time. The IR can be processed for
different purposes, including:

• Creating multiple concrete components from generic compo-
nents by expanding template types and tunable parameters,

• Running training executions to prepare for composition deci-
sions,

• Static composition (e.g., using offline learning), and

• Generating code that is executable with the PEPPHER runtime
system.

5.3.1 Static composition

Static composition refers to refining the composition choices at com-
pile time, in the extreme case to one possible candidate per call and
context instance. Currently, we support two kinds of static composi-
tion: The user-guided static composition provides a means for the pro-
grammer to convey to the composition tool additional expert knowl-
edge about the context that may influence the composition process.
For example, a GPU implementation normally runs faster than its
CPU counterpart for data parallel problems with large problem size;
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thus if such information is statically known, programmers may ex-
plicitly specify to select the GPU implementation, and the overhead
of the dynamic composition and the risk of wrong dynamic selec-
tion can be removed. The composition tool provides simple switches
(e.g., disableImpls) to enable/disable implementations at composi-
tion time without requiring any modifications in the user source code.

Besides user guided static composition, we provide an adaptive
off-line sampling and learning method to build empirical performance
models for components and their implementation variants off-line in
order to complement or replace the on-line sampling and learning done
in the run-time system. We provide an adaptive sampling method
that allows to optimize off-line sampling cost and runtime dispatch
overhead while keeping prediction accuracy at a reasonable level. The
details of our adaptive off-line sampling and learning method are dis-
cussed earlier in Chapter 3.

5.3.2 Component expansion

Component expansion supports genericity on the component parame-
ter types using C++ templates. This enables writing generic compo-
nents such as sorting that can be used to sort different types of data.
The expansion takes place statically. Component expansion for multi-
ple values of tunable parameters to generate multiple implementation
variants from a single source is not supported yet and is part of future
work.

5.3.3 Code generation

For each component interface, the composition tool generates a wrap-
per that intercepts each invocation of the component and implements
logic to translate the call to one or more tasks for the runtime sys-
tem. It also performs packing and unpacking of the call arguments
to the PEPPHER runtime task handler. The directory structure pro-
vides one directory for the main component of the application and
one directory for each component used. The different available im-
plementations of a component are organized by platform type (e.g.,
CPU/OpenMP, CUDA) in different subdirectories. A global registry
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of interfaces, implementations and platforms helps the composition
tool to navigate this structure and locate the necessary files automat-
ically.

The tool generates wrapper (stub) files providing wrapper func-
tions for different components. Currently, one wrapper file is gener-
ated per component, containing one entry wrapper and multiple im-
plementation wrappers. The entry wrapper for a component intercepts
the component invocation call and implements logic to translate that
component call to one or more tasks in the runtime system. A task
execution can either be synchronous where the calling thread blocks
until the task completes or asynchronous where the control resumes
on the calling thread without waiting for the task completion. The
entry wrapper also performs packing and unpacking of arguments of
a component call to the PEPPHER runtime task handler. One imple-
mentation wrapper for a component is generated for each component
implementation. Multiple component implementations (and conse-
quently implementation wrappers) can exist for each backend (cur-
rently, CPU/OpenMP, CUDA, OpenCL). A implementation wrapper
implements the function signature
void <name >(void *buffers[],void *arg)

that the runtime system expects for a task function3, and internally
delegates the call to the actual component implementation with a
different function signature.

Moreover, a header file (peppher.h) is generated which internally
includes all wrapper files and also contains certain other helping code
(e.g., extern declarations). The idea of this header file is to provide
a single linking point between the generated code and the normal
application code. The main program writer only needs to include this
header file to enable the composition. Compilation code (Makefile)
is also generated for compiling and linking the selected (composed)
components to build an executable application for a given platform.

3As the PEPPHER runtime system is C based and the C language does not
permit to call functions with varying types depending on the actual task being
run.
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5.3.4 Usage of smart containers

A smart container can wrap operand data passed in and out of PEP-
PHER components while providing a high-level interface to access
that data. These containers model and encapsulate the state of their
payload data. Four containers are currently implemented: for scalar
value (Scalar), 1D array (Vector), 2D array (Matrix) and generic
matrix (GMatrix). The GMatrix container can internally store data
in different formats (2D dense, CSR sparse format etc.). All four con-
tainers are made generic in the element type, using C++ templates.

We have earlier discussed (in Chapter 4) the usage of vector and
matrix containers with the SkePU framework. The vector and matrix
containers used here are a more specialized form of their counterparts
available in the SkePU library, i.e., these containers always delegate
memory management to the StarPU runtime system. This means
that these containers internally implement interaction with the data
management library (DML) of the PEPPHER runtime system while
ensuring data consistency for data that can be accessed both by the
runtime system and the application program in an arbitrary fashion.
As shown earlier in Section 4.4, implicit synchronization takes place
when a container object is accessed in the application program that
is in use with asynchronous computations carried out by the runtime
system. The containers are made portable and function as regular
C++ containers outside the PEPPHER context.

Note that the composition tool also supports parameters of any
other C/C++ data types (including user-defined data types) for com-
ponents. However, for parameters passed using normal C/C++ data
types, the composition tool cannot reason about their access patterns
in the application program (due to pointer-aliasing and other issues)
and hence ensures data consistency by always copying data back to
the main memory before returning control back from the component
call. Although ensuring consistency, it may prove sub-optimal as data
locality cannot be exploited for such parameters across multiple com-
ponent calls.
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...
peppher::Vector<int> v0;
...
comp1_call(v0); // v0 written
...
std::cout<<v0[0];
...
comp2_call(v0); // v0 read & written 
...
comp3_call(v0); // v0 read
...
comp4_call(v0); // v0 read
...
v0[0] += 10;
...
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Figure 5.3: Example for usage of smart containers with component
calls and other user code. The middle part shows a code scenario with
four component calls and one vector operand on a system containing
1 CPU and 1 CUDA GPU. The effect of each instruction on the state
of the data is shown to the right of each line, assuming that the four
component calls are executed on the GPU. The left part highlights
inter-component parallelism for asynchronous component executions
based on data dependences.

5.3.5 Inter-component parallelism

In the PEPPHER framework, a major source of parallelism comes
from exploitation of independence between different component invo-
cations. This can be obtained when a component invocation is made
asynchronous so that subsequent component invocations can overlap
in the actual execution. By using the smart containers, the inde-
pendence between different asynchronous component invocations is
implicitly inferred by the PEPPHER runtime system based on data
dependences [21].

Figure 5.3 depicts how usage of smart containers can help in
achieving inter-component parallelism. The figure shows a simple sce-
nario with four component calls and one vector operand on a system
containing 1 CPU and 1 CUDA GPU. When the vector container v0 is
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created, the payload data is placed in the main memory (main-copy).
Subsequently, depending upon the component calls using that data
along their respective data access pattern (read, readwrite or write),
other (partial) copies of operand data may get created in different
memory units. In this case, we have CUDA device memory which is a
separate physical memory. Assuming that all component calls are ex-
ecuted on the GPU, the figure also shows the effect of each instruction
execution on the vector data state, i.e., creation/update/invalidation
of data copies. As we can see, a PEPPHER container not only keeps
track of data copies on different memory units but also helps in min-
imizing the data communication between different memory units by
delaying the communication until it becomes necessary. In this case,
only 2 copy operations of data are made in the shown program execu-
tion instead of 7 copy operations which are required if one considers
each component call independently, as done in, e.g., Kicherer et al.
[132, 133].

The first component call (line 4) only writes the data and hence
no copy is made. Instead, just a memory allocation is made in the
device memory where data is written by the component call. After
the completion of the component call (line 4), the main-copy in the
main memory is marked outdated which means that any data access
to this copy, in future, would first require an update of this copy with
the contents of the latest copy. The next statement (line 6) is a read
data access4 from main memory. As the main-copy was earlier marked
outdated, a copy from device memory to main memory is implicitly
invoked before the actual data access takes place. This is managed by
the container in a transparent and consistent manner without requir-
ing any user intervention. The copy in the device memory remains
valid as the main-copy is only read. Next, we have a component call
(line 8) that both reads and modifies the existing data. As we as-
sume execution of all component calls on the GPU in this scenario,
the up-to-date copy already present in the device memory is read and
modified. The main-copy again becomes outdated. Afterwards, we

4The read and write accesses to container data are distinguished by implement-
ing proxy classes for element data in C++ [11].
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have two component calls (line 10 and 12) that both only read the
data. Executing these operations on the GPU means that no copy
operation is required before or after the component call. Finally the
statement in line 14 modifies the data in main memory so data is
copied back (implicitly) from the device memory to the main memory
before the actual operation takes place. Afterwards, the copy in the
device memory is marked outdated and can be de-allocated by the
runtime system if it runs short of memory space on the device unit.
Doing so would however require re-allocation of memory for future
usage.

As all four component calls are asynchronous, the inter-component
parallelism is automatically inferred by the runtime system based on
data dependencies. In this case, there exists a read-after-write depen-
dency between the first (line 4) and second (line 8) component call;
however, independence exists between the third (line 10) and fourth
(line 12) component call as they access the same data but in a read
only manner.

In the application program, the execution looks no different to the
synchronous execution as data consistency is ensured by the smart
containers. Blocking is implicitly established for a data access from the
application program to data that is still in use with the asynchronous
component invocations made earlier (with respect to program control
flow) than the current data access.

5.3.6 Intra-component parallelism

A common source of intra-component parallelism is a parallel com-
ponent implementation, e.g., a CUDA or OpenMP implementation.
However, for certain computations, more parallelism can be spawned
from a single component invocation by partitioning and dividing the
work into several chunks that all can be processed concurrently, pos-
sibly on different devices. This is achieved by mapping a single com-
ponent invocation to multiple independent runtime (sub-)tasks rather
than a single task where these (sub-)tasks can be executed on differ-
ent computing units in parallel. This feature is implemented for data-
parallel computations where the final result can be produced either by
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simple concatenation or simple reduction of intermediate output re-
sults produced by each sub-task (e.g., blocked matrix multiplication,
dot product). Extra information about how to partition different
parameters can be specified in the interface descriptor which allows
our framework to determine the partitioning granularity. When ap-
plicable, this feature can be used in a transparent manner as it does
not require any modification in the user code and/or component im-
plementations.

5.3.7 Support for performance-aware component selec-
tion

In the current prototype, the actual implementation variant selection
is done by default using the dynamic scheduling and selection capa-
bilities of the PEPPHER runtime system. The actual implementation
of performance-aware selection is made transparent in the prototype
by providing a simple boolean flag (useHistoryModels). The sup-
port can be enabled/disabled both for an individual component by
specifying the boolean flag in the XML descriptor of that component
interface or globally for all components as a command line argument
to the composition tool.

5.3.8 Support for PDL (Platform Description Language)

Heterogeneous systems expose many architectural features to the pro-
grammer which are important for both performance and portability
reasons. Furthermore, different flavors of heterogeneous systems are
in use today, ranging from systems with general purpose GPUs to
systems with FPGAs and heterogeneous CPUs (e.g., Cell). The PEP-
PHER Platform Description Language (PDL) [189] allows modeling of
key architectural features for these systems, both from hardware and
software, and provides a unified interface for both programmers and
tool-chains to access that information in a well-defined and explicit
manner. We have implemented support for PEPPHER PDL in our
framework to allow the component writer to specify constraints/hints
by using key architectural properties which are resolved by our system
either statically or dynamically.
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During composition, a reference to a PEPPHER PDL XML file
can be provided that possibly contains information about the underly-
ing hardware/software platform (e.g., compute units, interconnection
network). The tool parses information present in the PDL XML file
and internally generates code to represent and serialise the informa-
tion in the form of key-value properties. When using PDL, the tool
generates two extra files: pdl.dat that stores PDL information used
during the composition decisions, and pdl_reader.h that reads this
information during application initialization time into internal data
structures and provides methods for easy information lookup from
the C++ composition code. The pdl_reader.h gets automatically
included in the peppher.h header file so no extra include directive is
required in the user code. Besides other things, this PDL information
can be used for conditional composition.

5.3.9 Conditional composition

Normally, the composition decisions are made at runtime by consid-
ering information sources such as historical execution records, data
locality for operand data as well as the current system workload.
Considering that these decisions are made at runtime, the decision
overhead could become the performance bottleneck as the number of
implementations increases for a component. In some situations, the
(component) implementation writer may provide some useful infor-
mation that can help in pruning some implementation choices. This
may not only help in reducing the runtime decision overhead but also
enables making more intelligent user-guided decisions which is not
possible otherwise. One such kind of information is constraints on se-
lectability of an implementation variant that an implementation writer
can specify. These constraints can be specified based on the following
information sources:

• system resources and topology: information about number, type
and frequency of processing cores; NUMA organization; cache
types and sizes; memory organization and sizes; interconnect
type and capacity etc.
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• software platform: information about availability of a particular
software library or a certain version of a library; device drivers
and their versions; compilers and their versions etc.

• system runtime characteristics: information about current CPU
and GPU utilization; application memory footprint; cache hit
and miss ratio; effective bandwidth etc.

• component call properties: information about operand data sizes;
actual contents of operand data (sparsity, sortedness) etc.

The first two information sources (i.e. information about system
resources and software platform) are known, in many cases before
the actual program execution starts. The information about the sys-
tem runtime characteristics can be collected and made available by a
runtime system, during the actual program execution; either by moni-
toring system counters, or by employing other application monitoring
mechanisms. Similarly, information about the actual component call
is available for decision making at the component invocation time.

The constraints on selectability of an implementation variant can
be of two kinds: soft and hard. Soft constraints can be safely ig-
nored/violated without compromising the correctness of the program
execution. They are important only for performance reasons. Hard
constraints are constraints that must be respected to ensure correct-
ness of program execution.

For systematic decision making in a portable manner, information
about system resources and software platform should be made avail-
able via a standard interface so that the component writer can write
constraints for a component implementation that can work across
different systems. Underneath that interface, the information about
system resources and software platform can be collected via system-
/OS-specific routines or by doing micro-benchmarking. Libraries such
as hwloc [44] implement a mechanism to lookup such information
across different system/OS configurations. One example of provid-
ing a generic interface for accessing information about the underlying
hardware and software platform is PEPPHER PDL. Similarly, the
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runtime system should expose a generic interface to lookup and ”re-
fer to“ information about runtime system characteristics as well as
component call properties.

We have implemented support in our composition tool for specifi-
cation of constraints on the selectability of an implementation variant.
We provide a systematic interface for the user to access information
available via PDL as well as information about the component call
properties. We do not differentiate between hard and soft constraints,
considering that performance is important for us. This means that
we only consider an implementation for selection/composition when
it satisfies even a soft constraint although it is safe (i.e., functionally
correct) to use it otherwise. The constraints are specified in the im-
plementation descriptor using the validIf attribute. For example, in
the following example:
<peppher:implementation name="..." validIf="A.isCSRMatrix ()">

the implementation is restricted based on value of an input parameter
A which is an object of a matrix smart container type that internally
stores data in either dense or sparse formats. In this case the imple-
mentation will only be considered for selection when A is stored in
a sparse (CSR) format. Multiple constraints can be combined using
operators (AND, OR etc.) available in C/C++ 5. For example:
<peppher:implementation name="..."

validIf="A.isDenseMatrix ().AND.size ==64">

the implementation is considered for selection only when the matrix is
stored in dense format and the value of the size parameter is exactly
64.

Information from PDL is made accessible for efficient runtime
lookup by loading it at program initialization time (see Section 5.3.8).
For example, a CUDA implementation may require availability of at
least 16 streaming multiprocessors for execution as specified below:
<peppher:implementation name="..."

validIf=’pdl:: getIntProperty (" numCudaSM ") .GE. 16’>

5As XML restricts usage of certain special characters, we encode them. For
example, we represent the logical AND operator && using .AND.
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Figure 5.4: Tool help available at command-line.

As these constraints use the information about the actual operand
values passed to the component call as well as refer to a PDL speci-
fication of the target system, they are resolved at runtime. However,
the overhead of this runtime lookup is minimal as shown later by
experiments.

5.3.10 Documentation and User manual

A user manual is available for the current prototype. It describes
the different features and how to use them with the help of code ex-
amples. A basic help about the tool usage is also provided at the
command-line, as shown in Figure 5.4. Moreover, several small exam-
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Figure 5.5: Directory
structure before and af-
ter generation of the ba-
sic PEPPHER compo-
nent skeleton files from
a simple C/C++ header
file containing a method
declaration.
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ple applications are provided to let the users get familiar with different
features offered by the current prototype.

5.3.11 Utility mode

Porting existing applications to the PEPPHER framework (PEPPHER-
ization) requires writing XML descriptors for interface and implemen-
tations as well as adding new implementation variants. To facilitate
this process, the current prototype can generate a basic skeleton of
these XML and C/C++ source files required for writing PEPPHER
components from a simple C/C++ method declaration. This can be
really advantageous as writing XML files from scratch can become a
tedious task. Our experience with porting several applications shows
that the XML skeleton generation by the tool is quite useful as we are
required to only fill in certain missing information. For example, the
tool can successfully detect template parameters as well as suggest
values for the data access mode field of the descriptors by analyzing
‘const’ and ‘pass by reference’ semantics of the function arguments.

5.4 Composition example

In the following, we will use the sparse matrix-vector multiplication as
an example to describe the complete composition (PEPPHER-ization)
process. Figure 5.6 shows a graphical depiction of the complete pro-
cess and how the composition tool helps by first generating the skele-
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Legacy application (C/C++)

int main()
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Figure 5.6: The “PEPPHER-ization” process for spmv computation
using the composition tool prototype starting from a sequential legacy
application. The figure also shows how the composition tool helps in
writing components, by generating skeleton code, besides doing the
composition.

tons for both XML-descriptors and implementation files and later by
generating the final composition code.

The process starts with generation of basic skeleton files for com-
ponents from a C/C++ header file that includes the method signature
void spmv(float *values , int nnz , int nrows , int ncols , int

first , size_t *colidxs , size_t *rowPtr , float *x, float *y);

The composition tool can be invoked to generate component skele-
ton files from this method declaration: As shown in Figure 5.5, the
command
compose -generateCompFiles="spmv.h"

generates the XML descriptors with most information pre-filled as
well as basic skeletons for implementation files. The programmer can
then fill in the remaining details both in the XML descriptors (e.g.
preferences for partitioning of input operands etc.) as well as the
implementation files. Listings 5.1 and 5.2 show XML descriptors for
the SpMV component interface and a CUDA component implementa-
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<peppher:component xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:peppher="http://www.peppher.eu/ComponentMetaData0.1"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.peppher.eu/ComponentMeta0.1/CompMeta.xsd" >

<peppher:interface name=" spmv " impPath="./spmv/">
<peppher:parameters>
<peppher:parameter name="values" type="float *" accessMode="read"

numElements="nnz" csr_nrows="nrows" csr_first="first"
csr_row_offsets="row_offsets" csr_col_indices="col_indices"
partition="nnz/2" />

<peppher:parameter name="nnz" type="unsigned int" accessMode="read" />
<peppher:parameter name="nrows" type="unsigned int" accessMode="read" />
<peppher:parameter name="first" type="unsigned int" accessMode="read" />
<peppher:parameter name="col_indices" type="unsigned int *"

accessMode="read" numElements="nnz" />
<peppher:parameter name="row_offsets" type="unsigned int *"

accessMode="read" numElements="nrows+1" />
<peppher:parameter name="x" type="float *" accessMode="read"

numElements="nrows" />
<peppher:parameter name="y" type="float *" accessMode="write"

numElements="nrows" partition="nrows/2" />
</peppher:parameters>

</peppher:interface>
</peppher:component>

Listing 5.1: Interface descriptor for the SpMV component.

tion respectively. For this example application, we used one parallel
OpenMP implementation for CPUs and a highly optimized CUDA
algorithm provided by NVIDIA as part of their CUSP library [29].

In the application’s main module main.cpp, we only need to add
one include statement for peppher.h and calls to the macros PEPPHER_-
INITIALIZE() and PEPPHER_SHUTDOWN() in the beginning and end of
the main function, which in this case contains just a call to the spmv
component. The last step is writing of the XML descriptor (main.xml)
for the main function. The composition tool can now be called for gen-
erating composition code, by giving a reference to the main descriptor:
compose main.xml

This generates all the wrapper files (shown in Listings 5.3, 5.4) and
compilation code (makefile), necessary to compile and build the exe-
cutable with the runtime support. The resulting executable can then
be executed on the given platform.
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<peppher:component xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:peppher="http://www.peppher.eu/ComponentMetaData0.1"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.peppher.eu/ComponentMeta0.1/CompMeta.xsd" >

<peppher:implementation name="spmv_cuda">
<peppher:sourceFiles>
<peppher:sourceFile name="spmv_cuda.cu" version="1.0" language="CUDA">
<peppher:compilation>
<peppher:compiler name="nvcc" flags="-Icuda" />
</peppher:compilation>
</peppher:sourceFile>
</peppher:sourceFiles>

<peppher:providedInterfaces>
<peppher:providedInterface name="spmv" />
</peppher:providedInterfaces>

<peppher:targetPlatform name="CUDA" />

</peppher:implementation>
</peppher:component>

Listing 5.2: A CUDA implementation descriptor for the SpMV
component.

5.5 Evaluation

For evaluation, we implemented (PEPPHERized) several applications
from the RODINIA benchmark suite [53], two scientific kernels (dense
matrix-matrix and sparse matrix-vector multiplication) and a light-
field image refocusing application, using the composition tool. Two
evaluation platforms are used: The main evaluation platform is Sys-
tem A with Xeon R© E5520 CPUs running at 2.27GHz with 2 NVIDIA R©

C2050 GPUs with L1/L2 cache support. System B with Xeon R© X5550
CPUs running at 2.67GHz with a lower-end GPU (NVIDIA R© C1060
GPU) is used for showing performance portability. The compilation
is carried out using GCC (v4.6) and NVIDIA C (nvcc v0.2.1221 with
CUDA 4.2) compiler for C/C++ and CUDA code respectively.

5.5.1 Productivity evaluation

The current composition tool prototype generates low-level glue code
to use the runtime system. This essentially allows application pro-
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#ifndef SPMV_WRAPPERR_H
#define SPMV_WRAPPERR_H

typedef struct {
struct starpu_codelet cl_spmv;
int cl_spmv_init;

}struct_spmv;

extern void spmv_cpu(float *values , unsigned int nnz , unsigned int nrows , unsigned
int first , unsigned int *col_indices , unsigned int *row_offsets , float *x, float *y);

/* wrapper from StarPU convention to CPU implementation convention */
void spmv_cpu_wrapper(void *buffers[], void *_args)
{
spmv_cpu ((float *) STARPU_CSR_GET_NZVAL ((struct starpu_csr_interface *) buffers[0]),

STARPU_CSR_GET_NNZ (( struct starpu_vector_interface *) buffers[0]),
STARPU_CSR_GET_NROW (( struct starpu_csr_interface *) buffers[0]),
STARPU_CSR_GET_FIRSTENTRY (( struct starpu_csr_interface *) buffers[0]),
(unsigned int *) STARPU_CSR_GET_COLIND ((struct starpu_csr_interface *) buffers[0]),
(unsigned int *) STARPU_CSR_GET_ROWPTR ((struct starpu_csr_interface *) buffers[0]),
(float *) STARPU_VECTOR_GET_PTR ((struct starpu_vector_interface *) buffers[1]),
(float *) STARPU_VECTOR_GET_PTR ((struct starpu_vector_interface *) buffers[2])

);
}

extern void spmv_cuda(float *values , unsigned int nnz , unsigned int nrows , unsigned
int first , unsigned int *col_indices , unsigned int *row_offsets , float *x, float *y);

/* wrapper from StarPU convention to CUDA implementation convention */
void spmv_cuda_wrapper(void *buffers[], void *_args)
{
spmv_cuda ((float *) STARPU_CSR_GET_NZVAL ((struct starpu_csr_interface *) buffers[0]),

STARPU_CSR_GET_NNZ (( struct starpu_vector_interface *) buffers[0]),
STARPU_CSR_GET_NROW (( struct starpu_csr_interface *) buffers[0]),
STARPU_CSR_GET_FIRSTENTRY (( struct starpu_csr_interface *) buffers[0]),
(unsigned int *) STARPU_CSR_GET_COLIND ((struct starpu_csr_interface *) buffers[0]),
(unsigned int *) STARPU_CSR_GET_ROWPTR ((struct starpu_csr_interface *) buffers[0]),
(float *) STARPU_VECTOR_GET_PTR ((struct starpu_vector_interface *) buffers[1]),
(float *) STARPU_VECTOR_GET_PTR ((struct starpu_vector_interface *) buffers[2])

);
}

void spmv(float *values , unsigned int nnz , unsigned int nrows , unsigned int first ,
unsigned int *col_indices , unsigned int *row_offsets , float *x, float *y)

{
static struct_spmv * objSt_spmv = NULL;
if(objSt_spmv == NULL) {

objSt_spmv = (struct_spmv *) malloc (sizeof(struct_spmv));
memset (&( objSt_spmv ->cl_spmv), 0, sizeof(objSt_spmv ->cl_spmv));
objSt_spmv ->cl_spmv_init = 0;

}

if(! objSt_spmv ->cl_spmv_init) // codelete initialization only at first invocation
{

objSt_spmv ->cl_spmv.where = 0 | STARPU_CPU | STARPU_CUDA;
objSt_spmv ->cl_spmv.cpu_funcs[0] = spmv_cpu_wrapper;
objSt_spmv ->cl_spmv.cpu_funcs[1] = NULL;

objSt_spmv ->cl_spmv.cuda_funcs[0] = spmv_cuda_wrapper;
objSt_spmv ->cl_spmv.cuda_funcs[1] = NULL;
objSt_spmv ->cl_spmv.nbuffers = 3;

...

Listing 5.3: spmv_wrapper.h: wrapper code for the SpMV
component, generated automatically by our tool.
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...
objSt_spmv ->cl_spmv.modes[0] = STARPU_R;
objSt_spmv ->cl_spmv.modes[1] = STARPU_R;
objSt_spmv ->cl_spmv.modes[2] = STARPU_W;
objSt_spmv ->cl_spmv_init = 1;

}

/* register operands with starpu */
starpu_data_handle_t values_handle;
struct starpu_data_filter values_filter_handle;
memset (& values_filter_handle , 0, sizeof(values_filter_handle));
values_filter_handle.filter_func = starpu_vertical_block_filter_func_csr;
values_filter_handle.nchildren = (nnz/(nnz/2));

starpu_data_handle_t x_handle;

starpu_data_handle_t y_handle;
struct starpu_data_filter y_filter_handle;
memset (& y_filter_handle , 0, sizeof(y_filter_handle));
y_filter_handle.filter_func = starpu_block_filter_func_vector;
y_filter_handle.nchildren = (nrows /(nrows/2));

starpu_csr_data_register (& values_handle , 0, nnz , nrows , (uintptr_t)values ,
(uint32_t *) col_indices , (uint32_t *) row_offsets , first , sizeof(values[0]));

starpu_data_partition(values_handle , &values_filter_handle);

starpu_vector_data_register (&x_handle , 0, (uintptr_t)x, nrows , sizeof(x[0]));

starpu_vector_data_register( &y_handle , 0, (uintptr_t)y, nrows , sizeof(y[0]));
starpu_data_partition(y_handle , &y_filter_handle);

/* create multiple tasks by partitioning the work into multiple tasks */
for(int p=0; p<(nrows/( nrows/2)); p++)
{

/* prepare a task */
struct starpu_task *task = starpu_task_create ();
task ->synchronous = 0;
task ->cl = &(objSt_spmv ->cl_spmv);
task ->handles[0] = starpu_data_get_sub_data(values_handle , 1, p);
task ->handles[1] = x_handle;
task ->handles[2] = starpu_data_get_sub_data(y_handle , 1, p);

/* submit the task with CPU and CUDA implementations */
int ret = starpu_task_submit(task);
if (ret == -ENODEV) {

fprintf(stderr , "ERROR: No worker may execute this task\n");
return;

}
}

starpu_task_wait_for_all ();

starpu_data_unpartition(values_handle , 0);
starpu_data_unregister(values_handle);

starpu_data_unregister(x_handle);

starpu_data_unpartition(y_handle , 0);
starpu_data_unregister(y_handle);

}

#endif

Listing 5.4: spmv_wrapper.h (cont.): wrapper code for the SpMV
component, generated automatically by our tool.
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Application Savings (LOC, %) Application Savings (LOC, %)
bfs 108, 42 cfd 123, 62
hotspot 120, 37 lud 76, 15
nw 90, 25 particlefilter 96, 15
pathfinder 89, 48 nn 101, 41
streamcluster 84, 5 leukocyte 271, 8
b+tree 211, 10 lavaMD 94, 22
spmv 83, 29 sgemm 89, 63
Image Refocusing 113, 11 ODE Solver 452, 57

Table 5.1: Savings in total source LOC (Lines of Code) written by
the programmer when using the composition tool compared to an
equivalent code written directly using the runtime system.

grams to run using the runtime system without requiring the program-
mer to actually write code for the runtime system. In the following,
we compare how much we gain in terms of programming effort with
this code generation functionality.

Table 5.1 shows a simple comparison of the source code written
by the programmer when doing hand-written implementations for the
runtime system compared to when using the composition tool. The
comparison is done using the standard LOC (Lines Of Code) metric
[173] for all applications. For the ODE Solver application, we have
considered LOC related to the ODE solver, and not the complete Lib-
Solve library which contains more than 12,000 LOC. As we can see
in Table 5.1, savings in terms of LOC are significant (up to 63% for
cfd and sgemm). These savings become even more significant consid-
ering the fact that the source code for the runtime system is at a low
level of abstraction (plain C) and requires handling concurrency issues
associated with asynchronous task executions.

The above comparison does not consider the XML descriptors
which one needs to provide when using the composition tool. However,
this is justified as the XML descriptor skeletons generated automati-
cally from the C/C++ function declaration are already quite concise.
For all these applications, we have used the XML descriptor genera-
tion feature of the composition tool to generate the XML descriptors
and have just filled in the missing information (e.g., values for the
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partitioning attribute).
In the remaining part of this section, we will evaluate the efficiency

of the generated code by performance evaluation.
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Figure 5.7: Sparse matrix vector product execution for different ma-
trices (with different numbers of non-zero elements) from the UF col-
lection [75] on System A (top: using 1 C2050 GPU) and System B
(bottom) respectively.

5.5.2 Hybrid execution

As discussed in Section 5.3.6, a key aspect of the PEPPHER compo-
nent model is hybrid execution where, instead of using either a GPU
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Figure 5.8: Execution times for applications from the Rodinia bench-
mark suite, an ODE solver and sgemm with CUDA, OpenMP and our
tool-generated performance-aware code (TGPA) on System A (top)
and B (bottom).

(CUDA) or CPU (OpenMP) implementation, the execution work is
partitioned into multiple parts which can be processed concurrently,
possibly on different devices by different component implementations.
Figure 5.7 shows the advantage of hybrid execution for sparse matrix
vector product execution using matrices from the UF collection [75]
as example data. The hybrid execution using the code generated by
the composition tool supersedes direct OpenMP and direct CUDA ex-
ecution and, in some cases, reduces the execution time to half of the
best performing variant. The speedup by hybrid execution is obtained
by dividing the computation work into multiple chunks and executing
them on OpenMP and CUDA in parallel rather than using either of
them. When applicable (see Section 5.3.6), this feature can be used
in a transparent manner (controlled using the partition option in
the interface descriptor) for an application, as it does not require any
modification in the user code and/or component implementations.
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5.5.3 Dynamic Scheduling and selection

The architectural and algorithmic differences between different devices
(e.g., CPU, GPU with/without cache) and applications often have a
profound effect on the achieved performance. However, these execu-
tion differences are often hard to model statically as they can originate
from various sources (hardware architecture, application/algorithm,
input data, problem size etc.). Dynamic scheduling and selection can
help in this case by deciding which implementation/device to use by
considering previous historical execution information as well as infor-
mation about current load balance, data locality and potential data-
transfer cost (performance-aware dynamic scheduling and selection).
Our tool generates the necessary code for using performance-aware
scheduling and selection policies offered in the runtime system. Fig-
ure 5.8 shows how the usage of dynamic scheduling and selection can
help in achieving better performance on two heterogeneous architec-
tures for a variety of applications. The execution time is averaged over
different problem sizes. As we can see the execution time with gener-
ated code closely follows the best implementation from OpenMP and
CUDA for all these applications. In some cases, the execution with
dynamic scheduling and selection supersedes the best static selection
by making appropriate decisions for each problem size. Above all,
it can effectively adjust to the architectural differences as depicted in
Figure 5.8. This is achieved by effective utilization of the performance-
aware dynamic scheduling and selection mechanism offered by the
PEPPHER runtime system.

5.5.4 Smart containers and inter-component parallelism

As mentioned earlier, smart containers provide a high-level abstrac-
tion of operand data and underneath optimize data communication
for GPU execution while ensuring data consistency for accesses in
the user program. Figure 5.9(left) highlights inter-component par-
allelism (i.e., data independence) for the light-field image refocusing
application [163] across three image color channels. Furthermore, a
single refocusing call can internally be partitioned into two or more
independent parts (sub-tasks) based on input data to further exploit
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read input image into img_in[ImageChannels]

write output image from img_out[ImageChannels]

refocusing(img_in[0],...)

refocusing(img_in[1],...)

refocusing(img_in[2],...)
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Figure 5.9: Light-field image refocusing application [163]: (left) shows
inter-component parallelism; (right) compares direct execution on a
CUDA GPU with the composed version, using either C-Arrays (CA)
or Smart Containers (SC).

intra-component parallelism (see Section 5.3.6).
Figure 5.9(right) compares the refocusing application using direct

execution on the GPU with different versions of the composed ap-
plication. The composed version using C-Arrays (CA) only exploits
intra-component parallelism by internally dividing each refocusing call
into two parts. This gives a significant performance improvement over
direct execution even on a single GPU that supports concurrent kernel
executions by overlapping the memory transfers for the second part
with computation work of the first part. Using two GPUs further
reduces execution time by scheduling both computations on different
GPUs.

Besides intra-component parallelism, the version using smart con-
tainers (SC) can exploit inter-component parallelism across different
image channels and hence performs better than the version using C-
Arrays, especially when using multiple GPUs. Once PEPPHERized,
this potential for both intra- and inter-component parallelism as well
as scaling across multiple GPUs can be exploited without requiring
any further modifications in the user code.
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Figure 5.10: Conditional composition of mvmult computation. (a)
shows the distribution of matrices over number of rows, columns and
non-zero elements whereas (b) shows execution time (ms), averaged
over mvmult execution for all matrices. It shows execution on a CPU,
a C2050 GPU and composed execution where either the CPU or GPU
is used for each mvmult call (dynamic performance aware scheduling
and selection). Furthermore, it shows memory usage (normalised) for
different execution configurations.
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5.5.5 Conditional composition

The conditional implementation selection implemented in the current
prototype enables conditional composition at runtime. To demon-
strate conditional composition, we consider a matrix-vector multipli-
cation (mvmult) computation. For the evaluation, we generate 200
matrices, randomized over number of rows, columns and non-zero
elements (nnz). Figure 5.10a shows the randomness distribution of
generated matrices based on number of rows, columns and non-zero
elements. We use the generic matrix (GMatrix ) smart container for
passing operand data, which considers sparsity in the matrix data
and internally stores the matrix data in either dense or sparse6 for-
mat. Currently, the container is parameterized in which format to
use for a given operand, but in future this decision could be done
automatically.

Following the PEPPHERization process described earlier, we have
made a generic mvmult component with the following signature:
template <typename T>
void mvmult(peppher ::GMatrix<T> &A, peppher ::Vector<T> &x,

peppher ::Vector<T> &y);

The above component can do matrix-vector multiplication for matri-
ces with different number of non-zero elements. However, depending
on whether the matrix is stored in sparse or dense format, different
implementations can run faster. Table 5.2 lists the implementations
that we have devised for this component. Most of them are created by
wrapping optimized library functions available for this computation
(e.g., AtlasBLAS and GotoBLAS for sgemv on CPU). The table also
lists the pre-conditions (i.e. the validIf attribute in the implementa-
tion descriptor, see Section 5.3.9) for selectability of each implemen-
tation.

Figure 5.10b shows the execution behavior with three configura-
tions:

1. AllSparse when all matrices are stored in sparse format.
6For sparse representation, the matrix container currently uses CSR (Com-

pressed Storage Row) format but support for more formats can be added in future.
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2. AllDense when all matrices are stored in dense format.

3. Mix when all matrices are stored in sparse format except those
having more than 50% non-zero elements;7 they are stored in
dense format.

These different configurations are orthogonal to the actual compo-
nent and its implementations as they are not modified in this process.
However, these configurations do affect the selection of implementa-
tions used for mvmult computation (ValidIf attribute). For example,
when a matrix is stored in sparse format, all implementations with
A.isDenseMatrix() condition cannot be selected and vice versa.

As shown in the figure, the Mix format performs better, on av-
erage, than any other configuration considering both execution time
and memory usage. We can also see the improvements of dynamic
performance aware scheduling and selection over using either CPU or
GPU for all executions.

5.5.6 PEPPHER Runtime Overhead

The main runtime overhead of the PEPPHER framework is overhead
of the PEPPHER runtime system. Measuring overhead of the runtime
system is, in general, a nontrivial task as it depends on the computa-
tion structure and granularity, scheduling and selection policy, worker
types as well as hardware and software architecture. Micro-benchmar-
king results reported in [19] show that the task creation and dispatch
overhead of the runtime system is less than two microseconds on an
Intel Nehalem X5650 CPU. However, according to our measurements
on System A (as shown earlier in Section 3.4.3), it could go up to
44 microseconds depending on the number and type of workers used.
This overhead is still negligible when considering that the task gran-
ularity is normally much higher (in milliseconds). Furthermore, the
runtime overhead can be subsidized by potential gains of dynamic

7The 50% threshold is chosen arbitrarily in this case as our focus is on demon-
strating conditional composition rather than finding the optimum sparsity thresh-
old, which could be a separate tuning parameter [12].
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performance-aware scheduling and selection, and overlapping of com-
munication and computation as offered by the runtime system.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have described the component-based approach
of the PEPPHER framework that allows the specification of multi-
ple implementation variants for a single functionality where the ex-
pected best variant for a given execution context is selected statically
and/or dynamically. The PEPPHER composition tool developed dur-
ing this work allows building applications from annotated components
and thereby supports ”PEPPHER-izing” both new and legacy applica-
tions. It provides a high level abstraction by automatically generating
low-level C code for the runtime system. Above all, it combines fea-
tures available in the runtime system with other mechanisms (e.g.,
smart containers, platform description language, XML etc.) to ex-
pose powerful selection and coordination knobs to the programmer at
a higher level of abstraction.
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“The wall is there. We probably won’t have any more products
without multicore processors [but] we see a lot of problems in
parallel programming.”

Alex Bachmutsky

Chapter 6

Global Composition
Framework

This chapter describes the third approach that uses source-to-
source code analysis for making effective composition decisions. We
developed a Global Composition Framework (GCF) that provides
performance-aware composition for different composition needs. The
framework is generic both in performance models and target run-
time systems and can support composition for applications with pre-
calibrated performance models as well as for cases where they are
learned during runtime. It also supports hybrid execution as well as
global composition decisions considering more than one component
call at a time.

The chapter is structured as follows: The GCF component model
is described in Section 6.1 followed by description of the framework
in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 presents an evaluation of the developed
framework with different applications. Section 6.4 discusses global
component composition for GPU-based systems and how the com-
position framework can help in making global decisions. Section 6.5
summarizes the work.

149
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6.1 GCF Component Model

The GCF component model relies on pragma-based source code an-
notations for modeling meta-information about components. There
exists naturally some overlap with the PEPPHER component model
(see Chapter 5.1); however, GCF has a completely different anno-
tation mechanism as well as conceptual differences (e.g., relating to
performance models).

6.1.1 Components, interfaces and implementation vari-
ants

A GCF component consists of an interface that describes a functional-
ity and multiple implementations or implementation variants of that
interface that actually implement the functionality.

Both interface and implementations have attached meta-data, as
shown in Figure 6.1, which provides extra information. In the PEP-
PHER component model, the meta-data is provided externally in the
form of an XML descriptor file; this is non-intrusive to source code but
requires some effort of writing and maintaining XML files. Moreover,
mapping XML information to specific locations in the source code is
highly vulnerable in case the source code gets modified. In the GCF
component model, we use pragmas and comments to represent meta-
information, which is more flexible and easy to write and maintain
during code evolution. The component model is currently realized in
the C/C++ language.

In C/C++, an interface is represented by a C/C++ function dec-
laration that represents the functionality. If not specified otherwise,
the function name becomes the name of the interface1. The meta-
information for an interface includes:

• Access mode of each parameter (is it read, written or both inside
the component).

• Relationship between different parameters (e.g., one parameter
may describe the size of another parameter).

1Having one function per component interface is a special case of traditional
component models that allow multiple functions per interface.
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• Performance model associated with the interface.

<<interface>>

f(param-list)

meta-data

C

<<implementation>>

meta-data

f(param-list){...}

C1

meta-data

f(param-list){...}

<<implementation>>
Cn

...

Figure 6.1: The GCF component model.

A component implementation constitutes an implementation of
functionality promised by the component interface. Several imple-
mentations may exist for the same functionality (interface) by different
algorithms or for different execution platforms; also, further compo-
nent implementation variants may be generated automatically from a
common source module, e.g., by special compiler transformations or
by instantiating or binding tunable parameters. These variants differ
by their resource requirements and performance behavior, and thereby
become alternative choices for composition whenever the (interface)
function is called. A component implementation targeting a partic-
ular execution platform assumes its operand data to be present in
the memory address space associated with that particular execution
platform. In order to prepare and guide variant selection, component
implementations need to expose their relevant meta-data explicitly. A
component implementation may have the following meta-data:

• The execution platform (e.g., CPU, GPU) it targets.

• The programming environment it uses (e.g., C++, OpenMP,
CUDA, OpenCL).

• A performance model for this implementation variant.
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Interface meta-data

<type> <funcName>  [/* perfModel(<model-name> <file-name>) 
[, name(<interface-name>) ] */] 

( { <param-decl> [/* {  clause [;] } */]  } );

where clause is one of the following:

accessMode('read' | 'write' | 'readwrite')
size( { expr [,] } )  
ld(expr)
partition( { expr [,] } )  
usedInPerfModel('true' | 'false')

expr is a valid C-expression.

Implementation variant meta-data

#pragma gcf variant [ { clause [;] } ] 

where clause is one of the following:

perfModel(<model-name> <file-name>)
validIf(expr)

interface(<interface-name>)
target('cpu' | 'gpu')
type('c' | 'cpp' | 'openmp' | 'cuda' | 'opencl')
name(<variant-name>)

variant function definition

Figure 6.2: Syntax of source code annotations for interface and im-
plementation meta-data.

Call meta-data

#pragma gcf execute [ { clause [;] } ] 

where clause is one of the following:

phint is <param-name> op <value-expr> and
op is a C comparison operator.

interface(<interface-name>)
restrict('cpu' | 'gpu')
hints( { phint [,] } )

component call

where

(a)

Data access annotationsData access annotations

#pragma gcf data [ { clause [;] } ] 

where clause is one of the following:

where accessType is 'read' | 'write' | 'readwrite'.

register(<id>)
access(<id>, accessType)
unregister(<id>)

expression involving data

(b)

Figure 6.3: Syntax of source code annotations for component calls (in
program source-code) and data accesses respectively.

• Specific requirements about the target platform and execution
context that must be satisfied for its successful execution (se-
lectability condititions).

Figure 6.2 shows the syntax of annotations for interface and imple-
mentation meta-data, using the standard EBNF (Extended Backus-
Naur Form) notation [1]. We use source comments and pragmas to
represent interface and implementation meta-data respectively.

The performance model can be specified at both interface and
implementation-variant level. A performance model specified for an
interface will be shared by all variants of that interface and will super-
sede individual performance models of any variant if they exist. As
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we will see later, the ability to specify performance models at different
levels gives us the flexibility to effectively address different application
needs.

6.1.2 Composition Technique

Composition is the selection of a specific implementation variant for
a call to component-provided functionality and the allocation of re-
sources for its execution. There exist several similarities between the
composition technique used here and the one used for PEPPHER com-
ponents in Section 5.2. For example, the idea of making composition
decisions statically and/or dynamically (called static and dynamic
composition respectively) is the same in both techniques. Moreover,
the ideas of having composition points on general-purpose execution
units only, non-preemptive task execution as well as stateless tasks
are the same as the ones presented earlier in Section 5.2. The major
difference is in the handling of operand data passed to the component
calls, as described below.

In the GCF model, the composition points (i.e., component calls
locations in the program’s source code) can also be annotated with
extra information relevant to the call context. This includes infor-
mation about constraints on the execution (e.g., execution must be
carried out on a GPU) or on the call properties (e.g., limit on problem
size). Figure 6.3a shows annotation syntax for a component call.

As mentioned earlier, a component implementation in the GCF
component model assumes operand data to be present in the de-
fault memory associated with that execution platform. Whether and
when to perform the possibly required operand data transfer is not
hard-coded but exposed to the composition framework, as this is an
important optimization aspect in a heterogeneous system containing
multiple execution platforms with disjoint memory spaces. Factoring
out the GPU data transfers from a GPU implementation yields two
important benefits. First, it avoids the overhead of data transfers for
each component invocation which can have a serious impact on perfor-
mance [107]. The data transfers can thus be optimized across multiple
component invocations. Secondly, it enables further optimizations in
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...
int main()
{
   int size = 10;
   float *arr ...;
   int *arr2...;
   for(....) {
      cin >> arr[i];
      ...
   }
   ...
   #pragma gcf call
   comp_call(arr, size);
   ...
   for(...) {
     ...
     cout << arr[i];
   }
   ...
}
...

input

composer

gcfmanager

component
repository

interfaces
variants

performance 
models

performance 
models

Performance 
modeling API

GCF runtime library

target runtime

StarPU runtime system ...

...
//wrappers code
void comp_call(...)
{
   ...
}
...
int main()
{
   int size = 10;
   float *arr ...;
   int *arr2...;
   for(....) {
      cin >> arr[i];
      ...
   }
   ...   
   //data handling code
   #pragma gcf call
   comp_call(arr, size);
   ...
   //data handling code
   for(...) {
     ...
     cout << arr[i]
   }
   ...
}
...

output
builder

component tree

created arr

arr written

comp_call(arr, size)

arr read

$ gcfcompose main.cpp [-starpu]

Figure 6.4: The GCF framework and its different parts and their
interconnection is shown inside the dashed (blue) box. Moreover, the
process of composition for an input program is shown along with the
corresponding output modified source file.

data transfers (e.g., overlapping communication with computation)
without requiring any changes in the implementation code.

This however requires runtime support for (in-time) data transfers
to ensure that data is available in the right address space when an
implementation gets called. The runtime support would place (i.e.,
schedule) data transfers (and other data handling code) at the right
place to ensure that data is only communicated when really needed
while ensuring data consistency and correctness of execution. In our
case, we build a static data access analyzer to analyze the program
data flow to find out where to place data handling code (more on
this in the next section). As shown in Figure 6.3b, we also provide
annotations to assist the data access analyzer in cases where data
access may not be accurately found out using static analysis.
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6.2 Global Composition Framework

Components written using the GCF component model can be com-
posed for different composition needs by the GCF framework. Fig-
ure 6.4 shows different parts of our GCF framework along with their
interaction. Following are the five major parts of the framework.

1. A component repository manager (gcfmanager) with support
for both registering new components (interfaces, variants, per-
formance models) as well as managing already registered com-
ponents.

2. A component tree builder (builder) that, based on the ROSE
compiler [182], first parses the application source code with one
or more component calls and generates an AST (Abstract Syn-
tax Tree). Afterwards, it builds a component tree by analyzing
data accesses for component operand data in the generated AST.

3. A composer which parses the component tree along with the pro-
gram control flow obtained via the ROSE compiler to generate
the composition code. As a component call is made by interface
name, a wrapper (proxy) function is generated to intercept the
call and internally delegate the call to a certain implementation
variant. The composer is generic in the underlying run-time sys-
tem; currently, the composition code can be generated for both
the GCF runtime library, which we have developed in this work,
and for the StarPU runtime system [21].

4. A performance modeling API that specifies a generic and ex-
tensible interaction interface between the performance models
and the runtime library.

5. The GCF runtime library that can do performance-aware com-
position by using the performance modeling API along with data
handling for component operand data.

In the following we explain each part in more detail.
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6.2.1 Componentization and Component Repository

For practical usage, a component model must be complemented with
a mechanism for managing component information in an intuitive and
scalable manner. We have provided the tool gcfmanager that can be
used to manage the component repository. It has a simple interface, as
shown in Listing 6.1, and can be used to register and manage both in-
terfaces and implementation variants. It internally stores information
about registered interface and implementation variants at a specific
place specified at the installation time.

Registering a new interface is done by specifying a path to a file
containing the interface declaration with annotations. For example,
the following command registers an interface of a component from a
SPH (Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics) application:
$ gcfmanager -i sph_update_position.h

where the interface declaration in sph_update_position.h file looks
as follows:
void sph_update_position(
Particle *fluidArr /* accessMode(readwrite) size(arrSize) */,
int arrSize /* accessMode(read) usedInPerfModel */

);

Similarly an implementation file of the interface is registered in the
following way:
$ gcfmanager -v sph_cuda_update_position.cu

where the implementation definition in the registered file looks as
follows:
...
#pragma gcf variant target(gpu) \

interface(sph_update_position) \
type(cuda) \
perfModel(pm_sph_update_position_cuda.h)

void sph_update_position_cuda(Particle *fluidArr , int arrSize)
{

...
}
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6.2.2 Component tree builder

As shown in Figure 6.4, the input program AST contains one or more
calls to GCF components which operate on certain operand data.
As implementation variants assume that operand data reside in their
memory address space, certain data handling must be carried out to
ensure that data is available at the right place at the right time. As
data handling is carried out by the runtime system, we need to place
data handling calls for the runtime system at appropriate places. We
achieve this by analyzing the program control and data flow using the
ROSE compiler. In fact, we have written a custom pass that provides
this functionality; it works in the following manner.

1 $ gcfmanager -h
2 The global composition framework (GCF) manager
3 can be used to manage GCF component repository.
4

5 Usage:
6 gcfmanager [options] <rose -options >
7

8 options *:
9 -h Shows this message.

10 -i <filename > Register a new interface.
11 -v <filename > Register a new variant.
12 -u <inf -name > ... Update existing interface.
13 -U <var -name > ... Update existing variant.
14 -r <inf -name > Remove existing interface.
15 -R <inf -name > Remove existing variant.
16 -l List all interfaces.
17 -L <inf -name > List all interface variants.
18 -p <inf -name > Shows interface ’ performance model.
19 -P <inf -name > Shows variant ’ performance model.
20

21 * = option names are case -insensitive.

Listing 6.1: The gcfmanager options.

First, all component calls in the application code are collected
and a list of all variables is maintained that are used (as operands) in
one or more component calls. The only exception is scalar variables
that are passed by value (e.g., the size variable in the input code in
Figure 6.4)2. The data access analysis is then carried out for each

2We don’t need any explicit data handling for these scalar passed-by-value
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variable in the list. Our data access analysis is different from reaching
definitions and liveness analysis [4]. We consider one variable at a time
and traverse the AST to record data creation, accesses (read and/or
written in non-component code) and usage of that variable in one or
more component calls. We use the pointer alias analysis [115] built
in the ROSE compiler framework to track aliases for each variable.
Currently, data usage for array variables is recorded at the variable
level. This means that, for example, a read access to a certain array
element is considered a read operation on the complete array. This
simplifies data flow analysis and data handling code that is inserted
[156, 97]. We analyze data accesses in a recursive manner3 for variables
that are passed by reference or pointer to non-component function
calls by tracing their usage inside that function body. The analysis
carried out is conservative to ensure program correctness. Incase alias
analysis fails [184], we introduce explicit data annotations as a fallback
solution (see Figure 6.3b) that allow the user to assist data analysis
for complex scenarios4.

As per now, data usages are correctly tracked for regular C data
types including pointers as well as any combination of C composite
types using structures (e.g., structure with array member variables,
array of structures etc.). For composite types, if a specific member
variable is used inside a component call, the access can be separately
tracked only for that member variable. For an array member variable,
data usage is tracked at the array level, as said previously.

At this level, all these data operations and component calls are
recorded in an AST tree representation which makes data analysis
and optimizations simple to carry out. However, using the ROSE
compiler, data operations recorded in the tree can be traced back to
their location in the program control flow graph. In the next stage,
this tree is complemented by the program control flow graph to insert

variables as a copy of original contents gets passed.
3We consider a recursive function as a special scenario to avoid combinatorial

explosion of the solution space. General inter-procedural data-flow analysis for
optimization of composition is an issue of future work.

4We have not encountered any such scenario yet in any application that we
have ported to our framework.
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data handling code at the appropriate places in the program control
flow.

6.2.3 Composer

The composer takes the component tree generated by the component
tree builder as input along with the program control flow graph. By
mapping operations listed in the component tree to their source in
the program control flow graph5, it generates the actual composition
code for a runtime system. Currently, we support composition using
either our own GCF runtime library or using the StarPU runtime
system. The choice of a runtime system is specified by the user as
a simple switch6 when doing the composition. Recursive components
are not supported yet; partially because the StarPU [21] system does
not support them.

At this stage, certain optimizations are carried out at the com-
ponent tree (i.e. not in the actual source code) with the help of the
program control flow graph to simplify the process of placing data
handling code. For example, if we have two write accesses in the pro-
gram’s source-code to the same variable in the same (or nested) scope
without any component call in between, they are considered as one
write access. Similarly if we have one read access in the program’s
source-code followed by a write access to the same variable with no
component call in between, we can consider them a single readwrite
access instead.

Finding appropriate places for placing data handling code becomes
quite tricky in a program with complex control flow. For instance, the
data accesses and component calls can be inside conditional and/or
loop constructs. The code must be placed in a way that it preserves
the program correctness. The composer follows the following rules
when placing the data handling code:

5This mapping is facilitated in the ROSE C++ compiler by keeping pointers
to objects in the control flow graph.

6By default, the system generates composition code for our own GCF runtime
library. The user can set the -starpu switch to generate code for the StarPU
runtime system.
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• Calls for registering7 and unregistering a variable to the runtime
system are placed at the same scope level. In case component
calls and data accesses span over multiple non-nested scopes,
calls can be placed at their immediate common parent scope.

• Placing data handling code inside a conditional statement is
avoided, when possible, to simplify execution flow. When not
possible, the code may need to be replicated across different
control flows (e.g., if-else statement).

• Placing code inside loop constructs is avoided, when possible, to
optimize data transfers. For example, if a variable is read inside
a loop and no component call using that data is present inside
the same (or nested) scope, the necessary code to ensure that
data is available for the read purpose is placed just before the
loop body to avoid the overhead of executing that code for each
loop iteration.

The user can verify the generated/modified code (next step) by in-
specting the output of our framework which is a modified source file
with extra C/C++ source code added. In the following, we will briefly
describe both runtime environments that we currently support for
composition.

StarPU

StarPU [21] is a C-based unified runtime system for heterogeneous
multicore platforms, especially for GPU-based systems8. It supports
the explicit notion of CPU and GPU workers, a data management API
as well as multiple scheduling and selection policies to decide which
implementation to execute at which computing device for a given ex-
ecution context. It can use the information about runtime workload
of each worker to do dynamic load balancing and can effectively use
multiple CPU and GPU devices in parallel. We use this capability of

7Registering a variable to the runtime system creates a unique data handle
(with information about size, memory address etc.) for that data in the runtime
system which can be used for controlling its state and data transfers.

8See Chapter 2.3 for a more detailed introduction to StarPU.
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StarPU to support hybrid execution in our framework. Moreover, it
has a performance-aware scheduling and selection policy which con-
siders information about current system workload and data locality,
and uses an estimate of data transfer cost as well as previous histor-
ical execution information to decide which implementation would be
faster.

GCF runtime library

To get more control over runtime decisions, we have developed a simple
and light-weight C++ based runtime library. Currently, the library is
designed for doing performance-aware implementation selection where
selection is mainly concerned with which implementation variant to
use at which execution platform9. The main design goals of this run-
time library are to be:

• light-weight : We want to reduce the runtime overhead to the
minimum possible extent. Our library considers all CPUs as
one combined worker, instead of creating one CPU worker for
each CPU as StarPU does. Moreover, it does not support asyn-
chronous component executions which alleviates burden of syn-
chronization across different worker queues. When measuring
the task overhead with 1 CPU and 1 CUDA worker, the over-
head of our runtime library is around 0.02 microseconds which
is more than two orders of magnitude lower than the overhead
reported for StarPU with same workers configuration on that
system (i.e., 5.95 microseconds, see Section 3.4.3 for more infor-
mation).

• configurable: The library uses a configurable performance mod-
eling API which allows it to be used for applications with dif-
ferent kinds of performance models. By specifying his/her own
performance models (empirical, analytical etc.), the user can
control implementation selection in an effective manner.

9In future, the GCF runtime library may be extended to support asynchronous
component executions like StarPU.
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There exists naturally some overlap in functionality offered by
both runtimes; however there are several major differences. The GCF
runtime library supports a configurable performance modeling API
with multiple types of performance models available; it also allows
a user to easily plug any new performance model with his/her com-
ponents. Also, the GCF library mainly targets performance-aware
implementation selection. This is more of an offloading decision, i.e.,
making a choice between using CPU (e.g., OpenMP) and GPU (e.g.,
CUDA) rather than simultaneous usage of both employed by StarPU,
i.e., unlike StarPU, the GCF library does not currently support con-
current component executions on CPU and GPU devices in parallel.

6.2.4 Performance Modelling API

Considering that no single performance model can suit every appli-
cation need, we have designed a generic API to handle interaction
between a performance model and the runtime library, using C++
classes and polymorphism. Listing 6.2 shows the abstract perfor-
mance model (PerfModel) interface which all concrete performance
models must inherit. The performance-relevant call context proper-
ties are represented by an array of integers. This allows to model any
number and kind of performance-relevant properties (e.g., problem
size(s), sparsity structure, degree of sortedness of data etc.). Careful
selection of performance-relevant properties is important to achieve
good prediction accuracy. The PerfModel interface can be used to
specify either of the following two kinds of performance models:

1. A Per-variant performance model targets a single implementa-
tion variant. In this kind of performance model, the prediction
function predict returns a floating-point cost value. A common
example of such kind of performance model is the historical ex-
ecution based performance model used by the StarPU runtime
system [20]. For now, we are concerned with performance in
terms of execution time so the return value is predicted execu-
tion time. However, this could easily be used for other perfor-
mance objectives such as energy consumption or code size.
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2. A Per-interface performance model is common for all variants
implementing an interface. This kind of model is at a higher
granularity level as the performance model internally handles
the choice between different implementations. In this case, the
prediction function predict returns the expected best imple-
mentation name, managing the complete selection process in-
ternally. Many performance models can fit in here, including
models based on decision tree, SVM and one presented in [132].

1 class PerfModel
2 {
3 /* for per variant performance models */
4 virtual double predict(int keys[], int numKeys);
5 virtual void addEntry(int keys[], int numKeys , double

timeVal);
6

7 /* for per interface performance models */
8 virtual string predict(int keys[], int numKeys , double

*commCost);
9 virtual void addEntry(int keys[], int numKeys , string

impl , double timeVal);
10

11 /* common for both kinds */
12 virtual void close ();
13 };

Listing 6.2: The PerfModel interface.

When comparing different variants for implementation selection,
potential data transfer cost must also be considered besides the com-
putation cost predicted for each variant. For a CUDA implementation
variant, the potential data transfer cost is added to its computation
cost if input data is not already present in the target GPU memory.
The same should be done for CPU or OpenMP implementations if
the most updated data resides in some GPU memory. The implemen-
tation selection can be configured in two modes. (1) In pessimistic
mode it considers each component call as a standalone call. The data
transfer cost for a variant is estimated assuming that data must be
made available in the main memory after the component call. This for
example could mean that, for a GPU variant, the cost of transferring
input operands from main memory to GPU memory (if not present
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already) as well as the cost for transferring modified data back to the
main memory must be added to its computation cost. (2) In optimistic
mode, data transfer cost is estimated by assuming that a component
call is part of multiple component calls using that data. The data
transfer cost, in this case, is only estimated for transferring (any) in-
put operand data that is not already available in the target memory
unit.

The pessimistic and optimistic modes are mainly suitable for an
application with single and multiple component calls using a certain
data respectively. The modes can be automatically determined by the
framework in the following manner. By default, all component calls
are executed in the optimistic mode, i.e., implementation selection
decision for a component call is made assuming that output/modified
data of that component call needs not to be transferred back to the
main memory if the call is executed on a GPU. Transferring cost for
modified data back to main-memory is only considered when there
exists one or more program accesses, to data written/modified in that
component call, on atleast one of the outgoing control flows with no
component calls, in between, operating on that data.

For estimating the data transfer cost for operand data between
different memory units, we have developed a simple library that es-
timates the transfer cost given the number of bytes, and source and
destination memory unit. For each architecture, the library builds a
simple model using latency (latency) and average cost of transferring
one byte (costPerByte) determined by actual measurements on that
architecture. Afterwards, it uses a simple formula for predicting data
transfer cost between two memory units a,b for B bytes in direction
a→ b:

time = latency[a][b] + costPerByte[a][b] ∗B. (6.1)

The framework not only uses the performance model to do pre-
diction (using the predict method) but also feeds actual measured
cost value (execution time in our case) back to the performance model
using the addEntry method. This enables runtime calibration where
the performance model can learn/improve and predict during the same
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program execution. One example is online learning where the perfor-
mance model does not have any previous calibration data available
and thus learns and predicts at runtime. The performance models
can internally control switching between calibration and prediction
mode. One key feature of the API is its genericity as it does not
require an empirical model and can work for, e.g., analytical models
such as [117], [131].

The process works as follows: The framework creates references to
the performance model for each component interface/variant used in-
side the application during the initialization phase. The performance
model can internally load previously calibrated information if any ex-
ists. During the actual program execution the performance model is
used to predict the best variant as well as the actual execution data
is fed back to the performance model. At termination, the framework
calls the close method for each performance model. This allows a
performance model to persist calibration information for future us-
age.

Currently, four performance models are implemented in our frame-
work. All models can learn and predict both within a program execu-
tion or across different program executions. Each model predicts (ex-
pected) execution time or the name of the (expected) best implemen-
tation, for a given performance context, depending upon whether it is
a per-variant or a per-interface performance model. A performance
context is represented by certain values of performance-relevant prop-
erties such as problem sizes. The prediction is made for a given perfor-
mance context. Moreover, a model is calibrated by feeding measured
execution time of an implementation variant for a given performance
context (see addEntry method in Listing 6.2).

Exact entry model

This performance model targets a single variant and is designed for
numerical computations and other applications where few combina-
tions of performance-relevant properties get repeated over different
executions. The performance model is similar to the history-based
performance model in StarPU [20]. The pseudo-code for this model
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class HistoryExactPerfModel
{
public:
HistoryExactPerfModel(std::string fileName) {
/* loads calibration data from file to m_estimates */

}

double predict(int *keys , int numKeys) {
std::vector <int > key (keys , keys+numKeys);
std::map <... >:: iterator it = m_estimates.find(key);
if(it != m_estimates.end()) // found an existing entry
return it->second.first;

else
return -1; /* switch to calibration */

}

void addEntry(int *keys , int numKeys , double timeVal) {
std::vector <int > key (keys , keys+numKeys);
std::map <... >:: iterator it = m_estimates.find(key);
if(it != m_estimates.end()) // found an existing entry
/* udpate existing entry avgExecTime and NEntries */

else
/* insert new entry to m_estimates */

}

void close() {
/* save calibration data to file */

}

private:
// map <key , pair <avgExecTime , NEntries > >
std::map <std::vector <int >,std::pair <double ,int > > m_estimates;
...

}

Listing 6.3: Pseudo-code for the Exact entry model.

implementation is shown in Listing 6.3. The model works in the fol-
lowing manner. At initialization, it loads (if any) calibrated informa-
tion from previous executions. The information is retained in a STL
map container with key representing performance context (key) and
value as a pair of execution time (avgExecTime) averaged over number
of entries (NEntries). During runtime, information about the execu-
tion time incurred by a variant for a given performance context is fed
to the model via the addEntry method. If no entry with the same
performance context (key) is found, it adds a new entry; otherwise, it
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updates the existing entry’s execution time estimate by averaging it
with the new measured execution time. When predicting for a given
performance context, it searches in already recorded data for an entry
that has the same performance context. If an exact match is found,
the execution time recorded for that entry is returned as (expected)
execution time. Otherwise it switches to calibration mode to gather
information for possible future prediction.

Euclidean normalized model

This performance model also targets a single variant and is more flex-
ible (but usually less accurate [20]) than the previous model. It can
predict for intermediate points10 based on measured points using Eu-
clidean distance as the decision criteria. The Euclidean distance be-
tween any two points a and b is the length of the line segment connect-
ing them (ab). Considering that it is also a per-variant performance
model, it predicts the (expected) execution time of a variant for a
given performance context (i.e. predicted context). It works in the
following manner. Similar to the previous model, it keeps track of the
average execution time incurred by a variant for different performance
contexts. When predicting for a context, it searches for an existing
performance context that is either same to the predicted context or
has the shortest distance to the predicted context. It returns the mea-
sured execution time of that found context as (expected) time for the
predicted context. The distance is calculated using the Euclidean dis-
tance; the performance relevant properties are normalized to the same
scale before calculating the Euclidean distance.

Convex model

This model is at the interface level and thus internally manages selec-
tion between different variants. It is based on the model from Kicherer
et al. [132]. The model aims for execution contexts with limited or
no repetitions in performance relevant properties (i.e., almost every
execution has a different value for performance relevant properties).

10A point represents a certain performance context.
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When no calibration data is found, it starts calibration by trying out
different variants in a round-robin fashion and collecting their exe-
cution time. When a reasonable amount of performance data (e.g.,
for five performance contexts per each variant) is collected, it builds
the initial performance model in the following way: Considering that
measured points for different variants would be possibly different, it
takes the union of all recorded points for the different variants. It then
interpolates measured points for each variant to get potential cost val-
ues for missing points in the union. The optimal variant at each point
in the union is then recorded by comparing the potential cost values
(along with data transfer costs) of each variant at that point. This
model is further optimized by making a convexity assumption that
if a single variant is found best for two neighboring points, then the
same variant is predicted to be best for intermediate points [146].

Generic model

This model does not have any inherent semantics but rather relies
on the user to provide an actual implementation. It can be used to
plug in any performance model by specifying function pointers for the
predict, addEntry and close methods. Two variations of this model
are designed for plugging-in per-interface and per-variant performance
models respectively.

6.3 Evaluation

For evaluation, we implemented seven applications from the RODINIA
benchmark suite [53], two scientific kernels (sgemm and spmv), and
several other applications from different domains (image processing,
fluid dynamics etc.). Two evaluation platforms are used: System
A with Xeon R© E5520 CPUs running at 2.27GHz with 1 NVIDIA R©

C2050 GPU with L1/L2 cache support. System B with Xeon R©

X5550 CPUs running at 2.67GHz with a lower-end GPU (NVIDIA R©

C1060 GPU) is used for showing performance portability. The compi-
lation is carried out using GCC (v4.6) and NVIDIA C (nvcc v0.2.1221
with CUDA 4.2) compiler for C/C++ and CUDA code respectively.
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Figure 6.5: Execution times for different applications over multi-
ple problem instances with CUDA, OpenMP and our tool-generated
performance-aware code (TGPA) that uses the runtime library to do
implementation selection on both platforms. The (exact entry) per-
formance models were calibrated by earlier executions. The baseline
is the faster of the two (OpenMP, CUDA).

6.3.1 Implementation selection

Figure 6.5 shows execution of several applications over multiple prob-
lem instances on two different GPU-based systems. The main decision
here is to choose the implementation that performs better in a given
execution context (application, architecture and problem instances
etc.). As shown in the figure, different implementations can perform
better for the same application on a given architecture but at different
problem sizes (e.g., pathfinder, convolution) or the choice can be
different between different architectures for the same application and
problem sizes (e.g., nw.b). The performance-aware implementation
selection effectively adjusts to these differences without requiring any
modifications in the user code.
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Figure 6.6: Online learning: Performance of our tool generated perfor-
mance aware (TGPA) code with respect to CPU/OpenMP and CUDA
implementation variants, shown with respect to problem sizes/image
order for both (convolution, sort) applications on System A (left) and
B (right) respectively.
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Table 6.1: Online learning - sorting (2000 files).

System A System B
Time(ms) Rel.Time Time(ms) Rel.Time

Quick sort CPU 3444.96 3.45 7271.36 4.20
Radix sort CUDA 1134.25 1.20 1961.77 1.13
TGPA 997.24 1.0 1732.73 1.0

Table 6.2: Online learning - image convolution (500 images)

System A System B
Time(ms) Rel.Time Time(ms) Rel.Time

Convolution OpenMP 12276.79 2.75 6951.62 1.74
Convolution CUDA 4997.54 1.12 4598.67 1.15
TGPA 4467.44 1.0 3990.18 1.0

6.3.2 Online learning

There exist some applications where the same operation is applied
multiple times over different operand data. Examples of such bulk
operations include applying sorting, image filters, or compressions/de-
compressions over multiple files in a loop. In these applications, per-
formance models can be learned at runtime [127, 132]. Our framework
provides support for online feedback which allows performance models
to be learned/improved during a program execution. Here, we show
two applications (sorting, image convolution) to demonstrate online
learning capabilities of our framework.

Table 6.1 shows online learning results for sorting 2000 files with
random sizes between 100 and 20000 on both systems. Similarly,
Table 6.2 shows online learning results for applying image convolu-
tion over 500 images with each dimension between 20 and 3000. The
overhead of online learning is also included in the measurements. As
the problem sizes are different and non-repetitive, we use the con-
vex model. In both applications, we can see that our tool-generated
performance aware code can effectively learn completely online with-
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Figure 6.7: Performance benefit of hybrid execution by using our tool-
generated performance aware (TGPA) code with respect to OpenMP
and CUDA implementation variants. This feature is enabled using
the StarPU runtime system. The baseline is hybrid execution time.

out any previous performance data being available on both systems
and can perform up to 20% better than the best performing version.
Figure 6.6 shows how the learner performs on both systems with re-
spect to different problem and image sizes for convolution and sorting
applications respectively.

6.3.3 Hybrid execution

An implementation variant of a component can internally specify par-
allelism, e.g., by using OpenMP and Pthreads for CPUs and CUDA
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for GPUs. However, the implementation is still bound to either CPUs
or GPUs. For certain computations, more parallelism can be spawned
from a single component invocation by partitioning and dividing the
work into several chunks that all can be processed concurrently, possi-
bly on different devices by different implementation variants. This fea-
ture is implemented in our framework for data-parallel computations
where the final result can be produced either by simple concatenation
or simple reduction (using plus, max etc. operator) of intermediate
output results produced by each sub-part (e.g., blocked matrix multi-
plication, dotproduct). When applicable, this feature can be used in
a transparent manner (controlled using the partition option in the
interface annotations, see Figure 6.2) for an application, as it does not
require any modification in the user code and/or component imple-
mentations.

Figure 6.7 shows how this feature can help in achieving better
performance, for different applications, than using any one of the
OpenMP and CUDA implementation variants. This feature is enabled
with the help of the StarPU runtime system as our runtime library
currently does not support this feature yet11. More than 100% per-
formance gain is achieved for some applications over the best variant
on both systems. This (super-linear) speedup is achievable consid-
ering that dividing the computation work of a GPU with multicore
CPUs not only divides the computation work but also reduces the
communication overhead associated with GPU execution [107].

Besides giving performance improvements, this technique can also
enable execution with much larger problem sizes than the one that
can fit at once in e.g., a GPU memory (as the work is divided into
smaller chunks with associated data).

6.4 Global composition

So far, we have mostly used the HEFT (Heterogeneous Earliest Finish
Time) greedy scheduling and selection heuristic for making component

11Switching between composition using StarPU and our runtime library does
not require any change in the user code. It is controlled by just a simple switch
to our composition tool (gcfcompose).
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Figure 6.8: Greedy local implementation selection in case of (a) syn-
chronous and (b) asynchronous component execution.

composition decisions at the runtime. In this section, we will discuss
the HEFT heuristic and its limitations. Furthermore, we will propose
four coordination constructs that can be used to model relationships
between different component calls in a hierarchical manner and that
can be used for making better composition decisions. In the end,
we will describe a global bulk scheduling and selection heuristic and
evaluate its effectiveness over the HEFT policy.

6.4.1 Greedy scheduling and selection using HEFT

The greedy HEFT scheduler considers one component call at a time
when making implementation selection. The selection is normally
done by estimating the execution time with the help of a performance
model for each component implementation. The performance model
could be trained empirically either offline [132] or generated online [20]
by the runtime system; it could also be an analytical model supplied
by the implementation writer [131]. There exist two variations of this
greedy local scheduling and selection technique:

• Synchronous component calls: As shown in Figure 6.8(a), with
synchronous component executions, each selection decision is
made by considering which component implementation has the
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expected shortest execution time for the current component call.
All compute devices are assumed to be available for execution
when making the decision. It is quite simple to implement; how-
ever, it cannot exploit parallel execution across different com-
pute units in the system.

• Asynchronous component calls: With a runtime system allow-
ing asynchronous component execution, the expected duration
for each task (component call) scheduled on different workers is
tracked throughout the program execution. As shown in Fig-
ure 6.8(b), for a new component call, the component implemen-
tation on a worker which results in shortest overall expected
timespan is selected. This is a greedy heuristic that tries to
reduce the overall timespan of the program execution and is
employed by the runtime systems [181, 180, 20].

As GPU-based systems have separate memory address spaces, the
operand data locality must be considered when making the selection
decision, and the potential cost of data transfers needs to be included
in case operand data is not already placed in the right memory unit.
This requires runtime handing of operand data to track, transfer and
optimize its usage across different memory address spaces, as done by
all three approaches that we have proposed.

Performance remarks

As we have seen in the course of this thesis, the HEFT technique,
although being a greedy heuristic, works quite well in practice. The
main reason for its success is that this heuristic is practical and effi-
cient. It is generic on the performance model and is normally realized
using empirically tuned performance models. These models provide
accurate performance estimation for computations with deterministic
execution times. Also, the runtime overhead of this heuristic is small,
usually up to a few micro seconds, as reported in this thesis and in
many earlier works [21, 132]. Even performance models can be cali-
brated online considering low overhead of performance feedback which
allows effective online learning [132, 181]. Results are reported in the
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Figure 6.9: Two execution scenarios showing sub-optimal execution
of the HEFT greedy scheduler in case of two (a) independent and (b)
data-dependent component calls respectively.

literature for both small and medium size applications from different
domains [132, 133, 21, 74, 181, 180].

One reason for its success is that many computational applications
written for GPU-based systems (e.g., many applications in RODINIA
benchmarks) internally have one or few computational kernels (com-
ponents) normally executed multiple times. For such applications,
this heuristic works quite well as reported by many [132, 133, 21, 74].
The main limitation of this heuristic can come for applications with
multiple (types of) component calls. Even for many of these applica-
tions, this heuristic can still work reasonably well. In the following,
we discuss two scenarios where it can perform sub-optimally.

Scheduling and selection for multiple component calls

The HEFT heuristic considering one component call at a time can
result in sub-optimal decisions in presence of multiple component calls.
Here we discuss two possible scenarios for GPU-based systems where
this heuristic can give a sub-optimal global decision.

Independent component calls (farm) Two or more component
calls that operate on different data can be executed concurrently12.

12This scenario does not happen for approaches which enforce synchronous com-
ponent execution (i.e. serialize their execution) and thus cannot exploit their in-
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Runtime approaches supporting asynchronous component execution
(e.g., our second and third approach) can schedule the component calls
one after the other and can execute them concurrently. Figure 6.9a
shows one such scenario. We suppose two independent component
calls, each having an OpenMP and a CUDA implementation to choose
from with the corresponding predicted execution time listed for each.
For simplicity of demonstration, we assume no overhead of scheduling
and selection in this case. The HEFT scheduler in the runtime system
(e.g., StarPU) would first schedule the call1 call on the OpenMP
worker by making a greedy decision. The second call (call2) would
consequently be scheduled on the CUDA worker as the GPU is idle.
In this case, this would result in a sub-optimal global decision.

Data dependent computations (sequence) This scenario can
happen with both synchronous and asynchronous component execu-
tion in case runtime data handling of operand data is in place. This
is quite relevant to GPU-based systems that expose different memory
address spaces with PCIe interconnect. Exploiting data locality and
minimizing PCIe communication is important in these architectures
to get good performance [107]. Figure 6.9b shows a simple scenario
with two component calls constrained in a data dependency chain (i.e.
no parallelism). We separately present the communication cost in this
case to make the effect of data transfers clear. The corresponding pre-
dicted execution time is listed for different implementations and data
transfer. Assuming that operand data is initially placed in the main
memory and more component calls using this operand data can fol-
low, we just consider data transfer costs from main memory to GPU
worker device memory at the start of execution. The greedy sched-
uler would schedule both calls on the OpenMP worker one after the
other whereas scheduling both calls on the CUDA worker would give
better results in the end. We will later demonstrate this scenario with
a real application along with a bulk scheduling and selection heuristic
to make better decisions in such situations.

dependence.
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6.4.2 Global Heuristics

In Section 6.4.1, we discussed limitations of HEFT greedy heuristic
that considers one component call in isolation when doing schedul-
ing and selection. To make better decisions, we need to consider all
or a set of component calls together when making the decision. In
the following, we describe a set of call group constructs that can rep-
resent coordination relationships between different component calls
which can help in making better scheduling and selection decisions
across different component calls. Specifically, we describe four call
group constructs: farm, sequence, loop and exclusive. Each construct
can be used to model a specific kind of relationship between different
component calls. Considering that these four constructs can be nested
inside each other in an arbitrary fashion, we use ∆ for explaining their
relationships where

∆ := 〈farm〉 | 〈sequence〉 | 〈loop〉 | 〈exclusive〉 | ComponentCall

Now, we define the four constructs.

1. farm: Two or more ∆s that are (data) independent of each other
and can be executed in parallel if resources permit.

2. sequence: Two or more ∆s that are constrained inside a data de-
pendency chain (i.e. no parallelism), i.e., they must be executed
in sequence.

3. loop: A construct that models repetitive execution of a ∆.

4. exclusive: A construct that models mutual exclusive execution
of two or more ∆s. A typical example is if-else conditional
execution where component calls inside the then branch do not
execute if the component calls inside the else branch execute
and vice-versa.

For each construct, the control flow can only enter at the start node
and can leave at the end node, i.e., single-entry single-exit. This
means that these constructs do not model all possible component call
relationships. These constructs can help in reducing complexity of
making more informed scheduling and selection decisions and enable
modular and hierarchical composition. Figure 6.10 shows the usage
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Figure 6.10: A component call graph representation using the group-
ing constructs in five steps (left) and corresponding group tree that is
constructed (right).

of the grouping constructs to represent a component call graph using
the four described constructs in a hierarchical manner.

1 #pragma gcf group sequence
2 {
3 #pragma gcf group loop
4 for (...)
5 {
6 #pragma gcf group farm
7 {
8 call1(...);
9 call2(...);

10 }
11

12 #pragma gcf group exclusive
13 {
14 if(..)
15 call3(...);
16 else
17 call4(...);
18 }
19 }
20 call5(...);
21 call6(...);
22 }

Listing 4: The group annotations for the call graph shown in
Figure 6.10. Pragma annotations for component calls are omitted
here for brevity.
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In many cases, these coordination groups can be detected by source
code static analysis for control and data flow for component calls
(e.g., using the ROSE compiler in our framework). However, certain
programming constructs or #pragmas can also be provided for the
user to specify information about each group. Listing 4 shows group
annotations (using #pragmas) for the component call graph shown
in Figure 6.10(right). Extra information can be specified using such
annotations; for example, a static estimate about the loop iterations
count to make some decisions statically.

The four group constructs proposed above can model different
scheduling and selection scenarios. As a first step, we will consider
three base scheduling and selection scenarios that can be modeled by
a farm, a sequence and a loop construct respectively. In future, more
complex (hierarchical) composition scenarios with two or more such
constructs nested/composed together can be considered.

Farm scheduling and selection

The farm group represents independence between its members (com-
ponent calls and/or other group constructs) that can execute concur-
rently. In many cases, the farm members would reside adjacent to
each other in the source code as we have in Listing 4, and possibly
all can start execution at the same time as long as there are resources
available. To improve over local greedy scheduling and selection us-
ing HEFT, the scheduler would need to consider all component calls
inside the farm group at once while making the scheduling and se-
lection decisions. Implementing a practical global heuristic for farm
component calls could become difficult if component calls are apart
and there exists some source code in between for which no reasoning
about its execution time can be made. In some cases, the programmer
can restructure the source code if the component calls are indepen-
dent from that intermediate source code. In other more complex cases
where other user code lies in between the component calls with no con-
straint on its timing, sticking with the local heuristic and scheduling
and (implementation) selection for each call as it comes might prove
a better solution in practice.
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Figure 6.11: Execution of 2 indepen-
dent tasks (DAXPY and DGEMM) on
1 CPU and 1 CUDA worker with each
task having a CPU and a CUDA im-
plementation. CPU and CUDA ex-
ecution serialize task execution while
heft makes sub-optimal decisions in
this case just like shown in Figure 6.9a.

A practical scenario for global composition with a farm group
is that all farm calls are ready for execution at the same time. In
such situations, with a single component implementation available for
each worker, finding an optimal schedule would require considering
WN scheduling and selection possibilities where W is the number of
workers and N is the number of component calls in the farm group.
For the simple and most typical case (e.g., the one shown in Figure
6.9a) with two workers (an OpenMP and a CUDA worker) and two
component calls in the farm group, 4 (22) combinations need to be
considered. However, in situations with more component calls/work-
ers or with multiple implementations available for each worker (e.g.,
multiple OpenMP implementations), the overhead of considering all
possible combinations could supersede the potential gain offered by
the improved decision.

Example: Figure 6.11 demonstrates the scenario presented in Fig-
ure 6.9a on System A. Two independent tasks (DAXPY and DGEMM)
with different execution complexity, each having one CPU and one
CUDA implementation, are executed with a runtime system having 1
CPU and 1 CUDA worker. Execution of both tasks on either CPU or
GPU worker serializes their execution13 whereas HEFT and Optimal
execution execute both task in parallel by running one task on the
CPU worker and one on the CUDA worker. The optimal schedule for
this experiment can be obtained by re-ordering both calls (see Figure
6.9a) and using HEFT afterwards.

13The runtime system used for the experiment does not support concurrent
kernel execution on GPUs.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of
tool-generated performance-
aware (TGPA) composition
using bulk scheduling and
selection heuristic with HEFT
and direct (OpenMP, CUDA)
execution for ODE solver com-
ponent calls [138] on System
A.
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Finding a practical heuristic: Although possibly sub-optimal,
HEFT is still a practical solution for such a set of independent tasks.
Finding a practical heuristic that can do a better job than HEFT in
such circumstances (without assuming anything about coming tasks
pattern or organization) is quite difficult. Some tasks may not be
data-ready and deciding whether (and for how long?) to delay a task
scheduling and selection decision hoping that some other task might
become available (data-ready) is not a wise option as the waiting
might supersede the potential gain (if even possible by reordering the
ready tasks) in the end. Also, the actual execution time of two in-
dependent tasks, when executed together, might look quite different
than when executed serially because of resource sharing such as mem-
ory bus, caches etc. Modeling such resource sharing for an arbitrary
type/number of tasks on modern complex heterogeneous systems is a
paramount task in itself. The above example (Figure 6.11) just shows
that HEFT can be sub-optimal in such cases, but finding a generic
and practical solution that can be implemented as a scheduling and
selection heuristic, without knowing the whole task graph statically
is rather infeasible. We therefore decided to use HEFT for the tasks
in a farm group, and leave a more elaborated heuristic for farms to
future work.

Bulk scheduling and selection

The sequence group represents a set of component calls (or other group
constructs) constrained in a data dependency chain that shall be exe-
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1 // 1D arrays: y, help1 , yscal , temp , err_vector
2

3 #pragma gcf call interface(libsolve_copy)
4 libsolve_copy(y, help1, ode_size);
5 ...
6 #pragma gcf call interface(absaxpy)
7 absaxpy(y, help1, yscal , h, ode_size);
8 ...
9 #pragma gcf call interface(axpy)

10 axpy(help1, yscal , temp , h, ode_size);
11 ...
12 #pragma gcf call interface(libsolve_copy)
13 libsolve_copy(temp , y, ode_size);
14 ...
15 #pragma gcf call interface(scale)
16 scale(y, err_vector , h, ode_size);
17 ...
18 #pragma gcf call interface(absquotMax)
19 absquotMax(err_vector , yscal , &error_max , ode_size);

Listing 5: Libsolve source code with component calls.

cuted one after the other. As we have seen earlier, if the data operands
reside in main memory, scheduling and selection considering one com-
ponent call at a time might prefer CPU implementations over GPU
implementations considering the extra communication cost for GPU
data transfers. This could prove sub-optimal in case we have more
(upcoming) component calls operating on the same operand data. By
amortizing the communication cost over all component calls, going to
GPU for the first component call (although locally sub-optimal) may
prove an overall better choice in the end.

Listing 5 shows such a scenario with a code portion of a Runge-
Kutta ODE Solver from the LibSolve library [138] containing multiple
component calls with data dependency between them. The scheduler
needs to consider such a group of component calls together when dis-
patching the first call. When dispatching them together, one choice
could be to consider all possible call combinations; however, this could
result in big overhead especially considering that the decision is done
at runtime. For example, in Listing 5, for six component calls with
each call having just two implementations (OpenMP, CUDA), there
exist 64 (26) different possible combinations. Considering this and the
fact that data transfers between different memory units are normally
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of
tool-generated performance-
aware (TGPA) composition
using bulk scheduling and
selection heuristic with HEFT
and direct (OpenMP, CUDA)
execution for the syntactic
application on System A.
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expensive, we propose bulk performance-aware composition for such
a sequence (or a loop with one or more component calls in sequence)
group that only considers combinations possible within implementa-
tion variants with same memory address space.

In this case, as OpenMP and CUDA variants have different ad-
dress spaces, there exist only two choices; either execute everything
on 1) OpenMP or 2) CUDA. By using bulk composition, as shown
in Figure 6.12, we were able to perform better than the pure local
scheduling and selection policy that considers a single component call
at a time. The figure also shows that over different problem sizes, the
choice between using OpenMP and CUDA also changes, which the
bulk composition was effectively able to adjust. As our GCF frame-
work can do program analysis using the ROSE source-to-source com-
piler, we can implement the bulk scheduler by analyzing the program
source code.

1 ...
2 #pragma gcf group loop
3 for (....) {
4 #pragma gcf call interface(daxpy)
5 daxpy(a, x, y, N);
6 }
7 ...

Listing 6: Loop pseudo-code.

A similar case is for a loop group with a sequence of one or more
component calls that are repeated multiple times. Amortizing com-
munication overhead over multiple loop iterations may change the
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selection of the best variant. Making a greedy choice considering just
a single component call might result in overall bad performance. List-
ing 6 shows pseudo-code of a BLAS Level 1 DAXPY component call
(with an OpenMP and a CUDA implementation) executing inside a
loop over the same data. Considering one component call at a time
with operand data initially placed in the main memory, the HEFT
scheduler might prefer an OpenMP implementation over a CUDA im-
plementation if the data transfer overhead to GPU memory supersedes
the potential computational advantage of GPU execution. The bulk
scheduler can make a better decision by considering data transfer cost
amortized over multiple executions of the component call. As the
scheduling and selection decision is made at runtime, the loop itera-
tion count needs not be necessarily known statically.

Figure 6.13 shows the execution of the code shown in Listing 6
with bulk scheduling and selection, HEFT as well as direct execution
using the OpenMP and CUDA implementations. The bulk scheduler
makes a more informed decision by amortizing communication over-
head for GPU execution over multiple loop iterations14. The overhead
of making a bulk scheduling and selection decision at runtime is in-
cluded in the measurements and it proves to be negligible even for
smaller problem sizes.

Bulk heuristic implementation: As our GCF framework uses
ROSE source-to-source compiler for program analysis, it can find out
such set of component calls automatically. The bulk heuristic is im-
plemented as a runtime superset of HEFT. This means that, e.g., for 2
workers (1 CPU, 1 GPU) with component calls having implementation
for both workers, we compare whether it would be better to schedule
all of those calls on CPU or GPU over HEFT. Figure 6.14 shows a
pseudo-code snippet for bulk composition that can be generated by
our GCF framework for three component calls constrained in a data-
dependency chain. Three main choices are considered; 1) executing
all calls on CPU, 2) executing all calls on GPU and 3) execution using
HEFT. The actual decision is made at runtime by considering:

14The loop iteration count was set to 50 for this experiment.
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...
main()
{
   ...
   call1(v0, v1, v2);
   call2(v1);
   call3(v1, v2);
   ...
}
...

// three vector operands v0, v1, v2
/* cpuWorkerFinishTime and gpuWorkerFinishTime tracks time 
   when CPU/GPU worker will finish the work it is allocated so far */
double commCostBulkCpu = ... // comm cost when 3 calls are executed on CPU/GPU 
double commCostBulkGpu = ... // considering current data locality for v0,v1,v2
double bulkCpuCompTime = ... // comp time for 3 calls on CPU 
double bulkGpuCompTime = ...

double bulkCpuEndTime = cpuWorkerFinishTime + commCostBulkCpu + bulkCpuCompTime;
double bulkGpuEndTime = gpuWorkerFinishTime + commCostBulkGpu + bulkGpuCompTime;
double heftEndTime = max( (cpuWorkerFinishTime +...) , (gpuWorkerFinishTime + ...) );

if ( heftEndTime < min(bulkCpuEndTime,bulkGpuEndTime) ) // schedule using HEFT 
{  
   call1(v0, v1, v2);
   call2(v1);
   call3(v1, v2);
}
else if(bulkCpuEndTime < bulkGpuEndTime) // if bulk on CPU is better
{
   call1_cpu_func(v0, v1, v2);
   call2_cpu_func(v1);
   call3_cpu_func(v1, v2);
}
else // if bulk on GPU is better
{
   call1_gpu_func(v0, v1, v2);
   call2_gpu_func(v1);
   call3_gpu_func(v1, v2);
}

Figure 6.14: An example pseudo-code and the code generated for bulk
scheduling and selection by our GCF framework.

• potential data transfer costs calculated based on current data
locality for calls operands. Data transfer costs are estimated
using equation (6.1).

• computation cost for three calls on CPU or GPU worker.

• current work allocated to both CPU and GPU workers (see Fig-
ure 6.8).

6.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented a component model and a global
composition framework that addresses the implementation selection
problem in an integrated manner. It uses the ROSE source-to-source
compiler and can do effective composition decisions by doing program
(data-flow, control-flow, call-graph etc.) analysis. We have shown its
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effectiveness for GPU-based systems with the help of several applica-
tions, for doing:

• automatic implementation selection for a given execution con-
text for cases with pre-calibrated performance models to one
with pure online learning;

• hybrid execution decisions for data parallel computations, giving
up to two times performance improvement for some applications
over the best performing variant; and

• bulk composition for multiple component calls constrained in-
side a data dependency chain.

Furthermore, we have described, with two scenarios, how the global
composition decisions can look different than what is determined by
the state-of-the-art HEFT scheduler used today. Four group con-
structs are proposed to model relationship between different compo-
nent calls that can later be used for guiding the composition decisions.
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“... Out of clutter find simplicity. From discord find har-
mony...”

Albert Einstein

Chapter 7

Discussion and Conclusion

In this thesis, we have studied the problem of efficiently program-
ming GPU-based systems at a high-level of abstraction by marking
computations as components with possibly multiple implementations
being available that can come from different sources. The idea of
optimized component composition is to manage the static and/or dy-
namic selection of an appropriate implementation for each component
call in the program considering the call context, data state and re-
source allocation/requirements, guided by an objective function such
as execution time.

7.1 Three approaches

We have presented, implemented and evaluated three different tech-
niques in the course of this thesis work.

1. Approach 1 : A C++ skeleton library (SkePU) that provides sev-
eral data-parallel and one task-parallel skeletons (generic com-
ponents) with multiple implementations for each skeleton. The
application writer needs to choose the appropriate skeleton(s)
for a computation and call it using smart containers holding the
required operand data. The library can automatically handle
the implementation selection, behind the scene, to provide good
performance on a given architecture in a portable manner.

188
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2. Approach 2 : An XML-based composition framework that uses
XML descriptors to get extra meta-data for component inter-
faces and component implementations, which is used to make
the component composition decisions for component calls in a
program. It can do composition decisions statically where pos-
sible as well as generates optimized code for doing them at run-
time using the StarPU runtime system. Moreover, it uses smart
containers to provide a high level of abstraction while leveraging
inter-component parallelism. Using XML, smart containers and
features offered in the runtime system, it provides a powerful
high-level mechanism for the user to affect component composi-
tion decisions (conditional composition).

3. Approach 3 : A global composition framework (GCF) that uses
static program analysis and powerful code generation and trans-
formation capabilities offered by a source-to-source compiler fra-
mework for making effective component composition decisions.
It provides implementation selection and hybrid execution ca-
pabilities with a generic performance modeling API supporting
different kinds of performance models. Moreover, by program
analysis, it can make composition decisions considering more
than one component call at a time, outperforming the state-of-
the-art HEFT scheduler, for component calls constrained inside
a data-dependency chain.

Unsurprisingly, these three approaches have a lot in common as
they all employ the idea of optimized component composition. How-
ever, there exist some critical differences too. In the following, we will
discuss both similarities and differences between these approaches.

7.1.1 Similarities

The major similarity is that all three approaches leverage the idea of
having multiple implementations for each computation (called com-
ponent or skeleton). Also, they all provide automatic composition
capabilities that can be carried out without asking the application
writer as he/she can make calls by interface. All approaches provide
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Table 7.1: Comparison of the three approaches. SC stands for Smart
Containers.

Approach 1 Approach 2 Approach 3
(SkePU) (PEPPHER) (GCF)

dynamic selection
and scheduling

yes yes yes

hybrid execution yes yes yes
online learning no no yes
global composition no no yes
general no yes yes
intrusive yes no yes
asynchronous for SC operands for SC operands for all
requires metadata no yes yes

dynamic implementation selection (possibly in combination with dy-
namic scheduling) and hybrid execution capabilities. Because of these
similarities, for many applications, any one of these three techniques
can be used to make the decision.

7.1.2 Differences

Besides lots of similarities, as shown in Table 7.1, there exist some
inherent differences between the approaches that affect their capabili-
ties. As Approach 1 uses skeleton programming, it offers ready-to-use
generic components with implementations made available as part of
the library. This gives the user the advantage of not having to bother
about providing implementation sources and requires less program-
ming effort; however, it sacrifices on generality as it works only for
those computations that can be written using the available set of
skeletons. On the other hand, Approaches 2 and 3 are more general
as they support any computation whose state can be modelled via its
input and output operands.

Approach 2 uses XML to model metadata as the idea is not to
modify the application source code. It has the advantage of being non-
intrusive to the source code as metadata is represented in a separate
file, although maintaining these XML files during code evolution could
be a tedious task without special tool support. Also, Approach 2
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does not use any program analysis which limits its applicability for
making more complex global composition decisions. Last, usage of
smart containers for operand data is required to achieve asynchronous
component execution and inter-component parallelism.

In Approach 3, we can handle both simple and complex composi-
tion scenarios in an integrated manner as it employs source-to-source
code analysis and transformation capabilities. It represents metadata
for programs using pragmas which provide more flexibility with code
maintenance and evolution but are intrusive to the program source
code. Asynchronous component executions and inter-component par-
allelism can be leveraged even for operands of normal C datatypes,
by tracking their accesses and injecting data handling code at appro-
priate places in the program control flow. Last, composition decisions
considering multiple component calls together are also possible in this
approach.

7.2 Concluding remarks

Enabling efficient and productive programming of heterogeneous GPU-
based systems is a hard problem which is far from being solved. In
this thesis, we took an integrated approach using constructs for high-
level abstraction (skeletons, components, smart containers), program
analysis/transformations as well as code generation for a runtime sys-
tem.

We have seen that there exists a major difference between the
performance behavior of CPU and GPU devices and that choosing
an appropriate implementation to run on a particular computation
resource is of pivotal importance. We used performance models that
are based on empirical executions, along with data locality and sys-
tem workload to decide which implementation to execute on which
device. The choice is proved to be quite dynamic as it could change
from application to application, system to system and even between
different call contexts (e.g., problem sizes) in the same application on
a given system. Furthermore, considering CPUs as a first-class com-
putational resource rather than a controller assigning work to GPUs
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can give significant performance improvements for many applications.
Although it is completely fine to use analytical performance mod-

els for decision making, they often prove too complex to build in prac-
tice. Making an analytical model that can model performance effects
of chosen algorithm, problem sizes, compiler transformations/opti-
mizations, and micro-architectural features of the underlying system
is a hard task. Furthermore, often, this effort cannot be re-used when
porting to a new system as it might have a different generation of
CPUs (or GPU) with different micro-architectural features. The situ-
ation might change in future with architectures and compilers getting
more stabilized in their offerings.

Thinking of our three approaches, it is difficult to favour one ap-
proach over another as each one has its strong points as shown in
Table 7.1. One recommendation could be to use SkePU (Approach 1)
when one can model a computation with the existing set of skeletons
as it requires no extra effort. Otherwise, Approach 2 is useful in cases
where changes in the application source code are either not possible
or undesirable. This could happen when, e.g., source code of compo-
nents is not available for metadata annotations. However, if one has
access to the source code and changes in the existing program code are
possible, Approach 3 with pragma annotations could be a good idea.
Approach 3 is most powerful in terms of its global composition capa-
bilities as it can deduce parallelism across different component calls
automatically and can do composition decisions considering control
and data flow relationships between component calls.

In all approaches, the achievable performance is determined by
the implementations available for that computation. For many com-
putations, one can find good implementations either in the form of
libraries or existing source code by other programmers. We hope that,
with time, more people will adopt component programming techniques
to design their applications, resulting in more and more components
and implementations becoming readily available. The benefits of the
component-based approach reach beyond programming and perfor-
mance issues. For example, it can reduce system complexity by mod-
ular design, increase system testability as well as increase the software
re-use potential.
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“Discovery consists of seeing what everybody has seen and think-
ing what nobody has thought.”

Albert Szent-Györgyi

Chapter 8

Related work

There exists a large body of work about skeleton programming,
component frameworks and programming approaches for GPU-based
systems. In the following, we will discuss the related work for the
above mentioned areas.

8.1 Skeleton programming

Although formulated by Cole [56, 57], early work on identification of
high-level constructs for expressing basic data and task parallel pat-
terns in parallel applications, has been reported by several researchers
during the same time period (i.e., in the late 80s). This includes initial
formulations of certain task-parallel skeletons such as farm [37, 195],
pipeline [124], divide and conquer [130], and branch and bound [100]
and some early work on data-parallel skeletons [139] such as scan [38].
Initially, the main focus of skeleton programming was on achieving
high abstraction [175], either by usage of activity graphs [59] or by a
high-level coordination language [71, 72, 40, 26, 81, 108, 68].

8.1.1 Skeleton frameworks for multicore CPU systems
and MPI-clusters

Functional approaches Many skeleton programming approaches
used the functional programming paradigm, including Higher-order
Divide-and-Conquer language (HDC) [112], Eden [150], Concurrent

193
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Clean [118], ML [158], OCamlP3l [55], Skipper [200], and the Hope [70]
language. Although achieving higher level of abstraction, all these ap-
proaches share a common drawback of functional programming, i.e.,
trading performance for achieving an easier and shorter programming
style. For parallel multicore and cluster architectures, this perfor-
mance degradation could be up to an order of magnitude, as shown
by Loidl et al. [149].

C/C++-based approaches There exist several skeleton program-
ming frameworks that are built using C and C++, including SkeTo,
eSkel, Quaff, MALLBA and FastFlow. SkeTo [126] provides data
parallel skeletons for distributed data structures such as lists (ar-
rays) [201], matrices (2D arrays), and trees. As a C++ template
library, it has limited support for fusing consecutive skeleton calls
into one call, which can improve performance when applicable. eS-
kel [58, 34, 33] is a skeleton library that exposes certain parallelism
concerns related to distribution directly to the application program-
mer. It provides a pipeline skeleton and a deal skeleton where the
latter is a variation of the pipeline skeleton with stage replication
and fusion capabilities. eSkel focuses on nesting of skeletons and pro-
vides two nesting modes, transient mode where skeleton objects are
destroyed immediately after invocation, and a more lasting persis-
tent mode. Quaff [94] mainly provides farm and pipeline skeletons.
It reduces the runtime overhead by performing most of the skele-
ton instantiations and optimizations at compile-time, using the C++
template meta-programming [2]. MALLBA [6] focuses on the com-
binatorial optimization problem domain. It defines skeletons such as
Dynamic Programming, Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search, and Ge-
netic Algorithms. FastFlow [9] is a C++ template library that targets
execution on shared-memory multicore CPUs. It uses lock-free (and
memory fence free) Single-Producer-Single-Consumer (SPSC) FIFO
queues to implement producer-consumer communication mechanisms
with very low synchronization overhead. Furthermore, FastFlow uses
Monte Carlo search to tune the values for certain parameters of skele-
ton implementations [60]. However, tuning in FastFlow is about find-
ing the values for the tuning parameters rather than implementation
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selection as we do in our case.

Java-based approaches Calcium [48], JaSkel [99], Lithium [10],
Muskel [8], CO2P3S [152] and Skandium [142] are all implemented
in Java. These frameworks mainly differ in their skeleton types and
the skeleton composition techniques they imply. Most of them have
support for distributed memory systems while Skandium is mainly
designed for multicore CPUs with shared memory support.

Comparison All skeleton approaches listed above are either written
for shared multicore CPU execution or for execution on a standard
homogeneous MPI cluster. Our work on SkePU mainly targets single-
node GPU-based heterogeneous systems. This difference in target ar-
chitecture leads to radical differences in library design as for multicore
execution, communication is comparatively less expensive (and often
implicit) between CPU cores and the granularity of both computation
and communication can be fine. In our case, as GPUs are suitable for
more compute-intensive applications, SkePU skeletons are designed
to leverage these massive computational capabilities while minimizing
the communication overhead. Moreover, presence of different kinds of
compute devices (CPU, GPU) as well as a distributed memory address
space leads to major differences in features such as support for algo-
rithmic selection, hybrid execution and communication optimization
(lazy memory copying).

8.1.2 Skeleton programming for GPU-based systems

There exist some related skeleton programming solutions in the GPU
computing domain such as SkelCL, Muesli and Marrow.

SkelCL [197] is a skeleton library implemented using OpenCL.
Initially, it implemented a one-dimensional vector datatype and four
data parallel skeletons named Map (for one input operand), Zip, Re-
duce and Scan where Zip is basically a Map operation with two input
operands. Recently, support for a two-dimensional matrix datatype as
well as two new data-parallel skeletons (MapOverlap and Allpairs) has
been added [196]. The SkelCL vector and matrix containers provide
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memory management capabilities like SkePU containers. However,
in SkelCL the data distribution for containers is explicitly specified
by the application programmer whereas in SkePU, it is transparent.
This gives freedom to the SkePU framework on the actual execution
of a skeleton call, including selection of a skeleton implementation to
use and the ability to partition the work between different devices in
a transparent way. Furthermore, SkelCL has no support for hybrid
execution and performance-aware implementation selection.

The Muesli skeleton library, originally designed for MPI/OpenMP
execution [54], has been recently ported for GPU execution [90]. How-
ever, it does not support skeletons with more global access patterns
such as MapOverlap and MapArray which are essential for implement-
ing a large number of applications ranging from N-body simulation to
Conjugate Gradient solver. Support for OpenCL, performance-aware
implementation selection and hybrid execution are major features that
distinguish our work on SkePU from Muesli.

Marrow [154] is a skeleton programming framework for systems
containing a single GPU using OpenCL. It provides data (map) and
task parallel (stream, pipeline) skeletons that can be composed to-
gether to model complex computations. However, it focuses on GPU
execution only (i.e., no execution on multicore CPUs) and exposes
concurrency and synchronization issues to the programmer.

Support for GPU execution has recently been added [105] in the
FastFlow library for pipeline and farm skeletons using OpenCL. Dane-
lutto and Torquati [69] proposed a set of parallel building blocks for
modeling and implementation of parallel frameworks that are applied
to FastFlow [7]. Moreover, Serban et al. [192] implemented support
in FastFlow for distributing map and reduce computation work across
multicore CPUs and one GPU using an analytical performance model.

Comparison

In Table 8.1, we compare SkePU with other skeleton approaches that
support execution on GPUs using either CUDA and OpenCL. SkelCL
and Marrow are both written in OpenCL and mainly target GPU
execution. SkePU is the only library that provides both CUDA and
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OpenCL implementations of its skeletons. FastFlow allows the user to
write arbitrary CUDA and OpenCL code inside skeletons that can be
executed on GPUs, i.e., it does not provide as such any GPU imple-
mentations of its skeletons. Furthermore, SkePU is the only library
that supports automatic implementation selection between different
skeleton implementations as well as hybrid execution of a single data-
parallel computation across multiple CPU and/or GPU devices. Some
initial support for implementation selection has been implemented
in FastFlow to decide whether to use the CPU or (a user-provided)
OpenCL implementation for a farm worker [105]. This is done with
a simple formula where a new item of work is assigned to a GPU
having the least number of assigned (not finished) kernels, assuming
that each kernel takes the same execution time. Moreover, in Fast-
Flow, no explicit data-parallel skeletons exist and stream parallelism
is mainly expressed using different configurations of farm, pipeline and
loop skeletons.

Marrow support both data- and task-parallel skeletons but is lim-
ited to single GPU execution. It also exposes concurrency to the ap-
plication programmer. SkelCL supports only data-parallel skeletons
and exposes data distribution to the programmer; however, it can run
on multiple GPUs. In FastFlow, the application programmer needs
to write CUDA and/or OpenCL code which exposes concurrency and
parallelism issues to the programmer.

SkePU hides both concurrency and data distribution from the ap-
plication programmer. When running SkePU skeleton programs on
top of StarPU, skeleton calls are executed asynchronously; however,
asynchrony is implicitly handled within the SkePU containers that
implement synchronization logic for completing all previously issued
skeleton calls, operating on that data, before allowing program ac-
cesses to that data. SkePU also supports one-level nesting of data-
parallel skeletons inside the farm skeleton. Marrow and FastFlow sup-
port arbitrary level nesting of their skeletons. Last but not the least,
SkePU and Muesli supports execution on MPI clusters (see [153] for
MPI support in SkePU).
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8.1.3 Other approaches for GPU-based systems

Thrust [116] is a C++ template library for CUDA that implements
functionality like transform (map), reduction, prefix-sum (scan), sort-
ing etc. However, Thrust does not support usage of multiple GPUs for
a single library call. CUDPP [111] is a library of data-parallel algo-
rithm primitives such as parallel prefix-sum, parallel sort and parallel
reduction. It does not however provide higher-order functions which
can take any user defined function as an input.

SPOC [41] is a runtime library that enables CUDA and OpenCL
programming for the OCaml [113] programming language. It provides
a vector data-type to abstract memory management for GPU compu-
tations while internally using garbage collection mechanism available
in OCaml.

Nugteren et al. [166] introduce a classification of affine loop nests
(called algorithmic species) which their tool [165] can automatically
identify in a program and can then generate optimized code for exe-
cution on GPU. A similar tool for identifying patterns from existing
sequential programs that can be represented by SkePU skeleton calls,
has been developed by Sarvestani et al. [190].

Vinas et al. [204] propose a high-level programming library with
OpenCL code generation facility whereas KFusion [134] can help fus-
ing multiple OpenCL kernel calls for performance reasons. Benkner et
al. [31] propose high level constructs (in the form of pragmas) for mod-
eling pipeline patterns in an application; underneath, they generate
StarPU code for making decisions at runtime.

8.2 Programming approaches for GPU-based
systems

In the last few years, a great deal of work has been published regard-
ing programming solutions for GPU-based heterogeneous systems.
It ranges from automatic code generation for execution on GPUs
from sequential (or parallel) CPU source code to proposals of new
unified high-level abstractions/programming models/environments to
program such systems.
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8.2.1 Unified programming abstractions

Many programming approaches aim to provide unified programming
abstraction for multicore and heterogeneous systems. PetaBricks [13]
is an implicitly parallel language and compiler framework that uses
empirical auto-tuning for finding algorithmic configurations to get
good performance on a variety of architectures. The programming
model relies on the programmer providing multiple implementations
of each algorithm at possibly different granularity levels and how they
can be composed together in the application. The transform pro-
gramming construct models a computation with given input and out-
put operands, internally having possibly multiple rules which specify
computations on (part of) input data to generate (part of) the final
output. The auto-tuner can then explore the search space of possible
configurations in an effective manner to determine the best configu-
ration for different execution contexts. The output of the auto-tuner
is an application configuration file specifying different configurations
and transitions points between them; the configuration file is then
used by the runtime library to make choices at runtime. With re-
cent work [178], PetaBricks programs can be executed on GPU-based
systems by generating OpenCL code.

There exist some similaritites between our work and PetaBricks
as we also use runtime systems to make final decisions, and an auto-
tuner is used (e.g., in SkePU) to determine transition points between
different configurations. However, there exist some major differences.
In our work, we do not propose any new programming model (or
programming constructs) but rather rely on existing well-established
programming models (OpenMP, CUDA). Secondly, we target mainly
the implementation selection problem between different computations
and not the tuning of tunable parameters inside each implementa-
tion; this is a complementary feature to our approach. Furthermore,
component implementations in our case can specify internal explicit
parallelism (using OpenMP, CUDA etc.) whereas rules in PetaBricks
are written sequentially where parallelism is automatically devised by
the PetaBricks compiler based on data dependency analysis.

The Merge framework [148] targets a variety of heterogeneous ar-
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chitectures, while focusing on MapReduce [76] as a unified, high-level
programming model. Like PetaBricks, it provides a unified program-
ming abstraction while providing data-parallel programming abstrac-
tions. The performance is achieved by choosing from potentially many
implementations for each computation. The Merge framework pro-
vides a predicate mechanism that is used to specify the target plat-
form and restrictions on the execution context for each implementa-
tion; this is somewhat similar to the conditional composition capa-
bility that we have developed in our PEPPHER composition tool.
However, in our work, we consider other computation patterns beside
MapReduce. Moreover, in Merge, selection between different imple-
mentations is done by issuing work dynamically to the processor avail-
able (i.e., a dynamic workload balancing mechanism) while favoring
specialized accelerator implementations over sequential CPU imple-
mentations. This is quite different to the our selection mechanism
based on performance models which is more flexible and generic in its
applicability.

In [207], Wang et al. propose EXOCHI, an integrated program-
ming environment for heterogeneous architectures that offers a POSIX
shared virtual memory programming abstraction. It extends earlier
work on the Multiple Instruction Stream Processor (MISP) [110] by
implementing support for heterogeneous accelerators as sequencers,
which are similar to processor cores in an SMP. These sequencers are
exposed to the application where user-level threads (sequences of in-
structions) called shreds run on these sequencers. The programming
model is an extension of C++ and OpenMP where (domain-specific)
portions of code, to be executed on a specific accelerator sequencer,
are embedded/inlined inside OpenMP parallel blocks. The EXOCHI
compiler injects calls to the runtime system and then generates a sin-
gle fat binary consisting of executable code sections corresponding to
the different accelerator-specific ISAs. During execution, the runtime
can spread parallel computation across the heterogeneous cores. The
evalution in [207] is carried out on a specially built MISP processor
research prototype as the MISP architecture is not commercially im-
plemented yet. Comparing to our work, EXOCHI provides offloading
of OpenMP parallel regions on accelerators, i.e., it does not support
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multiple implementations of a computation as such.
IBM’s liquid metal [120] uses a single unified object-oriented pro-

gramming language called Lime to program both CPUs and FPGAs
in the system. The Lime language extends Java with immutable value
types and enum-indexed arrays, considering that enum has a bounded
number of values in Lime. Like PetaBricks, the idea is to provide a
unified abstraction to program different devices present in the sys-
tem. However, devising one high-level programming abstraction that
can be used to effectively program different devices considering signif-
icant architectural differences between such devices is a difficult task.
Because of these reasons, certain programming constructs in Lime lan-
guage are only meaningful for FPGAs (or CPUs) and should not be
used in code meant to execute on other compute devices.

Sequoia [96] is a hierarchical stream programming language, orig-
inally developed for the Cell processor. It has been extended to
Sequoia-C++ and other target platforms. Unlike C++, Sequoia makes
the memory hierarchy/distribution explicit to the programmer. The
memory structure is represented in a hierarchical representation (a
tree) where nodes closer to the root node represent larger and slower
memory (e.g., RAM) and nodes closer to leaves represent smaller but
faster memory units (e.g., registers, L1 cache). Each memory node has
an associated processing element (e.g. a CPU core or a GPU) that can
directly access data from that memory by load and store instructions.
Data transfer from parent memory to child memory and vice-versa
is done transparently (via MPI calls, DMA transfers, or by using ex-
plicit loads and stores). The Sequoia programming model is suitable
for divide-and-conquer problems such as sorting or matrix multiplica-
tion, where a problem can be partitioned recursively into smaller sub-
problems by spawning new tasks and partitioning data into smaller
chunks that can fit in successor memory (i.e., faster but smaller mem-
ories than predecessor memory types in the memory hierarchy tree).
Sequoia offers portability for different architectures by tuning appro-
priately granularity of computation for each machine [185].
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8.2.2 Component-based approaches

Elastic Computing [209] is a framework that relies on a library of
ready-made implementations for specific computations (called “elas-
tic functions”) that are explored offline by an implementation plan-
ning tool to determine optimized execution configuration for a given
platform. Each elastic function provides a performance model based
on a one-dimensional metric value that is used to measure execution
time of that function for a given input. However, the elastic comput-
ing framework does not directly manage execution on GPU devices;
rather, elastic functions can internally manage execution on GPU de-
vices along with resource allocation and data management. In our
work, the frameworks are aware of GPU devices and manages/opti-
mizes data movements for execution on these devices. Also, our per-
formance modeling framework is more generic and supports models
with n-dimensional parameter spaces. Lastly, our frameworks can do
execution for computations with no performance models available be-
forehand where the runtime system can manage execution in a greedy
load-balancing manner. In scenarios with repetitive executions, we
can even learn the performance models online.

In [131], Kessler and Löwe discuss algorithmic selection for explic-
itly parallel software components for a multi-processor machine where
a component has multiple implementation variants. Each implemen-
tation variant of a component contains metacode (time_f method)
for each of its performance-aware methods f that is used to predict
the execution time of the method f , based on problem and processor
group sizes. They use an interleaved dynamic programming algorithm
to construct dispatch tables offline; afterwards, these dispatch tables
are looked up at runtime to find the expected best implementation
variant, processor allocation and schedule for given problem and pro-
cessor group sizes. Their approach works best for divide-and-conquer
algorithms where variant and schedule selection for each component
invocation in the call tree often results in significant performance gains
compared to any fixed variant execution.

Kicherer et al. [133] also use a component-based approach to ad-
dress programming issues with modern heterogeneous systems. In [132],
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they proposed a performance model that is suited for online learn-
ing and implementation selection decision making between available
implementation variants for a given invocation context. In their ap-
proach, each implementation variant is loaded as a dynamic library at
runtime instead of a single binary solution. The major difference, in
comparison to our work, comes in data management as their runtime
library does not handle (and thus cannot optimize) data transfers for
GPU execution. The operand data is always placed in main memory
and GPU implementations internally transfer data back and forth for
operand data. This could have serious performance implications in
GPU-based systems as data transfers cannot be optimized across dif-
ferent invocations in their case. Similarly, overlapping computation
and communication is also not possible considering data transfers are
not controlled by the runtime system. A further limitation of their
work is related to simultaneous execution on both CPU and GPU
devices which could yield significant performance benefits for certain
data-parallel applications.

8.2.3 Task-based programming models

Support for task parallelism is added in OpenMP version 3.0 [24, 23].
A new task construct is introduced which can be used to annotate
arbitrary computations as tasks; a task in OpenMP can spawn fur-
ther tasks dynamically to utilize nested parallelism adaptively with
parent-child relationship. Execution of already spawned tasks can be
synchronized using the taskwait construct. In OpenMP 4.0 [169],
more fine grained task synchronization is supported where a group
of tasks can be synchronized rather than all spawned tasks. More-
over, dependencies between individual tasks can be specified using the
newly introduced depend clause. Besides enhancements in the task-
ing model, the OpenMP 4.0 API has introduced several new features
including support for programming accelerators, SIMD programming,
and better thread affinity.

One problem with the OpenMP tasking model is that it does not
model data flow information across different tasks (input and out-
put operands for a task) which can help in inferring data dependen-
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cies between different tasks [104]. This is used in StarPU as well as
other tasking models for heterogeneous systems including OmpSs and
StarSs, as described below.

StarSs (Star Superscalar) [179] is a task-based programming model
that consists of few OpenMP-like pragmas, a source-to-source trans-
lator, and a runtime system that schedules tasks for execution while
preserving their dependencies. The StarSs programming model has
been implemented for different platforms, such as GRIDSs for Grid
environments, CellSs for IBM Cell B.E. [177], SMPSs for multicore
processors [176] and GPUSs for GPUs [25]. Similar to OpenMP,
StarSs has a task construct that can be used to mark code as a task
for execution; however, unlike OpenMP, it supports implicit synchro-
nization based on data dependencies between different tasks. Each
task in StarSs uses in (standing for input), out (standing for output)
and inout (standing for input/output) clauses to specify operations
on its operand data. This information is used to infer dependencies
between different tasks for synchronization; it also helps in exploiting
parallelism between multiple tasks that have no data dependency.

OmpSs [86, 46] is a programming model that combines ideas from
OpenMP and StarSs. It enhances OpenMP with support for irregular
and asynchronous parallelism. It incorporates the idea of disjoint ad-
dress spaces that allows the compiler/runtime to automatically move
data as necessary and perform different kinds of optimizations.

OmpSs and StarSs are quite similar to StarPU which we have used
in our work. One major difference is that tasks in OmpSs and StarSs
variants have normally one implementation. Recently, one scheduling
and selection policy in OmpSs (called versioning) is added that can
handle tasks with multiple implementations. It is quite similar to
the HEFT scheduling and selection policy that we have used in our
runtime library and the one available in StarPU. For a more detail
comparison between StarPU and StarSs/OmpSs, we refer to [19].

8.2.4 Code generation

There exists a rich body of work on automatically porting code writ-
ten in other languages besides CUDA and OpenCL for GPU execu-
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tion. GPU language translators have been made available for sev-
eral languages including Java [213], C [28], C++ [42], OpenMP [141],
Python [136], Ruby [155], .NET [137], MATLAB [43] and Fortran [186].
The porting process focuses on exploiting the massive computational
capabilities of modern GPUs by porting structured data-parallel parts
of the application such as for-loops in C++ with no loop-carried de-
pendences etc. Loops are the primary target considering that they
often consume most of the application’s execution time, thus promis-
ing significant reductions in execution time.

Considering that CPU and GPU have different architectural fea-
tures, a simple port of existing CPU code for GPU execution may
run slowly for several reasons. The code should have sufficient work
to supersede the potential overhead associated with GPU execution,
data transfers and synchronization. Simply porting all data parallel
regions for GPU execution may prove sub-optimal in real situations.
One other source of deficiency can come from data structures and ac-
cess patterns. On CPU, computations on consecutive elements of an
array are processed by the same thread to exploit cache and data-
locality; however, in GPU execution, consecutive array elements must
be processed by different threads running in parallel (i.e., in a warp)
to achieve better global memory bandwidth. When porting loops in-
side OpenMP programs for GPU execution, Grewe et al. [109] used
machine learning to decide, for each loop, whether to execute it on a
CPU or a GPU. They also apply compiler-based transformations to
optimize data access patterns for GPUs.

Our work is orthogonal to the approaches discussed above that
generate e.g. CUDA/OpenCL code for GPU execution from CPU
code written in languages such as C, C++ and OpenMP. This means
that these approaches can be used to generate GPU implementations
of components from existing sequential code for that computation.
These generated implementations could be hand-tuned further when
human resources become available.
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8.3 Component Models in HPC and Grid Com-
puting

The traditional COTS (components-off-the-shelf) component models
such as CORBA [205] and EJB [88] have been developed for the se-
quential, concurrent and networked usage context with a standard
single-CPU execution platform in mind. Their main task is to ab-
stract from language, platform and location specificity, to provide
interoperability and portability, and to interface to legacy systems.
Traditionally, these functional and interoperability aspects have been
more important to component system designers than performance.
However, the component concept is increasingly being adopted also
in high-performance and grid computing, where non-functional prop-
erties like response times and throughput are more important. We
briefly review some approaches below.

8.3.1 Component Models in Grid Computing

GCM (Grid Component Model), developed in the CoreGRID NoE
[63], is a component model designed specifically for grid computing.
It is based upon FRACTAL [45], which is a generic, extensible and
programming-language agnostic component model that can be real-
ized in various different ways (due to its genericity). GCM builds upon
FRACTAL by supporting an autonomic controller for each compo-
nent, which can automatically manage its component by monitoring
current status of the component and by executing necessary modifica-
tions. Moreover, it supports advanced communication patterns (data,
stream, event ports, and collective communication). It extends the ex-
isting FRACTAL ADL with new definitions for its added Grid-specific
features.

CCA (Common component architecture) [15] is a standardization
effort towards a multi-linguistic component framework for high perfor-
mance computing. It provides a framework for components to inter-
act, thus abstracting away interoperability semantics (including sup-
port for location transparency).
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8.3.2 Component Models in HPC

There is a growing trend in HPC to benefit from a component ori-
ented programming style that is already widely used in the non-HPC
software engineering community. However, the need for maintaining
performance while going for component orientation led to several new
initiatives in the HPC community. OnRamp [122] addresses the issue
of keeping familiar software programming models intact, while achiev-
ing component orientation. It is based upon annotating existing soft-
ware systems with mark-up (annotations) that identify components,
their interaction and different composition semantics. It relies on the
tool chain of CCA for its working.

Foley et al. [101] extend a component interface to model enriched
interaction between different components, including file and event-
based interaction beyond the classical method invocation. In their
component model, the component interface only participates in con-
trol flow, where as data is exchanged via files and additional activities
are coordinated via the event service. They introduce file interac-
tion descriptors and even interaction descriptors for modeling file and
event-based interaction respectively.

Besides general-purpose component frameworks, several domain-
specific component frameworks have been created in many domains,
including climate modeling [61], rocket simulation [125], and engi-
neering [188]. Contract negotiation and its usage for modeling and
fulfilling non-functional requirements is discussed in [198, 67, 143].
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“One never notices what has been done; one can only see what
remains to be done.”

Marie Curie

Chapter 9

Possible extensions

There are of course many ways to improve and extend the work
presented in this thesis. Two obvious future work options for all three
approaches are: 1) to consider other optimization objectives such as
energy consumption for composition decisions and 2) to experiment
with other platforms such as embedded devices (smartphones, tablets
etc.) and clusters of GPU-based systems. In the following, we will
discuss some specific tracks for our three approaches that we consider
interesting for further study.

9.1 SkePU extensions

In future extensions, more data- and task-parallel skeletons can be
added in SkePU. Task-parallel skeletons require flexible runtime sup-
port which might come from existing integration with the StarPU run-
time system. Otherwise, our in-house developed runtime library (see
Section 6.2.3) could be used (and extended if needed) for such purpose.
The most obvious choices for new task-parallel skeletons are Pipeline,
Parallel_for, Branch-and-bound and Divide-and-conquer.

Regarding data-parallel skeletons, support for data-parallel op-
erations on sparse matrices along with a smart container type for
sparse matrix operands could be an interesting idea. The opera-
tions on sparse matrices such as sparse matrix-vector multiplication
are widely used in solving sparse linear systems and eigenvalue prob-

209
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lems [87, 159, 206]. This work would first require defining exact se-
mantics for skeletons such as MapOverlap for sparse matrix opera-
tions. Moreover, sparse matrix operations are typically much less reg-
ular in their access patterns and can be tricky to implement efficiently
on throughput-oriented processors such as GPUs [30].

The implementation selection mechanism implemented in SkePU
uses adaptive offline sampling to decide which implementation to use
for a given skeleton call. It currently does not support selection for
skeleton calls that can be executed across multiple GPUs. This could
be added in future by considering a skeleton call execution on multiple
GPUs as another possible implementation variant in the algorithm.

A long-term future work could be to add a pre-processing tool
that can parse a skeleton program and optimize the skeleton opera-
tions by doing source code analysis and transformations. One simple
example could be to analyze data-access patterns in user-functions
supplied by the programmer. This analysis could help in, e.g., opti-
mizing the MapOverlap operations depending on the overlap access
patterns. With addition of task-parallel skeletons as well as sparse
matrix operations, this analysis and transformation mechanism could
become even more important for achieving good performance in a
portable manner, while providing a high level of abstraction to the
programmer.

Another important future work is to carry out further case studies
of porting new applications to SkePU. This would help in two ways:
first, it would show the genericity of SkePU modeled skeletons, and
second, feed-back from such case studies can be used to improve (or
even devise new) skeletons. Last but not the least, SkePU can be
ported for execution on different platforms. We have already reported
our initial work [153] on porting SkePU for execution on MPI-clusters
with or without GPU-enhanced nodes. In future, execution on sys-
tems with Intel Xeon Phi and FPGAs could be demonstrated. This
work might not require any new skeleton implementations, as Intel
Xeon Phi and FPGAs support execution using OpenMP and OpenCL
respectively.
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9.2 PEPPHER Composition tool

Although the PEPPHER project was completed at the end of 2012, it
is possible to use (and extend) the composition tool in other contexts
in future.

The composition tool composes annotated components using the
PEPPHER component model which might be extended to support
a more diverse set of performance-related annotations. One idea is
to improve annotations for the user to supply his/her own perfor-
mance model, which could be an analytical model. This would re-
quire provision for runtime feedback back to the performance model
to update/calibrate it during the actual program execution. We have
implemented a similar facility in our global composition framework
(see Chapter 6).

The composition tool uses smart containers to provide high-level
data abstraction and leverages their data distribution and synchro-
nization capabilities in a transparent manner. With these containers,
we have achieved asynchronous component execution which, along-
side the implicit data-dependency detection facility for operand data,
enabled the exploitation of inter-component parallelism. Currently,
we have smart containers for modeling scalar, 1D vector and 2D ma-
trix operations. In future, the set of smart containers could be ex-
tended for other commonly used data structures such as stack, queue,
tree etc. Some data structures may employ more advanced optimiza-
tions. For example, considering the data access patterns for a certain
operand, the data storage format can be optimized for that particular
operand [162].

A more interesting work would be to investigate further the inter-
face between the runtime system and the application layer including
the composition tool. Many existing approaches design their frame-
work in an integrated manner, employing compiler analysis/transfor-
mations to inject calls to their runtime system which manages/mon-
itors execution at runtime. This results in tight integration between
the runtime system and the outside world. Considering that runtime
systems are developed separately by different groups (e.g., StarPU
from INRIA), proper interfacing mechanisms would enable high-level
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approaches to effectively utilize the runtime system capabilities and
(possibly) vice-versa.

9.3 Global Composition Framework (GCF)

There exist several possibilities for future work on the GCF com-
position framework. First and foremost, the implementation can be
improved to do more comprehensive program analysis to extract more
information for decision making statically. In some cases, this may en-
able the propagation of information such as the problem sizes for some
operand data, which could help in pruning certain implementations of-
fline. Also, the runtime system library designed and developed in this
work can be extended to support concurrent execution on GPU-based
systems.

Currently, the composition decisions are made by our runtime
system assuming standalone execution of the application on a ded-
icated system. Recently, StarPU has implemented support for the
co-execution of multiple applications each using the StarPU runtime
system [121]. The resources can be shared by virtualization and the
runtime system needs to consider the global resource allocation when
making the scheduling and selection decision for a given component
call (or a task). One idea could be to provide a more explicit no-
tion of resource requirements in the component model so that the
implementation writer can clearly specify the type and amount of re-
sources required. However, in many cases this could be difficult for a
programmer to know as it could be system and input dependent. An-
other idea could be to profile the application execution to infer such
information automatically. This information can be used both by the
composition tool and the runtime system to make effective scheduling
and selection decisions considering resource sharing and co-execution
of multiple applications at the same time.

The composition framework can in future be tried for other sys-
tems including MPI- and GPU-clusters as well as systems with e.g.
Intel Xeon and FPGA accelerators. As we already support OpenMP
and OpenCL, and with the ROSE source-to-source compiler’s avail-
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able support for MPI, this work could perhaps be done with some
modifications in the code generation module (composer) of our global
composition framework.

One important direction for future work would be to explore more
on the global component composition for GPU-based systems. There
are primarily two challenges. 1) To find more applications where one
can show benefits of global composition decisions (considering multi-
ple component calls at a time) over the local composition decisions
(considering one component call at a time) using HEFT. 2) To carry
out such composition decisions in an automated manner with limited
overhead. In our work, we made composition decisions (mostly) on-
line, which provides greater flexibility in terms of knowledge about
problem sizes and system state but puts a restriction on the deci-
sion overhead. One idea could be to deduce frequent dependence pat-
terns in the program task graph from one or more program executions
and use that along with information about the performance behavior
of each task to make certain decisions offline. This could work for
applications with a limited number of execution contexts (problem
sizes, input data etc.) and with the assumption that executions with
the same execution context would generate the same task graph (i.e.,
generation of tasks does not depend upon some random values). If
the task graph is known before execution along with the performance
characteristics of each task, the composition decisions can be evalu-
ated offline and stored for lookup during the actual program execution
for different execution contexts. However there exist certain problems
with this offline approach:

• Size and shape of the task graph of an application can depend on
the problem size and even (in some cases) on the actual contents
of the input data.

• Knowledge about the system workload and resource sharing
needs to be considered. Modeling it as a possible context prop-
erty would be difficult as system workload can be highly unpre-
dictable in the presence of co-running applications and services.

• Global composition decisions may require program transforma-
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tions (e.g., component call reordering etc.) that can require
re-compilation; thus it might not be possible to be done on the
fly at runtime. One idea could be to include all (or a subset of)
possible permutations within the source code, and at runtime
jump to the right permutation depending upon the execution
context [131].

Other techniques such as speculative execution could be interesting
to try for certain application scenarios. Speculative execution [80]
allows execution of different component implementations on different
compute devices in parallel where the result from the implementation
that finishes first can be retained; other implementations’ executions
can be aborted.
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